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Hurricanes surprise Ward as first Hall of Fame inductee in sweet video 

Former goalie learns about honor from former teammate 
Brind 'Amour 

By Anna Kulesa 

The Carolina Hurricanes slipped one past Cam Ward. 

The team surprised their former goalie with the 
announcement that he is was being inducted to the newly 
formed Hurricanes Hall of Fame. They lured him to the 
facility under the guise of participating in an interview for the 
2006 Stanley Cup Championship team. 

Former teammate and Hurricanes head coach Rod Brind 
'Amour and general manager Don Waddell interrupted 
Ward's interview to tell him of his induction in a video posted 
by the Hurricanes on Twitter. 

Ward becomes the first player officially elected to the 
Hurricanes Hall of Fame. In addition, the team will retire his 
No. 30 jersey. 

Brind 'Amour, Ron Francis, and Glen Wesley, whose 
numbers are already retired by the team, will also be 
automatically inducted to the Hall of Fame on Feb. 16. 

"Yeah, obviously I'm really excited," Ward said in the 
Hurricanes Twitter video. "To be one of the first is a huge 
honor and I'm extremely humbled by that. I was fortunate 
enough to have 13 years here in Carolina and I'm thankful 
for each and every one of them." 

Ward played 668 games for the Hurricanes from 2005-2018. 
He recorded a 318-244-84 record and a .909 save 
percentage with the team. He won the Conn Smythe Trophy 
in 2006 after helping lead the Hurricanes to their first Stanley 
Cup championship.
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Grades for all 32 NHL teams at the quarter mark of 2022-23 

By Ryan S. Clark and Kristen Shilton 

There is no official "quarter mark" of the NHL season, but 
now that 31 out of 32 teams have played 20 or more games, 
it's time to grade them all on their starts. 

We broke down what has gone right and what has gone 
wrong for each team, and also compared their current pace 
in standings points against what the bookmarkers forecast 
for them in the preseason, before serving up a letter grade. 

Who's at the head of the class? Who's in danger of failing? 
Read on for our appraisals. 

Note: Ryan S. Clark graded the Pacific and Central Division 
teams, while Kristen Shilton graded the Metropolitan and 
Atlantic Division teams. Preseason over/unders are courtesy 
of Caesars Sportsbook. 

PACIFIC DIVISION 

Anaheim Ducks 

Preseason over/under: 80 
Current points pace: 48 

What's gone right: Troy Terry and Trevor Zegras. They are 
both on pace for what would be a pair of 30-goal seasons. 
Terry scored 37 goals in 2021-22 during his breakout 
campaign, while Zegras would be in line for his first 30-goal 
effort. Both of them are players who are central to the Ducks' 
long-term goals, and what they are doing comes as they are 
also pending restricted free agents. 

What's gone wrong: Nearly everything else. They've lost 
Jamie Drysdale to a season-ending injury. They have a lack 
of consistent secondary scoring. They lead the NHL with the 
most penalty minutes by a team. Their goalies have a 
combined goals-against average of more than 4.00 while 
they allow nearly 16 high-danger chances per 60 minutes, 
which is among the highest rates in the league. Maybe the 
most damning detail of all could be that the Ducks were the 
last team to win in regulation, which did not come until Nov. 
24. 

Grade: D- 

Concentrating on the future appears to be the Ducks' priority 
barring a major turnaround. They have pending unrestricted 
free agents like John Klingberg and Kevin Shattenkirk. It is 
possible the Ducks could look to move some of those 
pending UFAs to gain additional draft capital in a season that 
could see them contend for the No. 1 pick. 

Calgary Flames 

Preseason over/under: 103 
Current points pace: 82 

What's gone right: Their centers. Elias Lindholm continues to 
be the sort of player who can log heavy 5-on-5, penalty-kill 
and power-play minutes. Lindholm also leads the Flames in 

points. Nazem Kadri is second in points, and has remained 
one of their more consistent threats. The 87 points he scored 
last season will remain the barometer, but Kadri is on pace to 
score a career-high 36 goals. Mikael Backlund presents the 
Flames with another layer with a third-line anchor who is on 
pace for what would be his fourth 20-goal season. 

What's gone wrong: That seven-game losing streak. It was a 
bit bizarre for a few reasons. For one, the Flames started 5-1 
only to then go on a seven-game slide. How the Flames 
looked in one-goal games was also perplexing. Three of the 
Flames' first five wins came in those one-goal games. But 
five of their losses were by a goal. And now that they are 
winning again, three of the Flames' four victories going into 
Thanksgiving were by a goal. Go figure. 

Grade: C 

Even with such a contrasting first quarter, the Flames are still 
in a playoff position. Going into Thanksgiving, they were part 
of a four-team logjam of squads that are level on points. It's 
what makes Jonathan Huberdeau, Jacob Markstrom and 
MacKenzie Weegar even more important. All three have 
struggled to start the season. Huberdeau had a point in four 
out of five games prior to Nov. 22. Markstrom won four of his 
five starts before Nov. 22 but had an .886 save percentage in 
those victories. Weegar, who had a career-high 44 points 
last season, is projected to score 23. 

Edmonton Oilers 

Preseason over/under: 103.5 
Current points pace: 86 

What's gone right: Scoring goals and lots of them. Leon 
Draisaitl and Connor McDavid each had more than 30 points 
before playing their 20th game. In all, the Oilers have four 
players who are at minimum averaging a point per game. 
And until his injury, Evander Kane was averaging 0.93 points 
per game to give the Oilers another threat. They also have 
the No. 2 power-play unit with a 31.3% success rate. 

What's gone wrong: Allowing goals and lots of them. 
Pinpointing the exact cause, however, is where it gets 
complicated. The Oilers do have collective defensive issues. 
They have given up the seventh-most shots per 60 minutes 
while being in the bottom third of scoring chances allowed 
per 60 and high-danger chances per 60. The Oilers also 
have the fifth-worst penalty kill in the league with a 72.7% 
success rate going into Thanksgiving. And then there's the 
goaltending. 

Grade: C 

The difference between Jack Campbell and Stuart Skinner 
has been jarring. Campbell has a minus-6.7 goals saved 
above expected (GSVA), and that is the third-poorest mark 
among goaltenders with at least nine games played, per 
MoneyPuck. He also has a 4.27 goals-against average and a 
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.873 save percentage. Skinner, on the other hand, has a 3.9 
GSVA that ranks 12th among goalies with at least nine 
games. And while Campbell has more wins, Skinner has a 
2.78 GAA and a .921 save percentage. It's another reason 
finding defensive solutions looks like the greatest challenge 
facing the Oilers going forward. 

Los Angeles Kings 

Preseason over/under: 94 
Current points pace: 92 

What's gone right: Contributions have not been a problem. 
Nine players had reached the 10-point mark going into 
Thanksgiving. Defensemen Sean Durzi and Matt Roy could 
raise that number to 11 as they are each sitting on nine 
points. It's the sort of versatility every team covets, and it 
also places the Kings in a tie with the Vegas Golden Knights 
for the most double-digit scorers in the Pacific. 

What's gone wrong: Goaltending. It appears the Kings are in 
a situation in which there could be a disconnect with their 
defensive structure and their goalies. As of Nov. 22, the 
Kings allowed the sixth-fewest high-danger chances per 60 
minutes, the seventh-fewest shots per 60 and were 10th in 
high-danger chances allowed per 60. But Jonathan Quick 
and Cal Petersen have a combined 3.37 GAA and a .889 
save percentage. Petersen's minus-5.1 GSVA and Quick's 
minus-5.5 GSVA rank 32nd and 33rd out of the 37 goalies 
with at least eight games this season. Correcting what's 
wrong with Quick and Petersen could also help address why 
the Kings have the sixth-worst penalty kill in the NHL. 

Grade: B 

Relying on veterans has helped the Kings. So has trusting 
their young players. Arthur Kaliyev had six goals and 13 
points through 20 games. Gabriel Vilardi led the Kings with 
10 goals in 20 games while his 15 points were third on the 
team. Mikey Anderson is second in 5-on-5 ice time while 
Durzi is seventh. Those are significant contributions from 
four players younger than 24 and it has created an 
expectation the Kings should continue to see more progress 
from that quartet. 

San Jose Sharks 

Preseason over/under: 73 
Current points pace: 62 

What's gone right: Erik Karlsson. As of Nov. 22, Karlsson 
was tied for third in points and was six points shy of matching 
McDavid for the league lead. Only six of his 29 points have 
come on the power play, which further proves Karlsson does 
not need the extra skater advantage to be effective. He also 
has scored 18% of the Sharks' goals, while 10 of his 12 
assists in 5-on-5 play have been primary contributions. Say 
Karlsson had no goals this season. He'd still be tied for the 
team lead in points on assists alone through 21 games. 

What's gone wrong: The Sharks might not have enough 
options. Six players had reached the 10-point mark going 
into Thanksgiving. But their four leading goal scorers have 
combined to account for 57% of their goals through 21 
games. The Sharks also came into Thanksgiving averaging 
the fewest high-danger goals per 60 minutes in 5-on-5 play 

along with the fourth-fewest shots per 60 in those 
sequences. 

Grade: D 

It looks like the Sharks could go in a number of directions. 
They came into Thanksgiving week three points shy of the 
final wild-card berth. But they also had the eighth-fewest 
points in the NHL while being six points clear of the Ducks 
for the worst record in the league. It leaves the front office 
with a number of hypotheticals about determining the best 
path going forward. 

Seattle Kraken 

Preseason over/under: 79.5 
Current points pace: 113 

What's gone right: Quite a bit, actually. Oliver Bjorkstrand 
and Andre Burakovsky have given them an extra layer of 
production. Calder Trophy candidate Matty Beniers led all 
rookies in points going into Thanksgiving. Will Borgen and 
Morgan Geekie have transformed from two players in fringe 
roles last season to daily fixtures. Eight players have more 
than 10 points, and defensemen Vince Dunn and Justin 
Schultz are among them. And then there's what Martin Jones 
has done to give the Kraken a healthy and consistent option 
in net. 

What's gone wrong: Philipp Grubauer's health. Grubauer 
returned to the lineup around mid-November after injuries 
held him to four games. It prompted the Kraken to play Jones 
so much that his 14 starts are among the highest in the 
league. Jones had a 7.8 GSVA through those 15 games, 
which is eighth among goalies with at least 10 games. 
Getting Grubauer healthy could see the Kraken plausibly 
return to their original plan of having him work in tandem with 
Jones while Chris Driedger continues to recover from 
offseason knee surgery. 

Grade: B+ 

The Kraken have shown they are a better team than they 
were last season. But the question still remains: How far can 
they go? Are they a team that is good enough to be above 
.500 only to fall shy of the playoffs? Or have they positioned 
themselves to potentially challenge for a playoff berth in just 
their second campaign? 

Vancouver Canucks 

Preseason over/under: 92.5 
Current points pace: 78 

What's gone right: Bo Horvat is second in the NHL in goals 
and is doing this as a pending UFA in a contract year. Elias 
Pettersson is averaging more than a point per game, and 
Quinn Hughes continues to show he can be used in nearly 
every situation. J.T. Miller is almost near a point-per-game 
average, and Andrei Kuzmenko has made an early mark. 
Also, the Canucks' power play is one of the NHL's best, at 
29.2%. 

What's gone wrong: They can't hold on to leads. Five of their 
seven losses to open the season were games in which the 
Canucks held the lead. They have lost the lead in eight 
games, with the most recent happening Nov. 21, when they 
had a 4-2 third-period lead over the Golden Knights only to 
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lose 5-4. They are a minus-10 in goal differential in the 
second and third periods while being a minus-63 in shot 
differential across all three frames plus overtime. It also does 
not help that Thatcher Demko has struggled. He has only 
two wins in 13 starts, while his minus-8.1 GSVA was the 
worst in the NHL as of Nov. 22 among goalies with at least 
10 games played. 

Grade: D 

If anything, the blown leads are a microcosm. They prove the 
Canucks have the talent to get ahead. But they also show 
their talent is not enough to consistently finish games. The 
reality is the Canucks have one of the worst records in the 
league and were four points clear of having the worst record 
in the league as of Nov. 22. What happens next could be 
anyone's guess. 

Vegas Golden Knights 

Preseason over/under: 97 
Current points pace: 118 

What's gone right: Finding success in many areas. Under 
Bruce Cassidy, the Golden Knights look like a more 
complete team. Nine players entered Thanksgiving with at 
least 10 points. The Golden Knights are in the top 10 in 
terms of fewest shots allowed per 60 minutes in 5-on-5 play 
and fewest high-danger chances allowed per 60 in 5-on-5 
play. And goaltending, which was the biggest question mark, 
has been answered to this point with Adin Hill and Logan 
Thompson combining to have a 2.55 GAA and a .917 save 
percentage. 

What's gone wrong: Special teams have presented some 
concerns. They have a power play that ranks 17th, with a 
20.7% success rate. They are 15th in high-danger chances 
and 21st in shots when they are on the advantage. Then 
there's the penalty kill, which ranks 20th with a 77.1% 
success rate. Yet the perplexing part is the Golden Knights 
allow the fewest scoring chances and high-danger chances 
in those short-handed sequences. 

Grade: A 

Vegas has looked like the best team in the Western 
Conference and one of the best teams in the NHL. The 
Golden Knights have provided early answers to some of their 
most pressing questions. Now it is a matter of seeing how 
they continue to progress throughout the remainder of the 
regular season. Granted, the playoffs are not promised. Last 
season was proof. But getting to the postseason and going 
extremely far, however, still remains the bar for the Golden 
Knights. 

CENTRAL DIVISION 

Arizona Coyotes 

Preseason over/under: 63.5 
Current points pace: 70 

What's gone right: Building toward the future is the priority in 
Arizona. This is what makes Clayton Keller, Matias Maccelli 
and J.J. Moser so intriguing. Keller has 18 points in 17 
games and is on pace for what would be a career-high 87 
points. Maccelli has vaulted into the Calder Trophy 
discussion by being second in the rookie points race with 11 

points in 17 games. As for Moser, he has nine points in 16 
games. Yet the strongest way to quantify his value is the fact 
he ranks first or second in 5-on-5, penalty kill and power-play 
ice time. 

What's gone wrong: Seeing what Keller, Maccelli and Moser 
are doing does raises even more questions about Barrett 
Hayton. He's a former top-five pick who scored 10 goals and 
24 points last season but has only three points -- all assists -- 
this season. Hayton is only 22, so there is still time for him to 
get back on track. 

Grade: D 

The Coyotes continue to remain in contention for the first 
pick. Normally, that might not be viewed as a sign of positive 
growth. But the reality is the Coyotes are trying to find long-
term success, and a way to do that is building through the 
draft with top-five picks. At this rate, it appears they could be 
getting to that destination. 

Chicago Blackhawks 

Preseason over/under: 65.5 
Current points pace: 62 

What's gone right: A better-than-expected start to the 
season. The belief is the Blackhawks could still be in 
contention for the No. 1 pick. But they did win four games in 
a row before enduring two separate streaks of more than 
three straight losses. Plus, offseason acquisitions like 
Andreas Athanasiou, Jason Dickinson, Max Domi and Sam 
Lafferty have been productive to start the season. 

What's gone wrong: Scoring. They have the fewest scoring 
chances per 60 minutes in 5-on-5 play and the second-
fewest high-danger chances per 60 in 5-on-5 sequences. 
They were also tied with the Coyotes for the fewest goals in 
the league going into Thanksgiving. Then there's Patrick 
Kane, who despite having 13 points in 17 games, has scored 
only two goals. 

Grade: D 

Building toward the future has been the narrative with the 
Blackhawks this season. What they do at the NHL trade 
deadline will help shape that future. Jonathan Toews, 
Athanasiou, Domi and Kane are all pending UFAs who could 
play a part in that future, either by staying with the team or 
going elsewhere in return for draft capital in addition to what 
could happen at the NHL draft lottery. 

Colorado Avalanche 

Preseason over/under: 112.5 
Current points pace: 108 

What's gone right: Nathan MacKinnon, Cale Makar and 
Mikko Rantanen. MacKinnon and Rantanen are on pace for 
their first 100-point seasons while Makar, the reigning Norris 
Trophy and Conn Smythe Trophy winner, is on pace for what 
would be a career-high 96 points. The defending Stanley 
Cup champions are doing this without captain Gabriel 
Landeskog, and imagine what the numbers would be like if 
Valeri Nichushkin hadn't been injured. Also, they're 
converting on a third of their power-play chances. 
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What's gone wrong: Staying healthy. Darren Helm has not 
played this season. Neither has Landeskog, who has four 
consecutive 20-goal seasons but has not played more than 
70 games since the 2018-19 season. Nichushkin was having 
his strongest start to a season by averaging 1.71 points in 
seven games while being the physical, two-way presence 
who has galvanized the Avs beyond the top line. Losing 
three forwards is essentially like losing an entire line. On the 
plus side, it has given coach Jared Bednar the chance to 
have more options with his line combinations. 

Grade: A 

MacKinnon, Makar and Rantanen are vital to the Avs' 
success. But they have also seen others such as Bowen 
Byram, Artturi Lehkonen, Evan Rodrigues and Devon Toews 
do their part when it comes to providing secondary offensive 
production. Those contributions help. So does the stability 
Alexandar Georgiev has provided to what has been a 
revolving door in net the past few seasons. It's possible all of 
these factors could play a role in the Avs' bid for a 
consecutive title. 

Dallas Stars 

Preseason over/under: 93.5 
Current points pace: 104 

What's gone right: A lot. They have a top-five power play, 
operating at nearly 30%. Jamie Benn, Roope Hintz, Joe 
Pavelski and Jason Robertson were averaging more than a 
point per game going into Thanksgiving. Jake Oettinger was 
third in GSVA while boasting a 2.18 GAA and a .929 save 
percentage in 13 games. They also have a top-six penalty-
killing unit, which has led to some mixed feelings despite 
their overall success. 

What's gone wrong: Penalties. Last season, the Stars were 
among the least penalized teams in the NHL. They finished 
with the sixth-fewest minutes spent on the penalty kill. This 
season has been a different story. The Stars lead the NHL 
with the most minutes spent on the PK by more than 14 
minutes. This is why the discussions surrounding their PK 
are complicated. It's a group that finds success -- but it is 
also seeing a bit too much time. 

Grade: A 

Miro Heiskanen, Hintz, Oettinger and Robertson are 
examples of what happens when the Stars trust young 
players. It appears they could be following that same path 
when it comes to Wyatt Johnston and Nils Lundkvist finding 
a place within the team. Johnston has operated as a third-
line center who is third in goals among rookies. Lundqvist is 
having one of the more subtle rookie campaigns by logging 
the second-most 5-on-5 ice time of any Stars player. 

Minnesota Wild 

Preseason over/under: 102.5 
Current points pace: 86 

What's gone right: Matt Boldy has been one of the Wild's 
more consistent offensive threats, and is on pace for 27 
goals. Joel Eriksson Ek is on pace for a second straight 
season of more than 25 goals. Kirill Kaprizov is averaging 
more than a point per game, while Mats Zuccarello is 

projected to finish with a second straight season with more 
than 70 points. That would be a first for Zuccarello. But ... 

What's gone wrong: They need more help. Boldy, Eriksson 
Ek, Kaprizov and Zuccarello have combined to score 58% of 
the Wild's goals. Of course, a lack of secondary scoring was 
thought to be one of their biggest concerns entering the 
season. Kevin Fiala is gone. Marcus Foligno, who had his 
first 20-goal campaign last season, has scored once. Ryan 
Hartman, who had 34 goals last season, is on IR and had 
one goal in nine games, while Marco Rossi, their first-round 
pick from 2020, has one point -- an assist -- in 16 games. 

Grade: C 

Something that has worked for the Wild is their defensive 
structure, which has helped them stay in games when 
scoring has been an issue. They have surrendered the 
second-lowest high-danger chances allowed per 60 minutes, 
the fourth-lowest scoring chances allowed per 60 and the 
12th-fewest shots allowed per 60. Still, the point remains that 
generating more offensive consistency will only help in 
what's expected to be a competitive wild-card race. 

Nashville Predators 

Preseason over/under: 98.5 
Current points pace: 82 

What's gone right: Staying within striking distance of a 
playoff spot. The Predators came into Thanksgiving week 
with the same amount of points as the Blues, Flames and 
Oilers, while being two points ahead of the Wild. Some of 
this is a byproduct of the West having teams like the Golden 
Knights, Jets and Kraken -- three teams that missed the 
playoffs last season -- change the landscape. One thing that 
is hurting the Predators compared to the Blues, Flames and 
Oilers is a minus-9 goal differential. 

What's gone wrong: The narrative around Juuse Saros is 
that he has struggled compared to last season. Or is it a 
continuation of how last season ended before his injury? 
Saros has a 3.06 GAA, a .906 save percentage and a 1.3 
GSVA. Last April, Saros went 5-5 with a 3.15 GAA and a 
.902 save percentage. It's still early. But any plans the 
Predators have of returning to the postseason involve Saros, 
who led the league in starts last season, being a massive 
part of that setup. 

Grade: C 

Keep an eye on Juuso Parssinen. He's the 21-year-old 
rookie who has three goals and five points in five games. 
And in two months, he has gone from scoring nine points in 
10 games in the AHL to getting first-line opportunities going 
into late November. Granted, it is still early. But the way 
Parssinen has started creates the potential the Predators 
could have another homegrown player who could make an 
immediate impact. 

St. Louis Blues 

Preseason over/under: 94.5 
Current points pace: 86 

What's gone right: A seven-game winning streak. It has 
helped change some of the narrative surrounding the Blues. 
Losing eight straight led to questions about the Blues and if it 
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could be too much for them to overcome. But going on a 
lengthy winning streak has seen the Blues get back in the 
wild-card discussion. It's also seen a change in Jordan 
Kyrou, who went from three points -- all goals -- over eight 
games in October to three goals and 10 points in as many 
games in November. This streak has also seen Jordan 
Binnington find consistency and win nine games, which is 
already halfway to matching his win total from last season. 

What's gone wrong: The eight-game losing streak presented 
a number of issues. One of them being teams were scoring 
high-danger goals. In total, the Blues gave up 17 high-
danger goals and gave up at least two in all but one game 
over that time. The Blues have allowed only five high-danger 
goals during the six-game winning streak, and three of them 
came in the first win of that streak. But it's not just high-
danger chances. The Blues allow an average of 32.29 
scoring chances per 60 minutes in 5-on-5 play, which is the 
fifth most in the NHL. 

Grade: C 

Has the seven-game winning streak offered potential 
solutions to fix the scoring problems that have plagued the 
Blues all season? The Blues lead the NHL with 29 goals 
since their seven-game winning streak started, which is a 
boost considering they scored 23 goals over the first 11 
games of the season. Last season, the Blues had nine 
players finish with more than 20 goals. This season, they 
have only four players who are projected to hit the 20-goal 
mark. 

Winnipeg Jets 

Preseason over/under: 88.5 
Current points pace: 111 

What's gone right: Few goaltenders have been better than 
Connor Hellebuyck. An argument can even be made that few 
players have meant more to their teams than Hellebuyck with 
all that he has done through the first quarter. He's tied for the 
best save percentage in the NHL, while boasting the second-
best GAA in the league. His 11.3 GSVA is second in the 
NHL. It's one of the major reasons the Jets came into 
Thanksgiving week two points out of being atop the Central. 

What's gone wrong: Only the Blackhawks and Coyotes have 
scored fewer goals going into Thanksgiving week. That is 
further compounded by Nikolaj Ehlers's absence for an 
indefinite period after having hernia surgery. It leaves the 
Jets without a six-time 20-goal scorer in their fight to return to 
the playoffs in what is shaping up to be a competitive race. 

Grade: B+ 

Hellebuyck has shown in the past he can be a goaltender 
who can keep a team in games throughout a season. Pierre-
Luc Dubois and Mark Scheifele are each projected to set 
new career highs in goals. But the Jets could still need more, 
which is what makes Kyle Connor something of a curious 
case. He's averaging 0.88 points in 17 games. But Connor 
has only five goals this season after scoring 47 goals a 
season ago. The Jets have shown they can win close 
games. But giving themselves a bit of breathing room might 
not hurt either. 

METRO DIVISION 

Carolina Hurricanes 

Preseason over/under: 103.5 
Current points pace: 101 

What's gone right: Carolina rightly remains a top possession 
team. The Hurricanes have a depth of top-six talent that's 
finding its rhythm, led by contributions from Jordan Staal (his 
line has been especially dominant possession-wise), Andrei 
Svechnikov (one of the NHL's hottest first-quarter scorers), 
Martin Necas and Sebastian Aho. The latter three have 
made strides in their 200-foot game, which is reflected in 
Carolina's strong overall defensive performance. When not 
controlling play, the Hurricanes have allowed the seventh-
fewest goals against (they're especially stingy at 5-on-5) and 
second-fewest shots. The Hurricanes have a strong top four 
on the back end (including successful new addition Brent 
Burns) and there's been major growth for Jalen Chatfield on 
the defensive side as well. 

What's gone wrong: Injuries, for one. It started with Max 
Pacioretty needing surgery before the season began. Now 
starting goalie Frederik Andersen is hurt after playing only 
eight games (with an .891 SV% at that), and forward Teuvo 
Teravainen has also been shelved. That's a bigger blow 
when Jesperi Kotkaniemi can't put points on the board and 
Seth Jarvis is mired in a sophomore slump. Carolina's 
sluggish power play (ranked 30th in the league) has done 
nothing for the Canes either, and the penalty kill -- something 
this team was known for in the past -- is mediocre. The 
special teams issues have been admittedly frustrating for the 
Canes. 

Grade: B+ 

Carolina is a good team that could use more consistency. 
Bodies going in and out of the lineup don't help, but there is 
an enviable depth of options for coach Rod Brind'Amour to 
work with. It's on Brind'Amour to address the structural 
problems, and on those Hurricanes lagging behind in their 
production to start pumping in the points. 

Columbus Blue Jackets 

Preseason over/under: 81.5 
Current points pace: 62 

What's gone right: Johnny Gaudreau is an excellent hockey 
player. Columbus has needed every ounce of offensive 
output provided by its coveted free agent signee, and 
Gaudreau has not disappointed. Meanwhile, Boone Jenner 
has been the Blue Jackets' vocal leader on and off the ice, 
accepting any assignment and willing Columbus to be at its 
best. On the back end, Vladislav Gavrikov and Yegor 
Chinakhov have made solid contributions. 

What's gone wrong: Oh, the injuries. Patrik Laine is out for 
the second time already. Zach Werenski is lost for the 
season. Sean Kuraly and Erik Gudbranson came back just 
as Elvis Merzlikins and Jake Bean went down. No wonder 
coach Brad Larsen began fearing visits from the team 
trainer. Even with those missing in action, Jack Roslovic -- 
Columbus' fourth highest paid player -- has been a healthy 
scratch at times. That's bad. Worse is the Blue Jackets' 
league-worst power play that's not helping to get them on 
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track. Columbus has just five regulation wins to its credit this 
season, and it's only going to be tougher to rack those up 
from here. 

Grade: C- 

Would Columbus be better if seemingly half its best players 
were available? Likely, so we won't push their grade down 
too far. But again, every team grapples with an injury bug. 
The Blue Jackets' response is what matters. Adversity can 
bond a team, and that should be Columbus' aim. Mental 
fortitude comes in handy once the lineup returns closer to full 
strength. 

New Jersey Devils 

Preseason over/under: 89.5 
Current points pace: 134 

What's gone right: The red-hot Devils can't be stopped. 
Franchise-record 13-game win streak? Check. Surprise 
scoring stud Jesper Bratt? Brilliant. Nico Hischier breaking 
out? Beautiful. Jack Hughes? Dominant. Dougie Hamilton? 
Surging. Goaltending? Fantastic. The Devils rank top five in 
both goal scoring and goals against, allow the fewest shots 
against, and boast a top-10 penalty kill. It's their ability to 
create chances off the rush and prevent odd-man attacks 
that's been a difference-maker. The Devils faced their 
adversity early on -- remember the "fire Lindy" chants? -- and 
responded with the dogged determination now on display 
game after game. 

What's gone wrong: New Jersey's power play struggled 
through the season's first few weeks but has since 
rebounded with a string of goals helping to boost those 
special teams totals. Ondrej Palat -- the Devils' big free 
agent signee and projected top-nine forward -- appeared in 
only six games before being sidelined by injury. MacKenzie 
Blackwood's MCL sprain was a setback, too. 

Grade: A 

The Devils are this season's (first-quarter) Cinderella story. 
But their success doesn't appear fluky. New Jersey can win 
in all sorts of ways, against any caliber of opponent. The 
Devils' continued health will be paramount. Their past injury 
battles have derailed entire seasons. Having a (mostly) full 
complement of players now is a revelation, and staying 
healthy will make New Jersey increasingly hard to beat. 

New York Islanders 

Preseason over/under: 90.5 
Current points pace: 107 

What's gone right: The Islanders have run it back this season 
with the same general group as last season. That has 
worked out (so far). The one major change -- swapping Barry 
Trotz for Lane Lambert behind the bench -- has New York 
playing a defense-first structure that has yielded a league-
high number of blueliner goals. The Islanders are also tough 
to score on, sitting top five in goals against. That's also a 
testament to Ilya Sorokin's play in net, which has been 
excellent across the board. A stifling penalty kill also has 
boosted the Islanders to a better start than what transpired a 
year ago. 

What's gone wrong: Speaking of starts, the Islanders are 
prone to poor ones. New York gave up the first goal in 12 of 
its opening 18 games and was outscored 12-9 in that frame. 
It sets a poor tone and leads to indecision from the Islanders 
as they're forced into another comeback attempt. New York 
has been middle-of-the-road in scoring (12th overall) so 
seeing Mathew Barzal go nearly 20 games without a goal 
was concerning (although he has since lit the lamp and leads 
the team in scoring). It's the little things that will separate the 
Islanders, and sometimes the attention to detail falters. 

Grade: B+ 

New York might not be the most explosive or entertaining 
team. But there's a completeness to the Islanders' game that 
should carry them a long way. Those small improvements 
New York's focused on making will have an impact. And 
when a veteran group like this has played together enough, it 
offers a certain advantage over clubs with constant turnover. 

New York Rangers 

Preseason over/under: 101 
Current points pace: 89 

What's gone right: New York has an elite goaltender in Igor 
Shesterkin and a top-tier defenseman in Adam Fox. That's a 
solid foundation any club would covet. The Rangers have 
been stars on special teams out of the gate, with a power 
play and penalty kill both ranking among the league's top 10. 
Mika Zibanejad has been especially hot on the man 
advantage, while Chris Kreider's excellent faceoff numbers 
(over 60%) and dependable offensive contributions have 
kept the Rangers going up front. Vincent Trocheck -- fresh 
from signing a seven-year free agent contract -- has been a 
nice addition there as well. Defensively, New York does well 
limiting shots against (sixth overall) and remains a high-
volume shooting team (averaging over 30 per game). 

What's gone wrong: The Rangers have work to do at 5-on-5. 
Zibanejad, Kreider and Artemi Panarin combined for just nine 
even-strength goals through 18 games, and Fox is the only 
blueliner with more than three points at 5-on-5. New York 
loves shooting the puck, but too often it's not finding twine. 
Speaking of which, New York's star forwards are lacking the 
potency they brought last season. Panarin was firing early 
before recently going quiet. The Kid Line -- Filip Chytil, Alexis 
Lafreniere and Kaapo Kakko -- has been up and down, too. 
New York needs to establish its identity again, particularly on 
the offensive side. 

Grade: B 

New York reaching the Eastern Conference finals last 
season was no fluke. Most of its key parts from that run are 
intact. The Rangers can't afford to get frustrated. It was easy 
before to simply rely on Shesterkin's dominant play, but New 
York will be better off in the long run by weathering these 
bumps and letting it make the team a more multidimensional, 
cohesive unit down the stretch. 

Philadelphia Flyers 

Preseason over/under: 73.5 
Current points pace: 71 
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What's gone right: Two words: Carter Hart. Philadelphia's 
starting goalie has been sensational, holding the Flyers in 
games and stealing a few wins along the way. He was the 
impetus behind Philadelphia's unexpectedly good start with a 
5-2-2 record as of Nov. 1. Hart's contributions, and a solid 
team effort on defense, have put the Flyers at a respectable 
12th overall in goals against (3.06). Coach John Tortorella 
demands a lot from his players, and both Travis Konecny 
and Kevin Hayes responded well to Tortorella's criticism with 
point-per-game output. Owen Tippett is also making strides, 
earning a top-line perch and praise from Tortorella for the 
growth he has shown so far. 

What's gone wrong: The Flyers' injured list includes some of 
their best skaters (and scorers), including Sean Couturier, 
Cam Atkinson, James van Riemsdyk and Wade Allison. 
That's hard enough to deal with, never mind that 
Philadelphia's defensemen managed to add just six goals 
through the team's first 17 games. The Flyers don't have 
enough regular contributors to rely on and have netted the 
fifth-fewest 5-on-5 goals in the league. Their bottom-five 
power play and penalty kill provide little momentum, and 
Philadelphia is one of the league's worst faceoff teams. The 
devil is in the details, and the Flyers' aren't sharp. 

Grade: C- 

Philadelphia's start was surprising. It made the Flyers a great 
story -- it just hasn't been sustainable. Injuries add up, and 
Philadelphia doesn't have the star power or depth of other 
Metropolitan clubs to get by. Tortorella won't let this group 
slack, though. The opportunities available for some young 
players will be beneficial in the long term. 

Pittsburgh Penguins 

Preseason over/under: 100.5 
Current points pace: 93 

What's gone right: Pittsburgh announced itself this season by 
outscoring opponents 26-11 in the team's first five games. 
That "it" factor remains a part of the Penguins' DNA. Sidney 
Crosby, Evgeni Malkin and Jake Guentzel have all shown 
flashes of greatness through the quarter mark (as expected) 
while Jason Zucker and Rickard Rakell are leading the way 
with solid depth scoring (and, in Zucker's case, some real 
punch). That's all been the catalyst for Pittsburgh's top-five 
offensive numbers (the Penguins rank among the league's 
best in 5-on-5 goals) and frequently potent attack. 

What's gone wrong: The Penguins' follow-up to that hot start 
was a seven-game losing streak and run of winning just 
three of 12 tilts. Goaltending has been a glaring problem 
since Tristan Jarry has posted a SV% over .900 just once 
since October. Pittsburgh has been hurting defensively too 
from the inconsistency of Kris Letang and Brian Dumoulin. 
The Penguins are seventh worst in goals against, and 10th 
worst in shots against because of those issues. Given the 
talent Pittsburgh has to deploy, its power play should be 
better than 21st and the penalty kill higher than 22nd. 

Grade: B 

Pittsburgh had to pull out of its funk, fast. The Penguins' 
Stanley Cup window won't be open too much longer. This is 
the time to seize it. Pittsburgh has the pieces in place and 
showed early on why it's a dangerous team. But the 

goaltending and defense have to come through for 
Pittsburgh to avoid being an underachiever this season. 

Washington Capitals 

Preseason over/under: 96.5 
Current points pace: 75 

What's gone right: Alex Ovechkin's quest for 800 goals (and 
beyond) is the most engaging part of this Capitals season. 
Washington's captain puts in admirable effort carrying his 
club toward the win column each night and continues to 
dazzle along the way. Dylan Strome joining up front has 
boosted the Capitals' offense, too, and Evgeny Kuznetsov's 
recently rediscovered scoring touch is a good omen. 

What's gone wrong: Washington is missing too much of its 
core. Nicklas Backstrom, Tom Wilson, Connor Brown and 
Carl Hagelin are all sidelined by injury. It's little wonder the 
Capitals can't score, ranking 24th overall in goals (2.89 per 
game). Their 23rd-ranked power play isn't helping either. 
Also underwhelming? Washington's goaltending. The 
Capitals reeled in free agent Darcy Kuemper fresh from his 
Stanley Cup win in Colorado, and Kuemper -- after a good 
few games to start -- went 1-5-1 into mid-November. The 
Capitals' defense is also giving up over 30 shots per game, 
and Washington is the league's third-worst team in third-
period goals allowed. 

Grade: C+ 

Washington has had brutal luck with injuries. The best thing 
this team can do is embrace what it does have -- which is a 
lot of remaining talent in the lineup. Figuring out the power 
play issue will go a long way. If Strome and other skaters like 
Anthony Mantha and Conor Sheary can get hot, all the 
better. 

ATLANTIC DIVISION 

Boston Bruins 

Preseason over/under: 97 
Current points pace: 141 

What's gone right: Better to ask what hasn't gone right (and 
we'll get to that). The Bruins not only survived, but thrived, 
without Brad Marchand (hip surgery) and Charlie McAvoy 
(shoulder) to start the season. David Pastrnak is a top-five 
league scorer on a roster loaded with offensive depth. 
Hampus Lindholm is a workhorse generating early Norris 
Trophy buzz. Linus Ullmark paces NHL goaltenders in wins. 
Jim Montgomery's transition behind the bench has been 
seamless. Boston cruised its way atop the Eastern 
Conference standings with a franchise-best opening to the 
season. All good, and then some. 

What's gone wrong: Boston's top six wasn't clicking as 
expected, so by mid-November Montgomery had to take it in 
for repairs. David Krejci and Taylor Hall had great chemistry 
together two years ago that hasn't carried over consistently 
to this season on a unit with Pastrnak. Patrice Bergeron's 
line with Marchand and Jake DeBrusk was stalling, too. 
Montgomery went back to old faithful -- Bergeron, Marchand 
and Pastrnak -- and moved DeBrusk to kick-start Krejci and 
Hall. Boston's depth gives the Bruins wiggle room to 
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experiment, but it'll be key for Hall especially to start 
producing more consistently. 

Grade: A 

Boston looks like a juggernaut. Health will be paramount to 
its continued success, as will not overworking Ullmark by 
establishing the right split with Jeremy Swayman. The Bruins 
seem to have something special, though, that goes beyond 
one player or position. Theirs is a full team effort that should 
carry them a long way. 

Buffalo Sabres 

Preseason over/under: 79 
Current points pace: 70 

What's gone right: Rasmus Dahlin. Tage Thompson. Alex 
Tuch. Owen Power. Buffalo was counting on its stars to rise, 
and they've stepped up. Dahlin has been one of the NHL's 
best defenders under a backbreaking workload (26-plus 
minutes per game) that doesn't seem to bother him. 
Thompson has manufactured an exhilarating offensive 
performance, and Tuch is a dependable top-six pillar. The 
rookie Power doesn't look out of place, either. And the 
Sabres don't quit. Coach Don Granato has his team on the 
right track. 

What's gone wrong: Losing Eric Comrie to an injury in the 
middle of a lengthy losing streak hurts (even if his numbers 
had been slipping). However, Buffalo's toughest challenge is 
learning the hard way how to win games. The Sabres are 
among the league's worst at allowing first-period goals, and 
struggle to bring a consistent effort across all three periods. 
Either they can't start well, or can't close a team out. It's not 
a matter of effort, but reading the situation and applying the 
right pressure -- something the Sabres have yet to master. 
Also holding Buffalo back? A penalty kill that's bottom five in 
the league (71.4%). 

Grade: C 

The Sabres have buy-in. The team's core pieces are in 
place. Now is the time to keep being patient and allow the 
seeds to grow. Losing is painful, and Buffalo might be 
desirous of fast-forwarding through these struggles, but done 
right, the Sabres will come out better. Maybe not this season, 
but down the line. 

Detroit Red Wings 

Preseason over/under: 83.5 
Current points pace: 107 

What's gone right: The Red Wings' aggressive offseason 
moves have (mostly) paid off. And Detroit has benefited from 
returning players on a mission to see this team back to its 
playoff days. Captain Dylan Larkin -- fueled perhaps by this 
contract year -- has been leading the Red Wings' top-line 
attack while free agent pickup Dominik Kubalik has been a 
stud second-line winger. Ville Husso is the real game-
changer in Detroit, though, giving the Wings a true No. 1 
goalie to protect the house. The Red Wings aren't always 
flashy or scoring in bunches, but Husso's steadiness so far 
hasn't required it. 

What's gone wrong: Detroit's team defense has been better 
than a season ago. Top blueliner Moritz Seider's season 

hasn't followed suit. The reigning Calder Trophy winner 
hasn't generated nearly the shots on goal or offensive output 
he did as a rookie. Detroit could use that production again 
while the team is averaging fewer than three goals per game 
and the fourth-fewest shots on goal. And not just from 
Seider. Andrew Copp -- another free agent signee -- had just 
one goal through 16 games. The Red Wings have to expect 
more out of him to establish dangerous depth scoring. 

Grade: B+ 

Detroit has been one of the Atlantic Division's top teams 
because of a few individuals. The Red Wings could stay a 
top team with more contributions across the board. Being too 
reliant on Husso or the top six to always step up won't be a 
lasting strategy. Detroit has to hope it's just scratching the 
surface on what's to come. 

Florida Panthers 

Preseason over/under: 106.5 
Current points pace: 90 

What's gone right: Florida has retained qualities that led to its 
outstanding regular success last season and combined them 
with an evolved maturity. The difference is in the defense. 
The Panthers got caught up before in the run-and-gun 
offense. This season Florida can generate even more high-
danger scoring chances while prioritizing a 200-foot game 
and sound defensive details. Matthew Tkachuk's addition 
has given the Panthers some bite, Carter Verhaeghe has 
been excellent, and Brandon Montour's emergence on the 
back end saved the day when Aaron Ekblad got hurt. The 
Panthers feel more complete now than in previous seasons. 

What's gone wrong: Florida has had issues putting pucks in 
the net. Despite leading the league in shots on net, the 
Panthers are 32nd overall in shooting percentage (8%). Their 
special teams have also been inconsistent. The Panthers' 
power play failed them in the playoffs last spring and hasn't 
been creating momentum this season either. Meanwhile, 
their penalty kill has rebounded only recently from an awful 
few weeks. Also potentially precarious? The goaltending 
tandem. Neither Sergei Bobrovsky nor Spencer Knight has 
truly stood out. Maybe that's still to come. 

Grade: B+ 

The Panthers want to get this right. New coach Paul Maurice 
can make Florida more than one-dimensional, something 
that led in part to past postseason disappointments. The 
Panthers might not be as eye-popping to watch, but the 
hockey on display is -- Florida hopes -- more conducive to 
long-term success. 

Montreal Canadiens 

Preseason over/under: 71.5 
Current points pace: 90 

What's gone right: Montreal's rebuild is actually ... fun? 
Credit the Canadiens' young guns. Nick Suzuki and Cole 
Caufield have been fantastic leading Montreal to respectable 
-- and unexpected -- offensive numbers while Kirby Dach 
and Kaiden Guhle have been ideal complements to the 
team's depth up front. The Canadiens have their own brand 
of swagger, and exert effort to the end of every game (which 
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has led to a few notable comeback victories). Montreal likely 
isn't going to make the playoffs this season, but being 
confident each night that a win is possible goes a long way 
toward building this team's foundation. 

What's gone wrong: The Canadiens' veterans have been 
outshone by the team's up-and-coming core. Brendan 
Gallagher has underperformed, and both Sean Monahan and 
Mike Hoffman have had fits and starts where they're 
contributing. Jonathan Drouin being sidelined for weeks by 
an upper-body injury was a blow, too. While Montreal can 
score, it remains among the league's bottom-tier teams in 
shots against. That stresses both Jake Allen and Sam 
Montembeault, who aren't cut out to stand on their heads 
each night. The Canadiens' power play has also been an 
issue, ranking fourth worst overall. 

Grade: B- 

Montreal has likely exceeded first-quarter expectations. How 
long can the Canadiens keep that up? It's natural there will 
be regression as teams around them settle in. Montreal 
wanted slow, steady, lasting progress, though. Anything 
more is icing on the cake. 

Ottawa Senators 

Preseason over/under: 84.5 
Current points pace: 66 

What's gone right: The Senators' kids are all right. Shane 
Pinto and Jake Sanderson have both had breakthrough 
starts, suggesting big things to come now and in years 
ahead. Ottawa's powerhouse shooters Brady Tkachuk and 
Tim Stutzle have stepped up with timely offense that helped 
Ottawa land among the league's top 10 in scoring, averaging 
3.44 goals per game. The Senators can play a fast game 
and produce high shot volume (over 33 per game) to 
challenge -- or wear down -- the opposition. Cam Talbot and 
Anton Forsberg have been reliable in net so far. 

What's gone wrong: Talbot's injury before the season started 
was a bad omen. GM Pierre Dorion having to defend coach 
DJ Smith's job status less than a month into the season 
wasn't great, either. Ottawa lacks consistency and the edge 
to win key battles when needed. The Senators have lost too 
many one-goal games and aren't getting the contributions 
they should from players like Alex DeBrincat (five goals in 16 
games). Ottawa's infirmary is filling up again, too, with top 
defenseman Thomas Chabot (concussion) recently joining 
top forward Josh Norris (shoulder). And the Senators only 
just got Artem Zub back from an absence. 

Grade: D 

Ottawa needs some killer instinct. There are flashes of 
greatness in this group that don't translate into points 
because of simple breakdowns that can be easily prevented. 
The injuries to prominent players haven't helped the 
Senators' chances, but every team deals with that. Ottawa 
must look inward and determine why it continually falls just 
short. 

Tampa Bay Lightning 

Preseason over/under: 103.5 
Current points pace: 103 

What's gone right: Some things don't change for the 
Lightning. Nikita Kucherov, Steven Stamkos and Brayden 
Point all hit a point-per-game pace in the first month to drive 
Tampa Bay's top-10 offense following its slow start. Depth 
scoring has been on display, too, from Brandon Hagel and 
Nicholas Paul, and the Lightning's bottom-six forwards have 
been contributing. Tampa Bay has done well limiting 
chances against (allowing fewer than 30 shots per game) 
and is benefiting from solid special teams. Most encouraging, 
though, might be how the club has regained its composure 
and dealt with adversity since early November. What had 
been a problem early in the season looks to be more 
resolved. 

What's gone wrong: Tampa Bay's identity has been under 
review this season. The Lightning came out looking anxious, 
and that bred inconsistency. The result was a mediocre start 
punctuated by narrow losses the old Lightning would have 
won. Coach Jon Cooper didn't think his team was totally 
comfortable, with each other or the systems, and it showed. 
Tampa has also seen a comparatively lackluster Andrei 
Vasilevskiy in net. Through 11 starts, Vasilevskiy had a sub-
.900 SV% and .500 record. It's not what the Lightning -- or 
Vasilevskiy -- are used to seeing. 

Grade: B- 

Tampa Bay is capable of more. The Lightning know it better 
than anyone. They lost key players in Ondrej Palat and Ryan 
McDonagh; with them went some of that identity piece 
Tampa has been lacking. Cooper has a way of getting the 
best out of whatever he has to work with, though. A rebound 
feels inevitable. 

Toronto Maple Leafs 

Preseason over/under: 107.5 
Current points pace: 111 

What's gone right: The Maple Leafs find a way. They've had 
no choice. Toronto's core has led the charge through 
compounding injuries with heroic performances from John 
Tavares, Mitchell Marner and William Nylander. This team 
has depth up front, though, too, highlighted by heavy bottom-
six contributors like David Kampf and Denis Malgin, as well 
as Jordie Benn carving out a key role on the back end. 
Toronto has exhibited strong team defense, sitting top five in 
shots against (27.8) and top 10 in goals against (2.71). And 
speaking of depth, third-stringer Erik Kallgren kept the Leafs 
alive in net with a 2-2-3 record and .893 SV% while Toronto 
waited on reinforcements. Not bad at all. 

What's gone wrong: Toronto's defense and goaltending were 
decimated early by injuries and some confidence issues. 
Defenders Jake Muzzin (out until at least February), T.J. 
Brodie (oblique) and Morgan Rielly (MCL sprain) have been 
huge losses. Rasmus Sandin didn't respond well to the 
added responsibility and Justin Holl has been woefully 
inconsistent all season. So yes, the blue line remains a work 
in progress. Toronto also saw its top two goaltenders, Matt 
Murray and Ilya Samsonov, injured in rapid succession, 
leaving Kallgren to admirably fill in. It would be easy to blame 
the Leafs' ups and downs on those missing bodies, but 
Toronto hasn't always responded admirably to in-game ups 
and downs, either. The Leafs have left points off the board 
because of it. 
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Grade: B+ 

The Leafs getting healthy is a priority. Their depth has held 
up relatively well, but there's no guarantee that continues. 

Murray being back is big. Auston Matthews producing at a 
Rocket Richard-like pace again would be even better. 
Toronto has all the tools and all the right pieces to challenge 
the league's best teams.

 

 

NHL Best and Worst: Leafs star Mitch Marner is on some kind of run 

By Jori Negin-Shecter 

It’s a U.S. Thanksgiving edition of the NHL's Best and Worst. 
Unlike the festive turkey, however, this season has been 
high-flying, with scoring at record levels and goalies more 
acrobatic than we've ever seen. 

Here’s everything you missed — or need to see again — 
from the past week in hockey. 

Goal of the week 

Everything's going right for the New Jersey Devils, who have 
lost just one game in their last 16 and look like the NHL's 
number one contender through the quarter mark of the 
season. While all the attention for them has been on the 
triple-H trio of Hughes, Hischer, and Hamilton, their depth 
has also been a big part of their success to this point in the 
season. That includes underrated winger Tomas Tatar, who 
has bounced back in a big way from last year’s 
disappointment. He currently sits fifth on the team in scoring 
behind their big guns and looks like he’s gotten his mojo 
back. 

This creative little goal Tatar scored against the Edmonton 
Oilers last Monday was a beauty. 

Save of the week 

Pyotr Kochetkov is a bad man for this one. Freshly inked to a 
four-year, $8 million extension, the Russian netminder looks 
like the future of the Hurricanes crease, and for good reason. 
With unbounded athleticism and an elite ceiling, Kochetkov is 
likely just scratching the surface of his NHL potential. 

Even more impressive, at just 23-year-old, Kochetkov has 
been thrust into a significant role with the Hurricanes due to 
an injury to Frederik Andersen, and hasn’t looked out of 
place one bit, rocking a .913 save percentage through his 
first six games. This straight-up robbery on Coyotes forward 
Travis Boyd is a glimpse into the future for Canes fans, as he 
gives it everything he can to keep this puck out of the net. 

Star of the week: Mitch Marner 

Mitch Marner may not have the most points in the NHL over 
the past week — that would be the Stars’ Jason Robertson 
— but he deserves massive credit for what he’s been able to 
string together over the last little while. 

After an up-and-down start to his and the Maple Leafs' 
season, the winger has found his groove in a big way, 
notching a point in sixteen straight contests while 
accumulating five goals and 17 assists over that time. His 
Saturday game against the Penguins looks to be the 

crescendo of that run, as the Leafs star notched an 
electrifying tally just seconds into the game, then later added 
a hard-working apple to help the Buds to a dominating win. 

Mitts of the week 

After signing a hefty extension over the summer, 
expectations for Tage Thompson shot through the roof, as 
he went from draft disappointment to NHL superstar 
seemingly overnight. Now, in the final year of his current 
contract, Thompson looks like he’ll be worth that $7 million 
annual value, and then some, as his excellent play from last 
season has elevated another degree in the early going. 
While this one didn’t result in a goal, his impeccable edge 
work allowed him to make mincemeat of his former team, as 
he bobbed and weaved his way toward the net, just missing 
out on cashing in on a surefire goal of the week candidate. 

Like a flock of Penguins 

Celebrating his 1000th NHL game, Evgeni Malkin’s Penguins 
teammates had a little bit of fun at his expense during 
warmup, mimicking his routine in one of the most 
mesmerizing videos you may ever see. Malkin’s 1000th-
game celebrations didn’t stop there, as Crosby’s perpetually 
underrated running-mate had even more to celebrate in their 
next game later that week. The Magnitogorsk native called 
game against the Calgary Flames, scoring a nifty shootout 
winner with a celebration to match, as his Penguins 
continued their hot streak following a sluggish start. 

Stat of the week 

Speaking of Sidney Crosby, it’s worth remembering that, 
while no longer the NHL’s undisputed top player, he’s still 
very much an NHL legend in his own right. This bonkers stat 
from the Pittsburgh Penguins official account last Sunday is 
almost Gretzky-esque, as Sid the Kid continues to show 
everybody around the league that he’s still got plenty in the 
tank. 

Milestones: Bergeron hits the millennium mark 

Not too many NHL players age the way Patrice Bergeron 
has, as the 37-year-old went from the brink of retirement to 
having yet another highly productive, arguably Selke-level 
season with the Boston Bruins. Well known for his defensive 
acumen (the trophy should probably bear his name after he 
retires), Bergeron’s offensive prowess got its flowers as well 
on Monday when he picked up his 1000th NHL point, as the 
pivot continues to ho-hum his way to a late-career point-per-
game resurgence. Not too shabby for a former second-round 
selection. 
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Milestones: Money Makar 

Not Bobby Orr. Not Paul Coffey. Not Ray Bourque. No, it’s 
Cale Makar that has set the NHL record for the fastest 
defenceman ever to reach 200 points, doing so in a blistering 
195 games. He’s also the only defenceman in NHL history to 
do so at over a point-pergame clip, blowing past the next 
fastest in Sergei Zubov by a dozen games. No big deal for 
the NHL’s reigning Norris Trophy winner, who adds to an 
already insane resume and leaves little doubt that we’re 
watching a generation-defining player. 

Worst of the week 

While the Winnipeg Jets ultimately got the last laugh during 
overtime, the fact this game even reached the extra frame is 
worth the worst of the week award itself. How this one counts 
is beyond me, as Connor Hellebuyck’s helmet is sent flying 
while he ducks for cover before Jason Robertson wires the 
puck into an understandably empty cage. Sure, it’s Jets 
defender Josh Morrissey that initiates contact, but there is no 
way this goal should be allowed. 

Quote of the week 

Do yourself a favour and give this entire interview with Jack 
Hughes a watch. There are too many unbelievable quotes to 
pick just one, but a personal favourite is Hughes’ “get some 
Gato in us,” remark on trying to reenergize during a draining 
back-to-back. There’s no doubt that Hughes missed his true 
calling though, as he’d make an excellent third member to 
Letterkenny's hilarious hockey duo of Riley and Jonesy. He’s 
even got the speech pattern to match. 

Beware of flying objects 

This is a two-parter, particularly given that they happened 
just a few short hours apart. First, it was Devils fans, 
dismayed by their team’s impending streak-snapping loss, 
that decided to chuck debris on the ice following their third 
disallowed goal of the evening. Then, later that night, after 
the Canucks stunned the Colorado Avalanche in their own 
barn, one Denver native decided that he’d had enough of 
Elias Pettersson, tossing a bag of gummy bears onto the ice 
in protest and nailing the Swedish centremen right on the 
dome. Fans, this one should be obvious, but PSA, please 
don’t chuck stuff on the ice. It looks like New Jersey fans are 
already learning! 

The ice tilt is real 

If you’ve ever played NHL 23 online and felt that you were 
dominating, only to be trailing for no discernable reason, you 
know what this one is like. Following the first period of action, 
the Arizona Coyotes were getting absolutely thumped by the 
Carolina Hurricanes by just about every metric — except for 
on the scoresheet. 

That 100% shooting percentage through 20 minutes of play 
sure didn’t seem sustainable, however, Coyotes netminder 
Karel Vejmelka had something to say about that. The 
sophomore netminder continued his astonishing play this 
season, single-handedly dragging his team to victory despite 
being viciously outshot, shutting out the Canes in a 
surprising 4-0 win. 

RIP Borje 

Last week, the NHL lost an icon in Borje Salming, who 
passed away at the age of 71 due to ALS. The Swedish 
hockey legend received an outpouring from around the 
hockey world throughout the hockey world over the 
weekend, with tributes, patches, and even a chant in his 
native Swedish Hockey League. 

Then, during the Maple Leafs game against the Minnesota 
Wild, their first since his passing, fellow Swede William 
Nylander scored his 148th NHL goal, tying him with Salming 
on a goal dedicated to The King. A fitting tribute to a 
wonderful man. RIP Borje. 

Snap of the week: A dish best served cold 

Kirby Dach, you sly dog. The first-year Montreal Canadiens 
forward, acquired this offseason from the Chicago 
Blackhawks in a surprise move, got his revenge against his 
former club in the shootout — tucking the game-winner with 
a swaggy celebration to match. 

Scrap of the week 

Listen, I’m not saying people don’t deserve a second chance. 
I’m also not saying it’s good to hold grudges. What I am 
saying, however, is that watching Tony DeAngelo get filled in 
by Islanders forward Oliver Wahlstrom is definitely worthy of 
scrap of the week honours. Beyond that, I’ll let you draw your 
own conclusions. 

Leeeroyyyyyy Jenkinssss 

There are a few key ingredients that every NHL goaltender 
needs to possess if they have aspirations of being elite. First, 
they need to be cool under pressure, no matter what. 
Second, and always important, they need to be aggressive 
out there, and challenge the shooter. Finally, if they’re truly 
elite, the ability to keep plays alive and move the puck can 
often be an underrated part of any keeper’s toolkit. Bruins 
netminder Linus Ullmark evidently got that memo, however, it 
would appear he misunderstood the assignment just a little 
bit. Listen, as long as you stop the puck, nobody will be 
complaining too much — heart palpitations from this anxiety-
inducing moment aside. 

Tweet of the week 

Score this one a big win for the National Hockey League. In 
a league primarily composed of straight white men, it’s 
always important to advocate for all. Hockey is for everyone, 
and it’s imperative that people don’t forget that. 

The last laugh 

This back-and-forth between Drew Doughty and Leon 
Draisaitl is tons of fun. After Doughty narrowly avoids getting 
creamed by Draisaitl, who promptly goes flying into the 
boards, the veteran blueliner hits the Oilers superstar with a 
mocking laugh. He wouldn’t be smiling for long, however, as 
just seconds later, Doughty promptly gets walked like a dog 
by an Oilers teammate, which brings Leon Draisaitl right 
back around with his own boisterous guffaw. Now, this is a 
west coast rivalry I can get behind. 
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Trending up: 

After a forgettable expansion season during which the 
Kraken could not buy a save, the NHL’s newest franchise 
suddenly finds itself as one of the league’s hottest club, and 
comfortably in playoff position in the early going. The biggest 
difference? Probably the fact that their collective goaltending 
has gone from an unplayable .880 sv% to…a below-league-
average .897 sv%. 

It was that dire last year, and it’s no secret that the Kraken 
should’ve been better based on their analytical metrics. Now, 
with Martin Jones and his extraordinarily pedestrian .906 
save percentage leading the way, the club has taken its 
game to new heights. Combined with the addition of some 
much-needed scoring punch over the offseason in Andre 
Burakovsky, they now sit second in the Pacific Division with 
the league’s fourth-best point percentage. Don’t be fooled 
into thinking this is merely a hot streak, the Seattle Kraken 
are very much for real. 

Trending down: 

The Flyers, losers of 10 in a row, are a mess in basically 
every facet except for goaltending. They can’t score goals 
(30th in goals for), they don’t stop them as a team (27th in 
goals against), and they don’t have the puck all that often to 
begin with, either (27th in corsi for percentage, 28th in 
expected goals for percentage). 

To say that Carter Hart, who by some miracle has a .915 
save percentage, has been left on an island would be the 
understatement of the century. In fact, by goals saved above 
expected, only Islanders tender Ilya Sorokin grades out 
higher, according to Evolving Hockey. Things have gone 
extremely sour extremely quickly in the City of Brotherly 
Love, and it sounds like things are not going so great behind 
the bench either. At least Philadelphia has the Eagles.

 

 
TODAY’S LINKS 

https://www.nhl.com/news/hurricanes-honor-ward-as-first-hall-of-fam-inductee/c-338076500 
https://www.espn.com/nhl/insider/story/_/id/35106901/grades-all-32-nhl-teams-quarter-mark-2022-23#car 

https://news.yahoo.com/nhl-best-and-worst-leafs-star-mitch-marner-is-on-some-kind-of-run-234051548.html 
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Minor league report: Nailers beat Walleye 

 

Seth Rorabaugh 

 

A goal and two assists by forward Cedric Pare led the Wheeling Nailers 
past the Toledo Walleye, 4-1, at WesBanco Arena in Wheeling, W.Va. on 
Sunday. 

Forward Cedric Desruisseaux had a goal and an assist for Wheeling (7-
8-0-0) while goaltender Ryan Bednard made 22 saves on 23 shots in the 
victory. 

Highlights: 

The Nailers’ next game is a road contest against the Fort Wayne Komets 
on Friday, 8 p.m. 
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Penguins forward Ryan Poehling is producing as a left winger 

 

Seth Rorabaugh 

 

In recent weeks, Pittsburgh Penguins forward Ryan Poehling has been 
playing some of the most productive hockey of his career as a left 
winger. 

Also, he has been playing some of the first hockey of his career as a left 
winger. 

Listed as a center, Poehling primarily has been deployed in that position 
throughout his four years in the NHL, the first three of which were spent 
with the Montreal Canadiens. 
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And after being traded to the Penguins in July, Poehling spent the first 15 
games of his first campaign in Pittsburgh as the team’s primary fourth-
line center. 

By the 16th game, he was bumped to the left wing. 

With the team’s incumbent fourth-line center, Teddy Blueger, having 
recovered from an undisclosed injury he suffered during training camp, 
Penguins coaches opted to test Poehling on the left wing and formed a 
line of Poehling, Blueger and right winger Josh Archibald. 

“When Teddy Blueger came back into the lineup, we had to move 
somebody to the wing,” Penguins coach Mike Sullivan said. “We thought 
we’d try Ryan on the wing. What we really like about that line is the ability 
to have two center icemen who are comfortable taking faceoffs, that are 
comfortable playing downhill … and I think that’s a huge competitive 
advantage for us.” 

For the most part, that has been the case in the seven games this trio 
has been together. 

According to Natural Stat Trick, Poehling, Blueger and Archibald have 
logged 54 minutes, 25 seconds of common five-on-five ice time together 
and are in the black in terms of puck possession. They have been on the 
ice for 57 shots attempts for and 49 against. 

As for Poehling, he has collected four points (three goals, one assist) in 
seven games on the port side. 

By his own estimation, Poehling played a “few games a couple of years 
ago at the wing.” Left wing is a fairly novel deployment for him. 

“The biggest adjustment is just wall battles and stuff like that, which I’ve 
done a good job so far,” he said. “Just need to continue to get better at 
that. In our system, there’s a lot of switches that go on and stuff where 
you end up being the wall guy. That’s nice, too.” 

Having two centermen on the same line is especially nice for the one 
who has to take faceoffs. 

“He’s been great,” Blueger said. “He’s very easy to play with. He’s smart. 
It, obviously, helps that he’s a center, too. It gives me a little bit more 
freedom as far as being able to cheat (get a quicker jump on faceoffs), or 
maybe he can take some faceoffs for whatever reason. … Obviously, it’s 
only been a few games, so I think we can only build some more 
chemistry from here.” 

That chemistry was evident during a 4-1 road win against the rival 
Philadelphia Flyers on Friday when this line combined on three goals, 
two by Poehling and one by Archibald. 

“For our line, we played direct and kind of beat them down low at their 
own (zone),” Poehling said to media in Philadelphia after that game. “We 
recovered pucks well, and once we got it low to high, we spread it out 
well and created plays off of that. That’s what was clicking.” 

It’s anyone’s guess as to how long Poehling, Blueger and Archibald will 
remain teamed. In some ways, it simply has been an experiment. But it 
has produced some fantastic results. 

Especially for Poehling. 

“Systematically, just sticking to that process,” Poehling said. “And it ends 
up when you do that, the game gets a little easier. Not just for yourself 
but your teammates, too.” 

Note: The Penguins had a scheduled day off on Sunday. 
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Hochman: Just when you think you have the Blues figured out, 
something crazy happens 

 

Benjamin Hochman 

 

In today’s 10 a.m. video, columnist Ben Hochman discusses the splendid 
play lately from Blues goalie Jordan Binnington. Also, a happy birthday 
shoutout to former Cardinal Glenn Brummer of "BRUMMER'S STEALING 
HOME, HE IS ... SAFE!!" And, as always, Hochman picks a random St. 
Louis Cards card from the hat. 

Benjamin Hochman 

As a sports journalist, I’ve seen some seasons. Twenty professional 
years so far, starting with the 2002 Tulane football team — and its 
spunky linebacker Blake Baker — to the 2022 Mizzou football team — 
and its savvy defensive coordinator Blake Baker. I’ve been around 
college and pro teams that have been spectacular, others spectacularly 
bad, be it in MLB, the NFL, the NBA or the NHL. 

But I’ve never seen anything like this Blues season. It’s been beyond 
comprehension or explanation. Beyond bonkers. 

The Blues won their first three games. 

They lost their next eight games. 

They won their next seven games. 

They next went on the road and were blown out, 6-2 and 5-2. 

And in the third and final game of the trip, they trailed 3-0 and by the end 
of the second period it was 4-1. It was the second game of a road back-
to-back situation. They were down two forwards. And sure enough, the 
Blues scored three goals in the third to tie Florida — and scored in 
overtime to beat Florida. 

Unfathomable. 

This year, they have been so good and so bad that they don’t even know 
who they are. 

Sure, one could argue that at 11-10-0, the Blues, despite the streaks, are 
just an average team. 

Still, their ceiling is so high! 

But their floor is so low! 

Look, they still have the potential to be a playoff team and a tough playoff 
team, at that. But it sure seems a lot of the Blues’ problems lie squarely 
between their helmet flaps. 

The Blues haven’t showcased their mental toughness early enough or 
often enough. Too much floating around. Too many lazy passes. Too 
many defensive breakdowns. The Blues have had the puck taken away 
194 times the season, the most any team has, per MoneyPuck.com. And 
the Blues allow 3.52 goals per game — only five NHL teams allow more. 

Before the season, Craig Berube was asked by this newspaper to 
describe his team’s identity: “We’re not going to get outworked, you 
know?” the fifth-year Blues coach said. “We’ve got to have a great work 
ethic. We’re a team — that’s the way I view it. We’re team-first here. … It 
doesn’t matter who you are — it’s got to be a team-first mindset.” 

Well, they’re getting outworked. 

They need to be competitive immediately — and not just turn it up, so to 
speak, when they’re trailing. 

This led to a “you just have to laugh” moment during the Florida game. 

So, the Panthers began Saturday with an offensive avalanche a la the 
Avalanche. By the 13:51 mark in the first period, Florida led 2-0 and had 
outshot the Blues 9-0. 
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“With the icing call, it gives us a chance to catch our breath and give you 
the ‘Toyota Keys To The Game’,” Bally Sports broadcaster Darren Pang 
said … and the first key to the game, shown on the graphic, was: “Need 
to start the game on time.” Followed by: “Continue the physical play.” 

Of course, the epic comeback in the third period showed what this team 
has in it. It also was, to mix a sports metaphor, par for the course with 
this team — just when you think you have the Blues figured out, 
something crazy happens. 

Berube seemingly has played everyone with everyone. I think even Al 
MacInnis was out there on a defensive pairing. Be it the D-men or the 
offensive lines, there is little symmetry. 

Yes, yes, David Perron had symphony-like symmetry with Ryan O’Reilly 
in previous seasons. But let’s not forget that if St. Louis didn’t sign Nick 
Leddy (essentially instead of keeping Perron), the Blues would’ve had a 
huge dropoff in defensive talent after Colton Parayko, Justin Faulk and 
Torey Krug. So, I still think the signing made business sense. But, man, 
the defense has been rough even with Leddy. There are times Parayko 
looks like his skates are roller skates. Thank goodness that at least Calle 
Rosen is overachieving this season. 

It also makes one wonder if this is the season St. Louis makes the move 
for Coyotes defensive standout Jakob Chychrun, who has a team-friendly 
$4.5-million contract. 

Yes, the Blues probably would have to give up someone of note, a 
prospect of note and some draft picks. But if this roller-coaster season 
spins them into the playoff hunt, the trade could be instant aid as well as 
an investment for the future. 

The boys return home on Monday to face the Stars. Sure enough, Dallas 
is the No. 1 team in the Central Division. So, the way things are going, 
the Blues will win this one, like, 7-1. 

Jokes aside, you have to think that even amid a wacky season, the 
comeback win at Florida will do something positive to this team. It was 
such an accomplishment and encapsulated what makes — or can make 
— this team so good. And that’s working hard and playing mentally 
tough. 
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Blues notebook: ’Note survives the grind of grueling November schedule 

 

Jim Thomas 

 

If ever a team should have been tired. it was the Blues on Saturday in 
Sunrise, Fla. 

They were playing their seventh game in 11 days, and completing their 
third set of back-to-back games in less than three weeks. One last thing: 
eight of their last 12 games have been on the road. 

“No one’s telling the other team that, so no one’s feeling bad for you,” 
defenseman Torey Krug said. “It’s a tough league to play in, it’s a tough 
league to win games in. We understand the grind that comes with it. 
Especially when you have an older group, you have to come every single 
night ready to play. Good for us to stick with that one (Saturday).” 

If anything, the Florida Panthers — who hadn’t played since Wednesday 
— looked like the tired team down the stretch. They were outshot 19-4 
and outscored 3-0 in the third period of a game won by the Blues 5-4 in 
overtime. 

The Blues haven’t had more than one day between games since the first 
weekend of November. And after a day off Sunday, they’re back at it 

Monday against the Central Division-leading Dallas Stars (12-6-4) in a 7 
p.m. game at Enterprise Center. 

It’s only after that contest that they get two days without a game before 
playing host to Carolina on Thursday. 

“Yeah, a lot of games in this past month,” Jordan Kyrou said. “You just 
gotta find a way, right? Good teams find a way to win.” 

At 11-10-0, the Blues have been a good team about only the half the time 
this season. 

But the historic nature of their victory Saturday — it was only the third 
time in franchise history the team had overcome a three-goal deficit in 
the third period to win — might provide momentum going forward. 

“I think it definitely gives us confidence that now when we’re down, we’re 
never out of the game,” Kyrou said. “You can always come back and win. 
It was a huge win for us, for sure.” 

Tkachuk quiet 

It was a quiet night Saturday for Matthew Tkachuk, the St. Louisan who 
went to Florida this past offseason in a blockbuster trade with the Calgary 
Flames. 

He was minus-1 in 20:17 of ice time against the Blues, with two shots on 
goal. In the process, his five-game point streak (four goals, six assists) 
ended. 

“He’s a good player,” Blues coach Craig Berube said. “Sometimes ... 
things don’t go your way some nights.” 

Neighbours back? 

Jake Neighbours is heading back to the Blues and Nikita Alexandrov is 
being sent back to Springfield, according to league sources. There was 
no announcement by the Blues on Sunday. 

Neighbours, the team’s first-round draft pick in 2020, began the season 
with the Blues and had one goal and no assists in 11 games before being 
sent to Springfield on Nov. 9. In seven games since then in the AHL with 
the Thunderbirds, Neighbours had no goals but five assists. 

Alexandrov was called up from Springfield on the same day that 
Neighbours went down, and had one assist and was plus-one with the 
Blues in nine games. He was a healthy scratch Saturday against Florida. 

Blue notes 

Defenseman Calle Rosen returned to the lineup after sitting out the 
Tampa Bay game as a healthy scratch, and he’s proven to be something 
of a good-luck charm. He’s plus-10 over his last nine games and the 
Blues are 8-1-0 in those contests. 

Brandon Saad had a goal and an assist Saturday, marking his first assist 
and first multipoint game of the season. The Blues are 11-3-0 when he 
plays this season. 

Robert Thomas, who didn’t play in overtime or the last five minutes of 
regulation, had his five-game point streak (one goal, seven assists) 
snapped. 
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Krug, Kyrou, Tarasenko fight their way out of slumps for Blues 

 

Jim Thomas  
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Frustrated with his play this season, Blues defenseman Torey Krug came 
to the realization Saturday night in Florida that he had to fight his way out 
of it. Literally. 

So with the Blues trailing the Florida Panthers 3-1 early in the second 
period, he dropped his gloves and fought Patric Hornqvist. They have a 
bit of history from the days when they were Eastern-Conference rivals — 
Hornqvist with Pittsburgh, Krug with Boston. And they fought on Jan. 16, 
2020, while with those clubs. 

This time, the fight didn’t last long. Not many punches were thrown, in 
part because Krug got Hornqvist to the ice quickly. 

“Things haven’t been going well for me personally,” Krug said. 
“Sometimes you just have to drag yourself into the battle and you get 
rewarded for it. He’s a guy that I’ve lined up with a few times now. It’s just 
something to get yourself going. So that’s all that was.” 

Krug is a feisty player to be sure, but he’s fought only 10 times over his 
12 NHL regular seasons according to hockeyfights.com. 

But he has had some defensive issues this season, was a combined 
minus-6 over his past two games — losses to Buffalo and Tampa Bay. 
So he had some frustration to release Saturday. 

“At times, I did let the frustration creep in, but just a proud hockey player,” 
Krug said. “I’ve played a lot of games in this league to understand I have 
the skill set and the ability to play better. At some point it’s gonna come 
around, you just gotta keep working through it.” 

So maybe it was coincidence. Or maybe it wasn’t. But Krug, always a 
skilled puck mover, made two skilled passes to Jordan Kyrou after the 
fight for goals — including thewinner in overtime, in an improbable 5-4 
Blues victory. 

That’s called sparking a comeback. 

“He’s a very competitive guy, ‘Kruger,’” Blues coach Craig Berube said 
after the game. “Cares a lot about the team and his own play. He’s not 
happy about his play. 

“But sometimes you mix it up a little bit and things change. And it did for 
him tonight. He made a great play on the (overtime) goal. It was a big 
play.” 

Even the best players are going to experience dips in their play from time 
to time over the course of the season. And when your vocation is 
professional sports, there are a lot of eyes watching and analyzing you. 

At any given time in a season, there are going to be at least a couple 
players slumping — sometimes more if the team is struggling overall. 

Perhaps Krug slugged his way out of that Saturday. It certainly looks as if 
Kyrou has put his start-of-the-season woes behind him. And perhaps 
Vladimir Tarasenko’s clutch goal, which tied the game at 4-4 with 3:49 to 
go in regulation time, will get him going. 

Big contracts lead to big expectations, and Kyrou experienced the 
pressures of increased expectations after signing an eight-year, $65 
million extension in September. 

After being a point-per-game scorer last season and making the NHL All-
Star Game, he had only one goal through six games and no assists 
through nine contests to begin this season. He had defensive lapses and 
at times made bad puck decisions. 

Along the way, he became a favorite target for criticism by fans and 
some members of the media. Some wanted him traded — the sooner, 
the better. Some called the contract a big mistake. 

But scorers are gonna score, it just took a while for Kyrou to get going. 
He has had chances since the start of the season; he just wasn’t 
converting them for a while. 

“Yeah, I was getting a bunch of chances, and eventually they’re gonna 
start going in,” Kyrou said. “Like everyone was saying, you just gotta 
keep positive and keep competing.” 

With his two goals Saturday, Kyrou extended his point streak to a career 
high eight games. Over those eight games, he has five goals and eight 
assists for 13 points. Since his scoring streak started Nov. 14 against 
Colorado, those 13 points are tied for the most in the NHL along with 
Pittsburgh’s Sidney Crosby. 

In short, he’s a long way from his early season struggles. 

“Oh yeah, big time,” Berube said. “I thought he was very competitive all 
game to be honest with you he’s been competitive for me. He’s been 
working and competing. His speed and ability are high end.” 

Tarasenko’s shot is also high end. But until Saturday night, he had gone 
nine games without a goal. (He’d missed an additional two games 
because of illness, so his last goal has been scored way back on Nov. 3.) 

That brings to mind Paul Stastny’s half-joking comment in the 2017-18 
season, that when Tarasenko isn’t scoring he pouts. There was no 
pouting Saturday night in Sunrise, Florida, when Tarasenko snuck 
through the back door and tied the game. 

“I thought he was very competitive, too,” Berube said. “Right from the 
get-go. He was engaged in the game in my opinion, challenging people 
one on one. He drove the net the one time wide in the second period, so 
for me he was engaged in the game right away, and it paid off.” 

A telling sign of that engagement was the fact that Tarasenko drew three 
penalties against the Panthers, although the Blues couldn’t convert on 
what was a 0-for-4 night on the power play. 

Tarasenko always has been a streaky scorer anyway. Last season, en 
route to a 34-goal season, he had goal droughts of 10 games and eight 
games. 

Berube has tried Tarasenko on a bunch of lines this season in an effort to 
get him going. And undoubtedly, there will be more of that in the future. 
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With a wink and a nod, Torey Krug and Jordan Kyrou cap improbable 
Blues comeback 

 

Jim Thomas 

 

SUNRISE, Fla. — Like a lot of things Jordan Kyrou does on a sheet of 
ice, this happened in a blink. Or maybe a wink of an eye. 

But first Torey Krug stood with the puck behind his net, waiting for Kyrou 
and Ryan O’Reilly to jump over the boards and position themselves in 
overtime Saturday against the Florida Panthers. 

Kyrou skated down towards Krug, and a few feet inside the blue line, 
whacked his stick to the ice while looking at Krug as if to say: It’s “go” 
time. 

“We have that kind of connection where we just kind of look at each other 
quick. . .and he just tells me to take off, and I just go,” Kyrou said. “That 
was helluva pass.” 

Kyrou sped down the ice with Florida’s Carter Verheaghe in pursuit. 
Futile pursuit, because Kyrou almost never, ever gets caught from 
behind. He skated in on Panthers’ goalie Spencer Knight and sent a 
backhand to the roof for his second goal of the game and ninth of this 
still-young season. 
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The Blues, down 3-0 less than nine minutes into the game, and still 
trailing 4-1 with less than 12 minutes remaining in regulation, somehow 
found their way out of the wilderness. 

Their 5-4 overtime win over the Panthers took the life out of FLA Live 
Arena, and breathed new life into this most unpredictable of Blues 
seasons. 

As Blues players went about their postgame routines in the bowels of the 
arena, many dripping with sweat, defenseman Justin Faulk walked by, 
looked up, and said: “That was interesting.” 

Indeed. It marked only the third time in franchise history the Blues had 
wiped out a three-goal deficit in the third period to win a game. 

On Dec. 14, 2019, the Blues rallied from a 3-0 deficit to defeat the 
Chicago Blackhawks 4-3. 

On Nov. 29, 2000, they rallied from three goals down to beat Toronto 6-5. 

And now this. How did it happen? 

“What, just the whole third period?” Kyrou said. 

Yes. The whole thing. 

“I think we just came in here after the second and we were like, ‘Hey, 
let’s not let this – down by however many goals – affect us and just quit,’ 
“ he said, from the visitors’ locker room. “ ‘Let’s go out there and let’s 
play.’ That was a crazy comeback.” 

A crazy comeback in a crazy early season filled with big winning streaks 
and big losing streaks, brilliant play and – whatever the polar opposite of 
“brilliant” is. 

When asked if he’s ever had so many ups and downs to start a season, 
Krug – a 12-year NHL veteran – smiled and said: “Nope. Never.” 

So how do you explain it? 

“You can’t,” Krug said. “That’s the way she’s going right now. Hopefully, 
it’s teaching us a lot of lessons, that we can learn about and use to our 
advantage down the road because you’re gonna face a lot of different 
things throughout a season and hopefully we’ve put that behind us.” 

For nearly 2 ½ periods Saturday, it didn’t look that way. In fact it looked 
very much like a repeat of Friday’s 5-2 loss in Tampa. 

Against the Lightning, the Blues trailed 3-0 just eight minutes four 
seconds into the contest. 

Saturday against the Panthers, they were down 3-0 at the 8:47 mark of 
play in the opening period. 

Ill-timed turnovers. Sloppy play on offense. Bad decision-making. All of 
which fed Florida’s potent transition game. 

“You gotta play through it, that’s all,” coach Craig Berube said. “Guys 
gotta just play through it and realize that there’s a certain way you have 
to play to be successful. Sometimes you just gotta let your players figure 
it out.” 

So Berube and his staff did no harping on the subject. 

“After a while, we can only harp so much, right?” Berube said. 

Brandon Saad cut it to 3-1 with a second period rebound goal. But then 
Anton Lundell restored Florida’s three goal lead, with a 2-on-1 rush goal 
just as a Blues’ power play was ending with 7:10 left in the period. 

The third period started without Brayden Schenn, who was out for the 
rest of the game with a lower-body injury. Because they went with an 11-
forward, seven-defenseman lineup, they were essentially down two 
forwards the rest of the game. 

Playing the second game of a back-to-back, their 12th game in the last 
20 days. the Blues had every right to be tired. Maybe this just wasn’t their 
night. 

“I think we went on a stretch there where that’s exactly what we did,” 
Krug said, referring to several earlier losses. 

But not this time. 

“We understand that games are at a premium,” he continued. “You need 
to collect points when you can. So we knew if there was a chance - if we 
got one - that we could come back in the game. We didn’t hang our 
heads, we just kept our heads up and went to work, and like I said we got 
rewarded.” 

With 11:44 to play, Ryan O’Reilly shot from below the goal line, off the 
back of Knight’s left leg and into the net to make it a 4-2 game. 

With 6:17 to play, Kyrou took a stretch pass from Krug, raced down right 
wing and zipped one past Knight, blocker side. It was 4-3. 

“I think (Krug’s) passing in general is just amazing,” Kyrou said. “Even 
the first one he gave me that I scored on, that was a great no-look pass.” 

With 3:49 to play, several Blues and Panthers were mucking it up along 
the right wall, fighting for puck possession. Vladimir Tarasenko, without a 
goal in his previous nine games, snuck in the back door – to the left of 
the net – took a cross-ice pass from Ivan Barbashev and buried it, tying 
the game at 4-all. 

Then came overtime and the Krug and Kyrou thing. The wink and the 
nod, the secret handshake, whatever they have going on. 

“We made eye contact, and that’s just something we’ve been working on 
for a while,” Krug said. “I’ve iced a few pucks that we’d like to see end up 
on his stick. But luckily we connected on this one.” 
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Kings fall in overtime against Senators 

 

By ANDREW KNOLL  

PUBLISHED November 27, 2022 at 10:35 p.m. | UPDATED: November 
27, 2022 at 11:36 p.m. 

 

Another night meant another one-goal game for the Kings as they lost to 
the Ottawa Senators 3-2 in overtime at Crypto.com Arena Sunday. 

Of their NHL-leading 11 one-goal-margin matches, the Kings have won 
seven, tying them with five other franchises for the most single-goal 
victories. 

Winger Arthur Kaliyev tallied twice on the power play and center Phillip 
Danault earned assists on both goals, giving him five points in his last 
four games. Jonathan Quick was the busier netminder, making 36 saves. 

Wingers Brady Tkachuk, Alex DeBrincat and Claude Giroux each scored 
goals for Ottawa, with Tkachuk and Giroux also contributing an assist 
apiece. Center Tim Stutzle added two helpers. Cam Talbot stopped 25 
shots. 

“We sure didn’t start the game very well,” Coach Todd McLellan said. 
“The power play, obviously, gave us some life, it gave us a chance to 
crawl back into the game … (and) allowed us to find our game as the 
night went on.” 

Yet a mere 20 seconds into overtime, Ottawa finished the job off a long, 
lofted backhand saucer pass from Stutzle to Giroux, who had snuck 
behind defenseman Drew Doughty. He finished a breakaway with a nifty 
series of moves that included a fake shot, an abrupt stop and some deft 
stickhandling to give Quick little chance at a save. 
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“I just saw an opportunity to get going and it was a great pass by Timmy,” 
Giroux said. 

The third period was played to a scoreless draw with defenseman Sean 
Durzi’s deke, forward Jaret Anderson-Dolan’s breakaway and winger 
Viktor Arvidsson’s individual effort to create a scoring chance generating 
the most excitement for the Kings. 

“I thought we adapted, we took it up a notch in the second, certainly a 
notch again in the third and got it to overtime,” McLellan said. 

In the second period, the Sens nearly cashed in on their second power 
play, which came off the Kings’ second offensive-zone penalty. But Quick 
robbed Tkachuk from close range and got help from a post to negate a 
sterling opportunity for winger Drake Batherson. 

Instead, it was Kings lighting the lamp for a second time with the man 
advantage as 2:25 remained in the stanza. Kaliyev delivered again with a 
far-side snipe from the right circle. It was his sixth power-play tally, 
equaling his total from all of last season, and his eighth goal overall. 
Since Kaliyev’s NHL debut in February 2021, his 12 power-play goals are 
tops among the Kings, with his goals Sunday breaking a tie with Adrian 
Kempe’s 10 over that stretch. 

“He’s got a great shot, he knows where to be, we just tried to find him 
and today he buried two,” Arvidsson said. 

The first half of the second period saw the Kings absorb play five-on-five. 
Defenseman Sean Walker was rocked by winger Austin Watson and then 
a partial breakaway for winger Tyler Motte forced Quick and Doughty to 
go into scramble mode against three successive shot attempts. 

Positive momentum from the Kings’ first man-advantage marker proved 
ephemeral as their equalizer stood for less than two minutes. Winger 
Kevin Fiala’s undisciplined roughing penalty sent the Sens to their first 
power play. Tkachuk, who’d already scored, played the role of setup man 
as he drew defenseman Matt Roy toward him then slipped a pass 
between Roy’s legs to DeBrincat. The former Chicago Blackhawk 
narrowly beat Quick with a shot just inside the post for his sixth goal as a 
Senator. 

It was the second unit, which McLellan praised earlier as essentially 
interchangeable with the top unit for the first time during his four-season 
tenure, that fed Kaliyev for not one, not two but three one-timers in the 
span of 70 seconds. The third one connected 10:23 into the frame after a 
superb puck retrieval by Danault facilitated the goal. 

“He’s underrated all over. I think he’s been a leading player for the last 
couple of years,” said Arvidsson of Danault. “He’s just a worker, he does 
the dirty work and he gets not enough recognition.” 

Ottawa has been one of the top teams in the NHL in terms of high-
danger scoring chances, completed passes into the slot and expected 
goals-for, despite their pedestrian record. They showed more of that 
offensive potential in the first period, out-shooting the Kings 19-8, 
generating seven high-danger opportunities to the Kings’ two and earning 
a 1-0 lead. 

Just under five minutes into the game, the visitors opened the scoring. 
Defenseman Thomas Chabot’s shot ricocheted off defenseman Alex 
Edler and then the end boards before coming to Tkachuk, who knifed it 
past Quick for his ninth goal of the campaign. Tkachuk has been no 
stranger to the doorstep, having tipped more pucks than any player in the 
NHL this year. 

Ottawa nearly struck again when a puck played by Quick was intercepted 
by Motte, but Quick made a save several feet in front of the blue paint to 
quiet the storm. That was part of a night where Quick and the power play 
sustained the Kings while their even-strength play fluctuated. 
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FINAL – Kings 2, Senators 3 (OT) – Arvidsson, Kaliyev, McLellan 

 

By Zach Dooley 

 

The LA Kings opened a four-game homestand with a point but fell by a 3-
2 final in overtime against the Ottawa Senators. 

The Kings got a pair of goals from Arthur Kaliyev, both of which came on 
the power play, in the victory. Jonathan Quick made 36 saves on the 
evening, his second highest total of the season. 

Ottawa controlled shots on goal by a 19-8 margin in the first period and 
found the only goal of the frame through forward Brady Tkachuk. A shot 
from the point by defenseman Thomas Chabot was deflected wide by a 
Kings stick, but the puck deflected off the end boards right to Tkachuk, 
who buried at the near post for his ninth goal of the season. 

The Kings answered midway through the second period with a power-
play goal from Kaliyev to knot the score at one. After a series of puck 
retrivals and quick passing throughout the unit, forward Viktor Arvidsson 
found Kaliyev through a low-to-high seam, with the latter one-timing the 
feed past Ottawa netminder Cam Talbot for his seventh goal of the 
season. 

Ottawa answered less than two minutes later, however, with a power-
play goal of its own to re-take a 2-1 advantage. On the first Senators man 
advantage of the evening, forward Alex DeBrincat one-timed a shot from 
the bottom of the left-hand circle that beat Quick to the near post to put 
the visitors back ahead. 

Kaliyev struck again, however, with his second power-play goal of the 
game to push the score level heading into the second intermission. After 
another controlled sequence, defenseman Sean Durzi fed Kaliyev at the 
right-hand circle, where he gathered and fired his shot past Talbot on the 
blocker side for the tying goal. Kaliyev’s multi-goal game was the first of 
his NHL career. 

After the teams traded chances in the third, but neither team found the 
back of the net, Ottawa won the game just 20 seconds into overtime. Tim 
Stutzle sent a backhanded pass from his own net through the middle to a 
streak, uncovered Claude Giroux, who deked to the forehand and put 
home the game-winning goal. 

On what he felt was clicking so well with his power-play unit tonight 

Retrieving pucks, we did a really good job of that after getting shots. We 
started the power play and we didn’t convert on those shots, but we got it 
back and we made something out of it. Great plays by Arvy, Phil, 
everyone. 

On if he felt his goal late in the second gave the team some momentum 
heading into the third 

Yeah, I think it did. The third period was far more defensive, not much 
was given up at 5-on-5. It was one of those games when whoever got the 
first big chance wins. 

On if he felt the power play gave the team some life tonight 

We needed something, because we sure didn’t start the game very well. 
Power play obviously gave us some life, it gave us a chance to crawl 
back into the game. For as poorly as we were playing, it didn’t get away 
on us, so that was a good thing, but the power play did do a real good job 
of allowing us to find our game as the night went on. 

On the need to change the game between the first and second periods 
tonight 

Between the first and second, we had to have a little talk about how we 
were playing. We had to change our game, it wasn’t working and I 
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thought we adapted. We took it up a notch in the second, certainly a 
notch again in the third and got it to overtime. 

On what he felt went wrong in the first period 

Our passing was atrocious, but our thought process into where we were 
setting the pucks and passing was even worse. So, you combine that 
with those two things together and we were making it fairly easy on them. 
They have some structure, in a system that you can’t be stubborn and 
play through and you’ve got to play behind it a little bit. I thought we did 
that in the second and third. 

On the importance of puck retrievals on the power play tonight 

It’s hard to beat penalty kills when they’re in position. You look at the goal 
that we gave up tonight, we were just out of position a little bit, but it 
comes off a scramble play or a retrieval and that’s a big part of a power 
play. Again, Jimmy Hiller has been doing some really good things with 
our power play and the tree is starting to bear some fruit, if you will. Guys 
have to continue, but unless there’s a real strong work ethic to it, it 
doesn’t matter who you bring in or what he’s trying to do with the group. 
Our power play has had some good work ethic lately and it’s getting 
rewarded. 

On Arthur Kaliyev and his willingness to use his shot on the power play 

Teams that have that element of a shot from there, that can score from 
distance or just powered by goaltender, you have to respect it and it can 
open up space for other players. If you don’t have it, they can cheat. 
They don’t have to worry so much about that side. I think you only have 
to look at number eight in Washington to see how that works. I’m not 
saying that Arthur is Ovechkin by no means, maybe later on his career 
he’ll get there, but they both have that element of a shot from that spot. 
Obviously different hands, but you have to respect it and opens up ice for 
others. 

Notes – 

– Arthur Kaliyev (2-0-2) recorded his first career multi power-play goal 
game, both of which came in the second period. Kaliyev leads the Kings 
with six power-play goals this season and is tied for sixth in the NHL in 
the category. Since his NHL debut on Feb. 2, 2021, no Kings skater has 
scored more goals on the man advantage than Kaliyev (12). 

– Per NHL PR, Kaliyev matched the Kings’ record for power-play goals in 
a single period. Only four others have achieved such feat in the past 10 
years (Jeff Carter, 2 PPG in P2, Nov. 20, 2016; Mike Richards, 2 PPG in 
P3, Feb. 17, 2013; Justin Williams, 2 PPG in P3, April 5, 2012; Dustin 
Brown, 2 PPG in P1, Feb. 25, 2012). 

– Phillip Danault (0-2-2) registered his fifth multi-point game and second 
multi-assist effort of the season. Danault now has six points (2-4-6) from 
his last six games. 

– Viktor Arvidsson (1-0-1) tallied his 13th assist of the season and third 
point in last two games (1-2-3). He has now collected seven assists over 
his last seven games. 

– Sean Durzi (0-1-1) earned an assist to give him helpers in back-to-back 
games, with three points (0-3-3) in total since returning from injury on 
Friday in San Jose. 

*Forward Gabe Vilardi missed tonight’s game with an upper-body injury. 
McLellan shared after the game that the team knew about the injury after 
the game in San Jose. Vilardi is currently considered day-to-day. 

The Kings are scheduled to practice tomorrow morning at 11 AM at 
Toyota Sports Performance Center. 
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Game Thread – Kings vs. Senators, 11/27 

 

By Zach Dooley 

 

Los Angeles Kings 2, Ottawa Senators 2 

5:00 Left, Overtime 

Game Preview 

WATCH: Bally Sports West 

LISTEN: LA Kings Audio Network 

SOG: LAK – 25 OTT – 39 

PP: LAK – 2/2 OTT – 1/2 

First Period 

1. OTT – Brady Tkachuk (9) – (Thomas Chabot, Claude Giroux) – 4:55 

Second Period 

2. LAK – Arthur Kaliyev (7) – (Viktor Arvidsson, Phillip Danault) – 10:23 
(PP) 

3. OTT – Alex DeBrincat (6) – (Brady Tkachuk, Tim Stutzle) – 12:20 (PP) 

4. LAK – Arthur Kaliyev (8) – (Sean Durzi, Phillip Danault) – 17:35 (PP) 
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REIGN FINAL – Reign 4, Roadrunners 3 – Sturm, Byfield 

 

By Jared Shafran 

 

Quinton Byfield led the way with three points as the Ontario Reign (10-6-
0-1) bounced back to earn a split of their weekend series against the 
Tucson Roadrunners (10-6-1-0) Sunday afternoon with a 4-3 win. The 
victory was Ontario’s 10th of the 2022-23 season. 

Byfield finished with two goals and an assist, including the game-winner 
in the third period, while his linemate Alex Turcotte scored his first goal of 
the year while adding an assist on the deciding goal. Goaltender Matt 
Villalta also had a solid night in the crease, stopping 33 shots to pick up 
his fourth win of the season. 

Samuel Fagemo opened the scoring in the final minute of the first with 
his fourth power play goal of the season from Byfield and Taylor Ward. 
The Reign took their 1-0 lead into the first intermission, outshooting 
Tucson 12-5 in the first 20 minutes. 

Byfield extended the lead at 10:56 of the second, scoring a highlight-reel 
tally on the power play by shooting the puck in between his legs from the 
side of the net. The shot went over goaltender Ivan Prosvetov and into 
the cage, giving the Reign a 2-0 advantage. Assists on the play were 
credited to both TJ Tynan and Jordan Spence. 

Before the end of the middle period, Turcotte got his first of the year off a 
pass by Tyler Madden on a rush into the offensive zone. Madden 
delayed and found Turcotte, the trailer on the play, with a cross-ice feed 
into the slot. Turcotte unleashed a powerful wrist shot that beat 
Prosvetov up high into the top right corner of the net and made the score 
3-0. 
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The Roadrunners mounted a comeback in the third, however, and 
Nathan Smith was the first man to beat Villalta on the day, scoring on a 
short-side wrist shot with 11:49 to go in the game to cut Ontario’s lead to 
3-1. 

With just 4:19 to play, Byfield gave the Reign extra insurance that turned 
out to be key, using a wrist shot on a 2-on-1 rush to score his second 
goal of the game and give Ontario a 4-1 edge on the scoreboard. 

But Tucson wasn’t done, scoring goals at 17:25 and 18:01 to make it a 
one-goal game with two minutes remaining. Laurent Dauphin had the first 
on the power play before Jean-Sebastien Dea netted the second with an 
extra attacker on the ice and Prosvetov at the bench. 

Ontario calmed things down in the closing seconds and held on to earn 
two points that allowed them to regain a share of third place in the Pacific 
Division standings. 

Two of Ontario’s goals came on the man-advantage, which finished 2-for-
3 in the contest, while the Roadrunners ended at 1-for-3 on the power 
play while holding a 36-30 edge in shots on goal. Prosvetov stopped 26 
shots for Tucson in a losing effort. 

Marco Sturm 

On rebounding from last night’s loss 

I think, overall, the guys responded from last night. I think we were all not 
happy and today we played like a team, and that was the difference. I 
think we had some good chances and a lot of opportunities. We just 
didn’t bury them. I think we play better when we win on special teams, 
but not every night is like that. We’ve got to make sure we bury our 
chances at five-on-five. Tucson is a good team. They play defensively 
very well. They didn’t give us much and we know it was going to be a 
tight game, and it was, just like last night. 

On the Turcotte-Byfield-Madden line 

They had an off night yesterday and today they responded big time. 
That’s what we need. They’re some of our best players and the best 
players have to be the best players every night, especially with [Quinton]. 
There are some expectations from us and from the organization, and for 
sure from him too. He needs to be the guy, and yesterday he wasn’t, and 
today he was big time. It was nice to see him have a really good game. 

On Villalta’s performance in net 

He was nice and calm. He felt good all day. He made some key saves, 
unfortunately he got beat and that shouldn’t happen, but we were very, 
very happy about his game. 

On almost a full week off before playing Colorado 

In my experience so far, [the breaks] are good and bad. I think its good 
when you win, and its bad when you don’t win. When you don’t win, then 
its going to be a long, long week. I’m glad we won today so we can have 
a better week. I think a better mood, atmosphere and energy, because 
that’s what we need. We’re going to work and use this week to repair a 
lot of things and try to come out against a really hard Colorado team. Its 
not going to get easier. We’re going to enjoy the day off tomorrow and 
then go back on and get back to work on Tuesday. 

Quinton Byfield 

On the team’s strong start 

I think we had a great first period. All four of our lines were going. We 
were getting a lot of shots, and we outshot them. I think we’re playing the 
hockey that we want to play, so it was a really good first. To get on the 
board and get the lead first is definitely huge, especially for the power 
play. 

On the impressive game from him and his linemates 

Maybe the other game we just weren’t all on the same page. Maybe a 
little disconnected. In prior games, we had a lot of chemistry and a lot of 

little touches in between, and players were creating plays, so I think we 
just got back to that. We usually match against their top line, so that’s a 
big role for us to play. I think we did a pretty good job there and we had a 
good game tonight. 

On his between-the-legs goal 

I’ve tried it a couple times and I’ve lost the puck in other games. When 
Tynan hit me, I knew they were covering Fagemo pretty well there on the 
far side. I tried to go to Ward in the middle and we got a couple 
opportunities, so I just thought it was best to get the puck to the net there, 
and I think that was the best play for me. 

After a week of practice, the Ontario Reign will be back at Toyota Arena 
on Friday night to host the Colorado Eagles at 7 p.m. 
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11/27 Preview – Today’s Rushes + PP Puck Movement, Anderson on 
Activation, Roster Moves 

 

By Zach Dooley 

 

WHO: Los Angeles Kings (12-9-2) vs. Ottawa Senators (7-12-1) 

WHAT: NHL REGULAR SEASON GAME 

WHEN: Sunday, November 27 @ 7:30 PM Pacific 

WHERE: Crypto.com Arena – Los Angeles, CA 

HOW TO FOLLOW: VIDEO: Bally Sports West – AUDIO – iHeart Radio 
– TWITTER: @DooleyLAK & @LAKings 

TONIGHT’S MATCHUP: The Kings begin a four-game homestand this 
evening against Ottawa, as they return to Crypto.com Arena. 

HEAD-TO-HEAD: Forward Anze Kopitar led the team a season ago with 
four points (1-3-4) from two games played, while defenseman Alex Edler 
also had three assists from the two games and forward Carl Grundstrom 
led the way with two goals. 

KINGS VITALS: Following an off day yesterday, the Kings held a full-
team morning skate this morning at Toyota Sports Performance Center. 

Off first this morning was goaltender Jonathan Quick, who is expected to 
start for the second straight game, coming off of his win in San Jose. 
Quick has posted a 6-5-0 record throughout his career against the 
Senators, with a .912 save percentage and a 2.39 goals-against average. 
Quick posted a 34-save shutout in Ottawa last season, one of two in his 
career versus the Senators. 

SENATORS VITALS: Tonight marks the final game of a four-game road 
trip this evening for the Senators, who are coming off a 5-1 win over 
Anaheim on Friday evening. 

Per Bruce Garrioch of Postmedia, goaltender Cam Talbot is expected to 
make his fourth consecutive start tonight against the Kings. Despite a 2-
5-0 record on the season, Talbot has posted solid splits, with a .918 save 
percentage. All-time versus the Kings, Talbot is 12-9-0 with a .916 save 
percentage and a 2.65 goals-against average. 

Ottawa defenseman Jacob Sanderson leads all rookie defensemen this 
season with 10 assists and 11 total points and is tied for the most assists 
amongst all first-year skaters. Rookie forward Shane Pinto leads all first-
year players with eight goals. 

Notes – 
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“It can be argued on any given night which is one and which is two and 
the way we have it structured right now, the guys that are rested are 
usually the ones that are starting. Traditionally, it’s just been okay Kopi, 
let’s go, and he could be exhausted and we feel it. Now, we’ve been able 
to put two units together where okay, Kopi is tired, Drew, you’ve been out 
a lot, let’s get a breather and put the other unit out or vice versa. I think 
that’s allowed us to start fresher than maybe we have in the past.” 

 

That was Todd McLellan talking this morning about his two power-play 
units, not necessarily naming one as the top unit over the other. His top 
forward line typically plays together on a unit that has had its ups and 
downs but hasn’t quite found its rhythm consistently early in the season. 
The other unit – consisting of the second line, along with Arthur Kaliyev 
and Sean Durzi – has been humming as of late. 

After Durzi missed two games, he returned to the lineup in San Jose and 
that unit scored a power-play goal, with Viktor Arvidsson setting up Phillip 
Danault. It’s frequently been Kaliyev on the other end of the goals, but 
their success has traditionally come from puck movement amongst all 
members. McLellan took note of that this morning. 

“Their puck movement is quick,” he said. “They’re obviously confident, 
but their puck movement is quick, there’s an intensity to their group and I 
think the pace at which they’re playing allows them to create some 
opportunities off of those passes. You’re either ahead or you’re behind 
on the powerplay. If you’re behind, you’re probably going to be frustrated 
and if you’re ahead, you’re probably creating chances and what I mean 
by that is the pace of play and attacking the other team’s mistakes or 
weaknesses.” 

In speaking with Arvidsson and Kaliyev individually, both used that word 
– quick – or a synonym. 

The puck movement was evident in San Jose and they were a post 
away, with Durzi the shooter on this occasion, from scoring even earlier 
in the game. Danault was the ultimate finisher, but it could have come 
sooner. 

Kaliyev – It’s awesome, we have the perfect combination of everything 
that we need. I think we’ve done a pretty good job of it, we’ve been 
making great plays and moving the puck fast and getting good shots off, 
everything. 

Arvidsson – With [our unit], we just try to make plays and play quickly 
and when we see plays that are open, we try to hit it. [On Friday], we 
found a way, so that was good. 

Magic Mikey 

It was a play that appeared to be a dazzling assist for Mikey Anderson. 

Realizing the situation in the offensive zone, less than a minute into the 
game with Kevin Fiala in full control high in the offensive zone, Anderson 
activated from his position at the left point, working his way into the slot. 
When Fiala hit him with the pass, Anderson found himself in a 2-on-1 in 
tight. Rather than force a pass, or take a lower-percentage shot, he made 
a power move onto his forehand to create a better angle, before he set 
up Adrian Kempe for a one-timer at the back post, the perfect start. Until 
it wasn’t. The goal was called back for a missed offsides at the start of 
the sequence, negating the excellent offensive instincts Anderson had 
shown, at least from a reward standpoint. 

“On a play like that, I know that Kevin can see things like that happen, so 
it’s trusting him to make a read or find a spot,” he said this morning. 
“Obviously it was a good play by him, tough that it got called back.” 

While it’s not perhaps just as of late, Anderson has felt he’s tried to add 
offensive activation into his game more this season, even if it’s not his 
calling card. As a shutdown defenseman, defending and keeping pucks 
out of his net are what he’s relied upon to do. Playing in the role that he 
does here, frequently seeing other team’s top offensive players, it’s what 
the Kings are expecting from him first and foremost. 

As a whole, though, the Kings entered the season looking for more 
offensively from the backend. Anderson has felt more comfortable this 
season with when to pick and choose his spots, which has perhaps led to 
it being more noticeable. 

“Yeah, I’m trying to add more of that to my game,” he added. “I’m feeling 
more comfortable with picking and choosing the spots to do it and 
obviously it helps when our forwards are helping to cover and take care 
of us.” 

Todd McLellan didn’t necessarily believe that Anderson has activated 
more this season, but admitted he doesn’t see him shy away from taking 
the chance when he sees it. He’s not the highest-volume offensive 
activator, but he goes when he goes. 

“I think he always has, it’s just not as much as maybe other guys,” 
McLellan said. “He values the the shutdown role so much that sometimes 
those guys stay home a little bit more than others that are higher risk 
takers, but when he sees it, he goes, he does jump in.” 

Roster Moves 

Lastly, Insiders, three roster moves here on game day. 

The Kings recalled forward Lias Andersson, as well as and defensemen 
Brandt Clarke and Frederic Allard from AHL-Ontario. 

The first two moves came before morning skate, while Allard’s recall 
came after. Line rushes, as noted above, did not appear to constitute any 
changes from what we saw in San Jose, but as always we wait for 
warmups to see for sure. I noticed Clarke on late after morning skate for 
sure, typically a sign of a scratched player. 

For Andersson, it’s his third recall of the season from Ontario, though he 
has yet to appear in an NHL game with the Kings this season. Andersson 
played yesterday with the Reign, his 12th AHL game of the season, with 
nine total points (5-4-9). 

Clarke wrapped up his 14-day conditioning loan with the AHL club with 
his fifth game played yesterday evening and is no longer eligible to play 
in the AHL. The 19-year-old defenseman tallied two points (1-1-2) from 
five games played, including his first career professional goal in a win 
over San Jose. 

Allard has yet to play in an NHL game with the Kings and has one assist 
from five AHL games played, as he’s returned to action from an early-
season, upper-body injury. Will see if anything comes from these moves 
as the team takes the ice later on tonight. 
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REIGN PREVIEW – Ontario vs. Tucson, 11/27 

 

By Jared Shafran 

November 27, 2022 

 

TONIGHT’S MATCHUP: The Ontario Reign and Tucson Roadrunners 
meet for the second consecutive day at Toyota Arena Sunday afternoon, 
wrapping up a two-game series this weekend in Ontario. The 
Roadrunners prevailed in the opener on Saturday evening, claiming a 3-1 
win behind 31 saves from goaltender Jon Gillies. Last season, on their 
way to a second-place finish in the Pacific Division the Reign posted a 5-
2-1-0 record against Tucson, while the Roadrunners did not qualify for 
the postseason. This season has been different for the Arizona Coyotes’ 
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affiliate, as the club is tied for second in the standings with 21 points 
through 16 games. The two teams will once again play against each 
other eight times during the 2022-23 regular season. 

WHAT TO WATCH FOR: The Reign are looking to close out November 
on a high note, but the second month of the season hasn’t been as kind 
to Ontario as October was. After posting a 6-1-0 record in their first seven 
games, the Reign are just 3-5-1 in nine contests during November.  
Ontario has continued to be a top team in the league defensively, 
currently ranking fourth in the AHL by conceding just 2.56 goals per 
game. The Reign have also been at their best when getting out to a lead, 
posting an 8-0-1 record this season when holding an advantage after 40 
minutes. While they have a winning record, Tucson ranks in the middle of 
the pack on both offense and defense, scoring an average of 3.19 goals 
per game (14th) while allowing 3.06 tallies per contest (15th). 

LAST TIME OUT: After trading goals in the first period, a power play goal 
by Jean-Sebastien Dea was enough offense for the Tucson Roadrunners 
to defeat the Ontario Reign in the teams’ first matchup of 2022-23 to 
begin a two-game weekend series on Saturday night at Toyota Arena. 
Forward Aidan Dudas netted the lone goal for the Reign during the first 
period, which came with assists from Samuel Helenius and Martin 
Chromiak. Pheonix Copley made his third straight start in between the 
pipes for Ontario, stopping 32 shots in a losing effort. 

DEVIL IN THE DUDAS: Forward Aidan Dudas scored his sixth goal of 
the season during the first period on Saturday night to reclaim the title of 
the team’s leading goal scorer. The Parry Sound, Ont. native has also 
amounted a plus-five rating on the season, which ranks third highest on 
the club. Dudas’ six goals have all come in different games this year. In 
his three professional seasons, the attacker has never scored more than 
once in a game, with his 22 tallies all coming on different days. Dudas is 
more than halfway to his career-high in goal scoring, which was set last 
season when he netted 10 in 61 contests. 

SCOUTING THE ROADRUNNERS: Tucson has been led offensively by 
returning forward Michael Carcone, who is in the top 10 of AHL scorers 
with 21 points in 16 games on six goals and 15 assists. The attacker also 
leads the team with 39 penalty minutes this season. Center Jean-
Sebastien Dea has posted eight goals which ranks first among all 
Roadrunners skaters, while Laurent Dauphin has made an impact with 
12 points in 14 games (five goals, seven assists). Defender Victor 
Soderstrom leads the club’s blueliners with eight points, which have all 
come from assists. In goal, Tucson has ridden returning netminder Ivan 
Prosvetov, who has won in six of his 10 appearances and holds a 2.72 
goals-against average along with a 0.917 save percentage. Veteran Jon 
Gillies has also seen action in seven games and has a record of 4-2-1. 

COUNT ON CHROMIAK: Forward Martin Chromiak has earned assists 
in back-to-back outings, following up Wednesday’s contest where he 
recorded his first-career AHL point with another assist on Aidan Dudas’ 
goal Saturday. The Ilava, Slovakia native has appeared in four games 
with Ontario during 2022-23, his first full professional season after 
making his North American pro debut in May of the shortened 2020-21 
campaign when he saw time in two contests with the Reign. The former 
fifth round selection in the 2020 NHL Draft is coming off an outstanding 
final junior campaign with the OHL’s Kingston Frontenacs where he 
racked up 86 points in 60 games on 44 goals and 42 assists. 

SPENCE KEEPS SHOOTING: Defender Jordan Spence has recorded 
six assists in Ontario’s last eight games, but the most recent highlight of 
his season came on Wednesday when he scored his first goal of the 
2022-23 season. Coming off a feed from Alex Turcotte behind the net, 
Spence blasted the puck into the cage to extend the Reign’s comfortable 
lead in the second period. The blueliner also led Ontario with six shots on 
net during the game, which added to his overall season total of 54 shots 
which is the most of all Reign skaters and ranks second among AHL 
defensemen. The Sydney, Australia native’s assist total is also fifth-most 
in the AHL and his point total ranks fourth among league defenders. 

ALL HAIL HELENIUS: Forward Samuel Helenius has posted assists in 
consecutive contests for Ontario, earning a second helper on a first 

period goal by Tobias Bjornfot Wednesday evening before getting credit 
for a primary apple on a tally by Aidan Dudas in the first period of 
Saturday’s loss to Tucson. It marked the first time during his brief North 
American pro career that Helenius has been on the scoresheet in back-
to-back games. This season the Jarvenpaa, Finland native has earned 
four assists in 15 games with Ontario after producing a goal during 12 
outings after joining the team near the end of the 2021-22 campaign. 
Helenius was selected by the LA Kings in the second round of the 2021 
NHL Draft. 
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The best hockey Twitter accounts to follow 

 

Scott Powers, Shayna Goldman, Mark Lazerus, Julian McKenzie 

19-25 minutes 28/11/2022 

 

Hockey Twitter is a hellscape. We know it is. It’s where anonymous 
strangers call you the vilest things. It’s where caring about other humans 
can only be interpreted as “virtue signaling.” It’s where “social justice 
warrior” is somehow an insult. It’s where JoeyBunchanumbers’ hateful 
rantings — which from the dawn of human history up until about 15 years 
ago would have just been screaming into the ether — find a megaphone 
and an audience. 

It can be absolutely terrible for our collective mental health. 

But Hockey Twitter also is a joyous community. You know it is. It’s where 
we all scramble to be the first one to slap “The Beautiful Game” above a 
picture of eight players awkwardly piled up in the crease. It’s where, 
years ago, so many of us had our eyes opened to a fascinating and 
enlightening statistical world beyond points, plus-minus and goals-
against average. It’s where endlessly looping GIFs stand as perpetual 
reminders of the spectacular skill and athleticism of some of the world’s 
best athletes — or of some poor schlub literally crawling back to the 
bench when he loses a skate blade. It’s where like-minded fans and 
marginalized fans and far-flung fans find community. And it’s where wit 
always wins, where a random fan watching a game in the quiet of their 
own home can come up with a one-liner that gets seen and enjoyed by 
tens of thousands. It’s where there’s always a conversation to join. 

It can be absolutely nourishing for our collective mental health. 

If these really are Twitter’s dying days, we’ll revel in the peace and quiet 
that will follow. But we’ll also miss it terribly, and immediately start 
searching for the next iteration of The Discourse. With that in mind, 
here’s our list of essential Twitter accounts that provide something 
unique, something informative, something funny, or something vital to the 
community, selected by The Athletic’s Mark Lazerus, Scott Powers, 
Shayna Goldman and Julian McKenzie. These are ones to relish for 
however long we have them, and the ones to seek out wherever we all 
head next. 

(Full disclosure: Writers and editors from The Athletic were not eligible for 
inclusion — though some of these people have written stories for The 
Athletic on a freelance basis — but hey, you should follow all of us. We’re 
all sorts of fun.) 

Acting the Fulemin 

This account leans in the direction of Toronto Maple Leafs content, but 
don’t let that turn you off if you’re not a Leafs fan (or if you are one). The 
tweets are often smart and funny. 

Jen Conway 
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Kevin Weekes 

We don’t usually include “insiders” because everyone follows them 
already and they’re somewhat bland follows otherwise, but Weekes is 
worth noting for the creativity he’s brought to breaking news. 

Dimitri Filipovic 

Filipovic brings together a nice blend of analytics, video and humor to his 
account. It’s rarely dull on his timeline. 

Evolving Wild 

Brothers Josh and Luke, the creators of Evolving Hockey, do their 
personal tweeting from @EvolvingWild. For more of Juke’s work, you can 
follow a website for their database @EvolvingHockey, run by Shawn 
Ferris (who is another great follow, too). 

Jack Han 

Han has done a lot of everything in hockey and he brings that all-around 
knowledge to his Twitter account. You’ll likely learn a number of things 
about the game by following him. 

BOS scores after a long OZ sequence. 

Notice how VAN gradually backs off due to physical/mental fatigue. 

NHL teams typically play man-on-man vs high possessions but back off 
into a zone when under siege. 

JFresh 

The hockey analytics space has become more crowded over the years. 
JFresh has carved his own place into it partly by being active and 
interesting on Twitter. 

A different way of thinking about this: A player's points per 5v5 shot when 
they're on the ice. 

To Hockey, With Love 

Gabriela Ugarte and Perrye-Delphine Seraphin jointly run this account. 
The duo has become an important voice in keeping hockey accountable 
for all of its ills and working to make the sport more inclusive. 

Chris Watkins 

Watkins’ account disappears from time to time, but that may just be 
because his takes need cooling off. Agree or disagree with him, he brings 
a unique perspective to hockey Twitter. 

new top 20 nhl players ever list 

1. lemieux 

2. hasek 

3. orr 

4. gretzky 

5. crosby 

6. Howe 

7. Morenz 

8. Richard 

9. Roy 

10. Jagr 

11. Datsyuk 

12. Shore 

13. Beliveau 

14. Lundqvist 

15. Brodeur 

16. Borque 

17. Ovechkin 

18. Bossy 

19. Hull 

20. Dionne 

Prashanth Iyer 

Iyer’s content slants toward the Detroit Red Wings, but it’s intelligent and 
witty enough to be worth anyone’s follow. 

TicTacTOmar 

One of the best GIF-makers in the game whose personality as a 
hopeless optimist for the Leafs can come across as entertaining and 
maybe a little endearing, without coming across as obnoxious. 

Chanel 

A former intersectionality consultant for the Seattle Kraken, Chanel still 
uses her platform to advocate for positive changes in hockey, including 
for people of color. Sportsnet even ranked her as one of the 25 most 
powerful women in hockey in 2022. 

Tony X 

Remember Tony X? He’s that hockey fan who randomly discovered the 
sport one night and has been hooked ever since. He’s still a great follow 
for Blues tweets and even playfully gets into it with rival fans. 

Micah Blake McCurdy 

In a sea of data visualizations, Micah Blake McCurdy — aka 
@IneffectiveMath on Twitter — has among the best and most informative 
in the hockey world. More from McCurdy can be found @HockeyViz, the 
official account of his website. 

Black Girl Hockey Club 

They are strong supporters of Black women in hockey, handing out 
scholarships to young Black women playing in amateur leagues. They 
have also gotten NHL teams to take their #GetUncomfortable pledge, in 
the hopes of making the sport of hockey more inclusive. 

Allan Walsh 

You have to read through some praising tweets about his clients, like in 
most agents’ accounts, but there’s some real talk about the sport and 
NHL in there as well. 

Amanda Stein 

A reliable host and team reporter for the New Jersey Devils who might 
have the best penmanship of anyone on Hockey Twitter. 

Tara Slone 

The new Sharks host/content creator and former co-host of Hometown 
Hockey on Sportsnet slash rocker uses her platform to advocate for an 
improved hockey culture on many an occasion. 

The Broadcast 

It might be unfair to single out one of the four podcast hosts for their 
tweets, especially since they’re all witty, funny and are fixtures in hockey 
Twitter. Their podcast features that same humor and has had a few 
quality guests, including our own Katie Strang and NHLers Roman Josi, 
Tyler Motte and Mark Borowiecki. 

Hockey Stat Cards 

Are you a fan of data from Natural Stat Trick? Do you enjoy the Game 
Score metric from Dom? Want to know who’s got the best game in and 
game out? This is the account for you. 
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Pete Blackburn 

The Bally Sports writer probably has the highest hit rate among the one-
liner slingers on Hockey Twitter. The self-proclaimed “short king” doesn’t 
miss. And credit where it’s due, all those “The Beautiful Game” tweets? 
Pretty sure Pete started that. Well worth suffering through all the pro-
Boston tweets.  

The beautiful game pic.twitter.com/4lgp3laDxa 

— Pete Blackburn (@PeteBlackburn) November 22, 2022 

Brock McGillis 

Former goalie who has become an important LGBTQ+ advocate in 
hockey and beyond. Also, pretty darn funny.  

This is the first year in a very long time where I am excited to watch 
hockey. 

Scouting The Refs 

Find out who exactly the referees are that you’re yelling at during the 
game, and get some insight into the way the game is called along the 
way.  

Old Hockey Cards 

Gritty 

He isn’t quite as aggressive as he once was, but he’s still among the 
most active mascots on Twitter, always good for a laugh. And if you don’t 
follow him, he’ll find you, break into your home and simply stand behind 
your bed ominously while you sleep. 

Cap Friendly 

Almost as useful as the site itself, Cap Friendly regularly tweets out 
transactions, cap impacts and interesting tidbits about the brain-melting 
world of the salary cap. 

PuckPedia 

How many NHL cap sites do we need? Honestly, a few; it’s a 
complicated area of the league. PuckPedia has made itself a relevant 
source for the cap in recent years. 

Mike Murphy 

A longtime women’s hockey writer and fervent advocate for the sport. A 
great source of PHF GIFs, as well.  

This is why Jonna Albers is one of the most exciting players in hockey. 
She has one speed: QUICK. 

Amanda Cain 

Corey Sznajder 

One of the most valuable resources in hockey with his work manually 
tracking microstats league-wide. Basically a human computer with very 
cute dogs. 

Alison Lukan 

Alison’s the queen of data-driven analysis and one of the best around at 
making numbers and strategy digestible. 

1-1 after one. 

Jets get one on the power play. They do own the best P2 goal differential 
in the league (+10) and it showed). Jones put in work. #SeaKraken at 
even strength with: 

34.88% of shot volume 

35.19% of shot quality 

Bryce Salvador 

Salvador’s also bringing more data-driven insights into broadcasting, and 
this season is creating pre-scout visuals with systematic and strategic 
breakdowns of the Devils and their opponents. 

I'm dropping my Pre-Scout report early for those #NJDevils Fans looking 
to get a headstart on what to look for in tonight's game. 

Also, my 7min pre-scout video is live if you're looking for more 
comprehensive strategies! 

An Nguyen 

An creates some really interesting hockey visualizations for women’s and 
men’s hockey — from goalie radar charts, to time-on-ice breakdowns for 
international tournaments, to the latest NHL timeline graphics. 

The most astonishing thing about this schedule from last night is of the 7 
games slated to start at 4pm Pacific, all 7 had first faceoff between 4:08-
4:09pm. Who says NHL games don't start at consistent times?* 

Jackie Redmond 

Jackie brings a lot of interesting content and fun takes to Twitter, and 
she’s elevating women in the hockey sphere with her new segment on 
NHL Network. 

Cam Charron 

Along with some national content, Charron manually tracks all Maple 
Leafs and Canucks games, bringing insights about both teams and their 
opponents along the way. 

GoalieGearNerd 

The go-to resource for all things goalie equipment — from masks to new 
pad setups at all levels of hockey.  

Byron Bader 

Bader brings a unique way of looking at prospects to the table. 

Per Bjurman 

The New York-based Swedish writer is plugged in with Swedish players 
around the league, breaking news and sharing insight from both sides of 
the Atlantic. 

Liz Knox 

A key voice in the PWHPA who can give a behind-the-curtain look at all 
things women’s hockey. 

Saroya Tinker 

Along with her play on the Toronto Six’s blue line and elite style, Tinker’s 
helping make hockey a more inclusive and welcoming space. 

MoneyPuck.com 

MoneyPuck’s account is a great way to get your feet wet in hockey 
analytics or to get a quick gist of trends around the league. 

Hilary Knight 

A hockey player with personality, in this economy??? Knight brings it all 
over social media, whether it’s Twitter, Instagram or TikTok. 

NHLtoSeattle 

While this account has an obvious Kraken focus, it posts insightful 
league-wide visualizations. 

Mikael Nahabedian 

Now Director of Analytics for La Force de Montreal of the PHF, 
Nahabedian became a mainstay in the hockey analytics community with 
his women’s hockey work. 
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Weekend NHL rankings: Offseason wins, the Rangers blow it and the 
Flyers crater 

 

Sean McIndoe 

13-16 minutes 28/11/2022 

 

How’d your Black Friday shopping go? Did you snag any impressive 
bargains, or are you already feeling pangs of regret for overspending on 
junk you didn’t need? 

Now that we’ve got the timely tie-in out of the way, let’s look back at 
some offseason additions. We did this a few weeks ago, listing five 
players with new homes who were underperforming. This week, let’s flip 
that script and look at five more offseason moves that are working out 
great so far. 

Top five offseason acquisitions that have worked out well so far 

5. Johnny Gaudreau — The season has been a mess in Columbus, but 
that hasn’t been Gaudreau’s fault. The biggest UFA in years has settled 
in nicely, producing points despite having nowhere near as much talent 
around him. We can debate his decision to go to Columbus over other 
options (including staying put in Calgary), but it’s fair to say the Blue 
Jackets are glad he did. 

4. The Leafs’ goalies — Toronto’s offseason decisions around 
goaltending were, how can we put this, not universally praised. OK, fine, I 
hated the Matt Murray trade. But he’s been great when healthy enough to 
play, and Ilya Samsonov has too. Goaltending is weird, so maybe this is 
a fluke. But it’s also possible that the Leafs knew what they were doing 
after all. 

3. Claude Giroux — Like Gaudreau, this is a case of a big-name free 
agent doing his fair share for a struggling team. Even at 35, Giroux is 
scoring at nearly a point-a-game pace, and his presence on the wing 
gives the Senators a formidable first line. Too bad he can’t play defense. 

2. Kirby Dach — Dach wasn’t the biggest name to move over the 
summer, or even at the draft. But he was an interesting one, as one 
rebuilding team basically gave up on him while another bet that they 
could fix him. So far, Montreal’s gamble is paying off, with Dach well on 
his way to a career year. Dach may never live up to the pedigree of being 
a third-overall pick, but Martin St. Louis is working some magic on yet 
another young player. 

1. Matthew Tkachuk — You don’t have to like him, but when he’s not 
getting suspended for pitchforking goaltenders he’s been everything the 
Panthers could have asked for. He’s their leading scorer by a mile, and 
the early returns suggest that Florida’s big gamble might pay off for years 
to come. 

Honorable mentions: Nazem Kadri, Alexandar Georgiev, David Perron, 
Andre Burakovsky, I think Darcy Kuemper but I’m not completely sure, 
Kevin Fiala and Max Domi. 

On to the top and bottom five… 

The five teams with the best chances of winning the Stanley Cup. 

So apparently this is the week that we’re going to argue about goalies 
and play stoppages. From Matt Murray’s constant push-offs to a pair of 
situations where play continued despite a goaltender losing his mask, 
everyone is mad at someone — the refs, the goalies, the awful monsters 
who might disparage the noble goalie. The Connor Hellebuyck situation 
looked dangerous, as Murat explains, and we saw a similar situation play 
out between the Panthers and Blues. 

It’s well worth revisiting the rulebook sometimes, especially when player 
safety is involved. Let’s just do it while acknowledging that goalies are 
hyper-competitive athletes who’ll find a way to take advantage of any 
well-meaning changes. If you think Murray’s constant post mishaps are 
frustrating, wait until you see how many goalie masks come off once it’s 
an automatic whistle. Still, it may be worth it if it prevents a catastrophic 
injury, so let’s consider it. 

5. Tampa Bay Lightning (12-7-1, +7 true goals differential*) — The 
Hurricanes need some time in the corner after losing five straight before 
Saturday’s win over Calgary, meaning we’ve got another logjam of 
options for the five-spot. I’m going to disappoint everyone by once again 
assuming that the team going for a conference four-peat is good. But 
let’s touch on a few other candidates. 

Fair warning, we’re probably very close to the point where the Maple 
Leafs are going to need to be here, so get your playoff choker punchlines 
ready. (No need to update them, the material from 2019 still works.) I’m 
still teetering on the Stars, but they lost to the Avs twice this week which 
gives me some cover. I’m almost but not quite there on the Jets. And 
somewhat amazing, the points percentage column on the standings page 
says that the Kraken and Red Wings deserve consideration here. I’m 
nowhere close to being on board yet, but the fact that we’re even 
mentioning either team is an amazing story. 

But no, we’re playing it safe with the Lightning, who’ve won five of six 
with their only loss coming to the Bruins. They get Boston again this 
week, the last meeting between the two until late January. 

Also, it’s subtle, but I don’t think Tampa likes it when you touch their 
goaltender. 

4. New Jersey Devils (18-4-0, +24) — They finally lost, a 2-1 decision to 
the Leafs in a game they mostly controlled, and their fans were super 
chill about it. The Devils went right back to collecting wins, and the 
underlying numbers continue to look fantastic, so despite the loss, I’m 
nudging them up a spot from last week. 

3. Vegas Golden Knights (16-6-1, +19) — I’m old and cranky and don’t 
like new things, but Wendel help me as I might think glow-in-dark jerseys 
are kind of cool. 

Not cool: Getting stomped by the Canucks in your own building. 

2. Colorado Avalanche (12-6-1, +19) — They’ve won four of five, 
including those two over the Stars. Now they head onto the road for the 
next four, a mix that includes some intriguing matchups: The Jets 
tomorrow in a Central battle, and the Bruins on Saturday night. 

1. Boston Bruins (18-3-0, +37) — They lost this week, which is news. But 
they rebounded nicely, with a comeback win over the Hurricanes to stay 
perfect at home. They’ve got a light week ahead with just two games, 
although it’s Tampa and Colorado so the points won’t come easily. 

*Goals differential without counting shootout decisions like the NHL does 
for some reason. 

Not ranked: St. Louis Blues — Whenever a team looks terrible in 
October, you’ll always hear a chorus of “It’s too early.” It’s almost always 
a dodge, the kind of weak excuse that gets trotted out when you want to 
deny the reality in front of you. Sure, one month is only one month. But it 
can still tell you plenty unless you jammed your fingers in your ears 
because you don’t want to know the truth. 

Sometimes, though, it really is too early. Welcome to the 2022-23 Blues, 
a team that’s been all over the map pretty much all year long. 

They started the season with three straight wins, leaving them as the 
league’s last perfect team. Then they lost eight straight, all of them in 
regulation and by multiple goals, and it was time to throw in the towel and 
fire up the tank. Only then they won seven straight, setting a record for 
the most extreme streak swap in league history, and were right back into 
a playoff spot and looking like contenders. Then they lost two straight. 
Then on Saturday, they fell behind the Panthers 3-0 while getting badly 
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outplayed, except that — stop me if you’ve heard this one — it turned out 
to be too early to panic and they were fine. 

So what does it all mean? I don’t know. Sorry. I’m choosing honesty. 
They don’t score much, the goaltending numbers aren’t great and the 
blue line is still an issue. The special teams were good until they weren’t. 
Craig Berube is one of the better coaches in the league unless he gets 
fired. The underlying numbers aren’t great, but they also suggest that 
they should be getting slightly better results than they have. And they’re 
in a division where three teams have already pulled away, but in a 
conference where the wild card spots seem wide open. 

Add all of that up, and I don’t think this is a great team. But it’s certainly a 
better one than we all thought just a few weeks ago. 

5. Chicago Blackhawks (6-11-4, -24) — The Sabres took last week’s 
warning to heart, snapping out of their funk with a pair of wins that will 
keep them out of the bottom five for another week. Instead, we’ll hand 
the spot to the Hawks, who make their return after escaping the list for 
the last three weeks. They’ve lost seven straight, including a blowout loss 
last night, and those feel-good stories about finding an identity aren’t 
resonating like they used to. 

4. Philadelphia Flyers (7-10-5, -20) — Well, this felt inevitable. If you’re 
an especially optimistic Flyers fan, which I don’t think is a thing that 
actually exists but is theoretically possible, then maybe it even feels 
early. According to the standings, this isn’t a bottom-five team. But let’s 
just say there’s some momentum in that direction. 

How much? Oh, about 10 games worth, which is how many they’ve lost 
in a row. (And yes, losing 10 games in a row is a 10-game losing streak, 
even if the NHL and its dumb loser point want you to pretend otherwise.) 
They’ve given up four or five goals in all of those games except for one, 
in which they gave up three. They’re hurt, they’re not scoring, Carter Hart 
has cooled off, and a solid start is way back in the rearview mirror right 
now. Also, Torts is Tortsing. 

Here’s the best and/or worst part of all: Charlie’s right, this could 
definitely get worse. 

3. Columbus Blue Jackets (7-12-1, -26) — They lost to the Islanders on 
Friday, then got an unexpected Saturday off when a burst pipe in 
Nashville postponed their weekend home dates. Blue Jackets fans will 
enjoy this feature from Aaron on Johnny Gaudreau’s emerging 
leadership role. 

2. Arizona Coyotes (7-10-3, -14) — No Jakob Chychrun trade yet, 
although it still feels like it could happen at any time. If you’re wondering 
what he might look like on your favorite team, enjoy this clip of the 
Coyotes feeding him roughly a dozen times in the final minute before he 
finally puts it home. 

1. Anaheim Ducks (6-15-1, -36) — Look, they got a regulation win this 
week, which is their very first of the season. Focus on the positive. 

Not ranked: New York Rangers — In my notes for this week, I’d penciled 
in this spot for “whoever loses EDM/NYR.” Did I start writing the Oilers 
entry when the Rangers were up 3-0 in the third? Don’t be silly. (Yes I 
did.) 

Here’s the thing: When I assume a team has a game wrapped up and I’m 
wrong, I can just do a CTRL+A delete and move on. When an NHL team 
does it and they blow that three-goal lead and lose in regulation, they’d 
don’t get an easy undo. Also, headline writers break out words like 
“horrific” and “brutal.” 

So where does that leave a team that seems to be wobbling, with just 
four wins in their last ten? 

The Rangers were a divisive team last year, and that carried into this 
season. On one hand, you could look at them and see a team coming off 
a 110-point season in which they won two rounds. They had one of the 
league’s two best goalies, and there was enough young talent to assume 
they’d improve just based on aging curves. If someone like Alexis 
Lafrenière or Kaapo Kakko finally erupts, look out. 

On the other hand, the case against them was that they’d been an 
average (or worse) five-on-five team that was propped up by special 
teams, that they’d won those two rounds while lucking into matchups with 
backup goalies, and that Igor Shesterkin was unlikely to be able to repeat 
a historically good season. Dom’s model predicted a drop down to playoff 
bubble status and Rangers fans, it will shock you to learn, did not agree. 

So far the model is winning the argument, although there’s lots of time to 
go. Right now the Rangers are a classic fake .500 team, losing more 
than they win but riding loser points to a .545 points percentage. That 
puts them pretty much dead-center of the league standings, right there 
with other expected contenders like Florida, Calgary and Edmonton. 
They’re just one point back of the Penguins for a wild card spot and have 
the cap space to add down the stretch, so if this is a team in crisis, it’s a 
crisis lots of other teams would love to have. But all of that early optimism 
sure seems to be fading quickly. 

The next few weeks are really interesting. They’ve got the Devils at the 
Garden tonight, and you can’t beat New Jersey unless you can get the 
refs to wave off all their goals. After that, it’s a home-and-home with an 
Ottawa team they should be able to beat. Then it’s Chicago, and then 
those unpredictable Blues. You’d figure there’s six or seven points for the 
taking there, and if so, the panic probably starts to ebb. If not, the next 
four go, Knights, Avs, Devils and Leafs, so look out. 
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NHL99: Brendan Shanahan deserves credit for pushing the game 
forward — at his own expense 

 

James Mirtle 

15-20 minutes 28/11/2022 

 

Welcome to NHL99, The Athletic’s countdown of the best 100 players in 
modern NHL history. We’re ranking 100 players but calling it 99 because 
we all know who’s No. 1 — it’s the 99 spots behind No. 99 we have to 
figure out. Every Monday through Saturday until February we’ll unveil 
new members of the list. 

It was the spring of 1994, and Brendan Shanahan suddenly had a lot of 
time on his hands. 

He was coming off a career year in St. Louis, with 52 goals, 50 assists, 
102 points and 211 penalty minutes — marks that would stand as highs 
in all four categories in a 21-year career. But as was the case in each of 
his first seven NHL seasons, Shanahan’s team was bounced early in the 
postseason when the Blues were swept out of the first round by the 
recently relocated Dallas Stars. 

Frustrated, Shanahan didn’t hesitate when Team Canada came calling, 
asking him to fly right to Italy to help a young world championship squad. 

Ten days later, they won gold, with Shanahan playing on the wing with a 
couple of high-profile 19-year-olds who were fresh from the NHL Draft 
and just happy to be there. It was Canada’s first win at the worlds in 33 
years, ending a massive international drought. 

Shanahan made an unlikely friend for life at the event, one who ultimately 
helped shape the rest of his career, even after he hung up his skates. 

“He had a really good year,” one of those linemates recalled. “He came 
late to the tournament because he was in the first round with the Blues. 
And he always joked, ‘I get put on a line with a rookie (Jason Arnott) and 
an amateur (me)! What am I doing here with these two guys?'” 
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Paul Kariya chuckled as he spoke, remembering the details nearly 30 
years later. 

“That’s where our friendship started,” Kariya said. “I would come back at 
him. I’d joke, ‘Brendan, I’m really glad I got the opportunity to play with 
you because when I was just watching you play, I never realized how 
smart you were.’ We’ve been friends ever since.” 

Shanahan says his wife never quite knew what to make of the odd 
couple, with the small, skilled and reserved Kariya buddying up with the 
gregarious big man for long phone calls and dinners together when they 
were in the same city. 

The reality was that they found a kinship in part because Shanahan could 
see that Kariya was a new breed of player, one capable of breaking open 
a game with speed and skill, even as the Dead Puck Era was arriving in 
the NHL. 

He wanted to learn from him. And, ultimately, he wanted to help the 
game benefit the Kariyas of the sport. That’s part of why Shanahan 
comes in at No. 59 on our list of the best players in the modern era of the 
NHL. 

“I appreciate things in the moment,” Shanahan explained, as he 
discussed some of the high points in his career with The Athletic, 
including three Stanley Cup wins with the Red Wings and an Olympic 
gold medal alongside Kariya in Salt Lake City in 2002. “But I’m always 
immediately (asking) ‘What’s next?’ That question has always fascinated 
me. 

“My wife thought it was a funny friendship, but Paul and I used to talk on 
the phone all the time. And we used to talk about ‘What’s next?’ What’s 
the next way to shoot the puck? What’s the next thing to do (on the ice)? 
Paul used to laugh. ‘You like people thinking you’re a caveman! But your 
secret’s safe with me that you’re calling me asking ‘What’s next?’ 
always.'” 

“For me, he’s been a great friend and a mentor,” Kariya added. “Through 
the years, when we were playing, or even after we retired, when he was 
working for the league, we’d sit down and just talk about hockey. He was 
always great about seeing something in my game that he liked.” 

Shanahan’s NHL career began uncertainly and amid great personal 
tragedy. 

The youngest, by far, of four boys in a working-class Irish immigrant 
family, Shanahan remembers growing up amid rough games of kick the 
can and British Bulldog in Mimico, in the southwest of Toronto. He was 
always the youngest kid there, and the smallest, but that contributed to 
his win-at-all-costs mentality as he rose up the ranks as a late bloomer 
on the ice. 

Shanahan’s father, Donal, had come to Canada with little but became an 
institution at the local firehall, providing for the family of six. 

“I never heard him swear,” Shanahan said. “He was such a respected, 
controlled person at work. He did his job well. He had a sixth-grade 
education, and yet we have trophies at home for him having the top 
marks in fire college up in Bracebridge for chemistry and things like that. 
Just a self-taught, self-read man. In sports, I tried to copy my brothers. 
And in fatherhood and professionally, I emulate my father.” 

But as Shanahan hit his teenage years, his father began to struggle. He 
was forgetting things and no longer able to perform some routine things 
around the house. 

One clear sign that something was amiss came when his youngest son 
turned 16 and received his driver’s license. Donal immediately handed 
him the car keys. 

Young Brendan would have to drive them both to his hockey games from 
then on. 

Donal Shanahan was diagnosed with an aggressive form of Alzheimer’s 
disease. And soon thereafter, Brendan Shanahan was drafted with the 
No. 2 pick by the New Jersey Devils, who he would be joining right away. 

Leaving Toronto that fall was emotional. Shanahan knew that his father 
likely wouldn’t remember what he said to him, as his condition continued 
to worsen. 

The team he was joining had just finished tied for dead last, and at 18, he 
was in for a long season of scrapping much older, more physically 
mature opponents. He scored just seven goals that first year, an eye-
opener for a kid who hadn’t even been drafted into junior hockey until 16. 

Brendan Shanahan, middle, with his mother, Rosaleen, father, Donal, 
and three older brothers, Danny, Brian and Shaun. 

Brendan Shanahan, second from right, with his father, Donal, and three 
older brothers, Danny, Brian and Shaun. 

Brendan Shanahan as a young boy carried by his father, Donal, 
surrounded by his three older brothers, Danny, Brian and Shaun. 

Midway through the next season, however, veteran Mark Johnson went 
down with a significant injury, creating a void on the top line of a team 
that was surprisingly in playoff contention. Devils coach Jim Schoenfeld 
suddenly had a need for a left winger but no natural fit at the position. 

But Shanahan fibbed, saying he was comfortable on his off wing, and 
didn’t look back. 

“I was like I’m never giving this up,” Shanahan said of playing with Patrik 
Sundstrom and John MacLean. “I’m never giving this spot back up 
again.” 

The next season, at 20, he piled up 30 goals, the beginning of a Hall of 
Fame career that would see him finish as one of the highest-scoring 
players in league history, with 656 goals and 1,354 points. 

His father’s death in 1990 felt like a catalyst for his success, Shanahan 
says today. He was, from then on, playing for him, and playing to please 
the coaches who became father figures in New Jersey, St. Louis, 
Hartford and then Detroit. 

When Shanahan won his first Stanley Cup in 1997, his first trip on his 
day with the trophy was to the cemetery near the family home. He spent 
an hour there with his father, thinking about his journey. 

And thanking him. 

“It was a slow thing,” Shanahan said of his father’s illness. “It wasn’t like 
coming home one day from school and finding out he was gone. It was 
sort of watching him go. For people that go through that, there’s a period 
of time where you’re sort of like you want it to slow down. And then there 
comes a point where for their sake you want it over. 

“Looking back now, I think that I was always kind of playing for him. It 
was almost weird that when my dad died, my hockey career took off. And 
I’m not a religious guy, but I am somewhat spiritual, and I sort of felt there 
was some help there. Maybe it was just inspiration. But it was really 
strange how these amazing things started to happen, like the Canada 
Cup, starting to get picked for Team Canada, going to Detroit, playing in 
an All-Star Game, winning Stanley Cups. 

“It’s not like things were bad (early in his career). But it was almost like 
there was help.” 

To this day, more than 30 years after his father passed away, Shanahan 
has been a passionate advocate for Alzheimer’s research and funding. 

Unlike many of his future Hall of Fame contemporaries, Shanahan didn’t 
carve out a legacy in one place. There were stops as a Whaler and a 
Ranger, a Blue and even a brief return as a Devil. 

But he’s said in the past that, if he had to pick one team to be enshrined 
in the Hall as a member of, it would the Red Wings, which makes sense. 
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He played more than 700 regular-season games in Detroit, nearly half his 
career, and scored 309 goals there. 

On the path to winning three Stanley Cup three times in six seasons in 
Motown, Shanahan also scored 33 playoff goals — eight of which were 
game-winners. 

Notably, Shanahan is the only player in NHL history to score 600-plus 
goals and rack up 2,000-plus penalty minutes, a testament to the fact he 
played the game differently than many other stars, from any era. 

He personally remembers scoring his 100th game-winning goal late in his 
career and learning just three players were ahead of him on that immortal 
list: Gordie Howe, Phil Esposito and Brett Hull. 

Thirteen years after he retired, Shanahan still sits seventh all-time in the 
category. 

“That one surprised me when I saw the list,” Shanahan said. “That one 
meant something to me. I loved being able to provide that depending on 
the circumstances of the game. I just wanted to win. But if I could help do 
that, that meant more to me. I’d rather have one game-winning goal than 
three goals in a 7-2 win. 

“I never thought I’d be seventh in anything in the NHL when I was coming 
up.” 

As for bouncing around among different franchises, Shanahan says that 
sort of suits his personality. He was part of some historical NHL moments 
on that front, like signing one of the first offer sheets with the Blues, 
which in turn led to Scott Stevens going to New Jersey as compensation, 
sending a chill through the league when it came to the controversial 
maneuvers. 

In 1995, Shanahan was traded to Hartford for Chris Pronger and, briefly, 
became the Whalers captain. 

A year later, Shanahan was shipped to Detroit in another blockbuster, 
this time for Keith Primeau, Paul Coffey and a first-round pick. That trade 
came shortly after Shanahan had played for Canada in the World Cup 
with Red Wings captain Steve Yzerman, who gave a big thumbs up to 
the proposed deal. 

He had seen the influence Shanahan could have in the dressing room, 
even among a star-studded cast. And he quickly offered guidance to 
many of the Red Wings’ young players, several of whom wanted to play 
just like him (namely Martin Lapointe and Darren McCarty). 

“It was fun to be part of the team that broke the drought,” Shanahan said, 
pointing to the fact that when the Red Wings won in 1997, they had the 
NHL’s longest stretch without a Cup. “Part of winning at the worlds (in 
1994) and the Olympics (in 2002) was that there was also this little piece 
that was in the back of your mind that people said ‘Well, here’s why they 
don’t win at worlds and Olympics.’ So it was nice to sort of end that 
narrative. 

“It’s part of the attraction to the Toronto job, too. Dispelling certain 
narratives.” 

Shanahan doesn’t believe in curses. He’s seen too many of them end 
with wins over the course of his career. 

As a player, he was often referred to as a free spirit in the press. There 
are plenty of stories in the archives on his previous stops that delve into 
various quirks, like his ability to memorize movies. That meant he didn’t 
always blend in. 

He calls himself a bit of a misfit, given his interests strayed so often from 
the dressing room norm. You wouldn’t, for example, find him on the golf 
course. 

“There were a lot of things I did that my teammates used to laugh at that 
were sort of anti-NHL,” Shanahan said. 

Which is a funny thing for someone who ended up working at the league 
to say. 

For all the talk of goals, fights and even championships, Shanahan’s 
most lasting impact as a player likely came in his final few seasons. 

It was during the full-season shutdown in 2004-05 that he called together 
what became known as the Shanahan Summit, a gathering of players 
and executives designed to brainstorm ways to improve the league. 

That series of meetings later begat the competition committee, which 
over the course of that lost year pushed through a variety of changes 
aimed at opening up the game. 

By that point, the NHL was in one of its lowest-scoring periods in league 
history and badly needed such a shakeup. That it was Shanahan driving 
the bus on those changes, given he had thrived in the Dead Puck style of 
game, was an interesting twist. 

(That he went on to become the president of a Maple Leafs organization 
that has leaned in hard on finesse-filled hockey and analytically derived 
decision making only adds to that unique postscript.) 

Kariya, for one, believes Shanahan deserves credit for where the game 
is at today. Players like Cale Makar and Connor McDavid are given the 
green light to thrive, a dramatic contrast from the often thuggish 
environment Kariya was subjected to in the first 10 years of his career. 

Scoring is up by more than 20 percent from where it was in 2003-04, and 
there’s no question the skill level of players in the league is at its highest 
point ever. 

The game needed someone to force change upon it to get from there to 
here, 18 years later, and there’s no doubt Shanahan’s decision to 
dedicate the final five years of his playing career to help institute rules 
that didn’t benefit him personally was a key part of that shift. 

“You wouldn’t think of him as a cerebral, deep thinker about the game, 
but he was,” Kariya said. “I think when you look at the way the game is 
played now — and all the offense that’s evolved into the game — it really 
goes back to what Brendan did after the lockout and all the changes to 
open up the game and make it more offensive. 

“He would joke with me. He’d say, ‘I don’t know why I’m doing this. I’m 
helping you. I’m hurting myself.’ I thought that was a really funny 
comment — but it’s true. He was helping players of my ilk — smaller 
guys, skilled players, and in some ways, he was hurting himself, the 
power forward who could grind through the checks and play any kind of 
style. I think when fans watch the way the game is played today — the 
excitement, the speed, the offensive production — a lot of that has to do 
with Brendan and those changes that he helped bring into the game. You 
wouldn’t have believed that would come from a player of his ilk.” 

Shanahan explains today that those early meetings, back in 2004-05, 
were what really put him on the path to becoming an executive in the 
game. Prior to that lockout year, and realizing he could help facilitate 
change, he hadn’t ever thought about being part of the C suite, either 
with the league or a team. 

But he had always loved trying to answer his favorite question — “What’s 
next?” — and it soon became clear that doing so for the sport was going 
to be his post-career calling. 

“We all cared about the game,” Shanahan said of those early meetings at 
his summit. “I always thought as players we sat around on planes or the 
back of the bus or in the dressing room and we talked about how we 
wanted things to be better. We listened to Mario Lemieux talk about the 
game and people agreed (that there were things wrong), but then nothing 
got done. So it was really about having the ability to actually get 
something done. 

“I believe all things have to evolve. I’m a traditionalist in a lot of ways, and 
I really care about the traditions of hockey. But there’s a balance you 
have to have with everything in life. One of them is respecting and 
honoring the traditions of what you do. But also being open-minded about 
things that might be better.” 
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There’s little doubt, simply with all of the goals he scored, that Shanahan 
deserves to be here on this list, among the top players in modern NHL 
history. 

But the fact he also helped a lot of the Kariyas who came later to make 
their own mark adds something a little more to his credentials, too. 
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Ex-Canucks assistant video coach Rachel Doerrie files complaint against 
team, AGM Emilie Castonguay 

 

Thomas Drance 

4-5 minutes 28/11/2022 

 

On Sunday evening former Vancouver Canucks assistant video coach 
Rachel Doerrie publicized an article from a human rights complaint 
brought on her behalf against the hockey club. A complaint can be filed in 
Canada under federal, provincial or territorial human rights laws if an 
individual feels that his or her rights have been violated. 

The complaint names Canucks Sports and Entertainment and Canucks 
assistant general manager Emilie Castonguay as respondents. The 
complaint alleges discrimination against Doerrie, noting that “Ms. 
Doerrie’s sex and physical and mental disabilities played a role in the 
termination of her employment.” 

Hired by the organization in late January of 2022, Doerrie was promoted 
to a role on Bruce Boudreau’s coaching staff in August of 2022. Less 
than two months later, Doerrie was fired without formal commentary from 
the organization as to the reason why. 

“The past 2 months has been very hard for me,” Doerrie wrote on Twitter. 
“It has mentally and emotionally destroyed me. I feel broken. I am done 
hiding.” 

In the complaint, written by Vancouver-area lawyer Peter Gall and 
submitted on Doerrie’s behalf, the justification for Doerrie’s firing is 
presented as being based on Doerrie’s communication with Vancouver 
Province reporter Patrick Johnston and her having shared a story about 
her promotion to the Canucks’ coaching staff on a personal social media 
page. 

“On September 20, 2022, Ms. Castonguay called Ms. Doerrie into her 
office,” the complaint reads. “During this conversation, Ms. Castonguay 
raised a concern with Ms. Doerrie reposting the article on her social 
media account, and with Ms. Doerrie speaking to the media. 

“Ms. Doerrie explained to Ms. Castonguay that she had not disclosed her 
promotion or any confidential information to the media, including to the 
person who had written the article. Ms. Doerrie further informed Ms. 
Castonguay that she had only politely reacted to Mr. Johnston’s quotes 
from Mr. Boudreau in the text she sent back to him, and then reposted an 
article that had already been published, as other employees had been 
permitted to do. 

“Ms. Doerrie did not speak to any other members of the media about her 
promotion or any other matter relating to the Canucks she simply 
provided a polite, innocuous, and gracious response to her friend. Ms. 
Castonguay responded to Ms. Doerrie’s explanation of what occurred by 
saying “you’re not important enough to be cared about” and “no one in 
the media is your friend.” 

Castonguay disputed the events as laid out in Doerrie’s claim in a 
statement issued to The Athletic on her behalf by the club on Sunday 
evening. 

“I take a lot of pride in my work with the Vancouver Canucks, being a 
good leader, a person of high moral character, and always respecting 
and putting my co-workers first,” read Castonguay’s statement. “These 
allegations by Ms. Doerrie are absolutely not true and her allegations of 
what I said to her are false and inaccurate. At no time was Ms. Doerrie 
treated differently due to gender, a mental disability or a physical 
condition. As this is a legal matter, I will not make any further comments 
and will respect the process.” 

Doerrie’s complaint goes on to note that, having disclosed her mental 
and physical health issues prior to accepting the position, Doerrie felt 
increasingly isolated within the organization following that September 
20th meeting with Castonguay. That sense of isolation and stress, the 
complaint alleges, led directly to significant health issues during Canucks 
training camp which required the attention of the club’s medical staff. 

Noted the Canucks, in a general statement on the organization’s behalf: 

“We strongly disagree with the allegations brought forth by Ms. Doerrie. 
Our organization provided Ms. Doerrie with all the necessary resources, 
support and opportunities to succeed in her role. We acted in good faith 
and abided by our contractual obligations, both during and after Ms. 
Doerrie’s employment with the organization. As this is a legal matter, we 
will respond accordingly at the proper time.” 
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NHL99: How Erik Karlsson’s ‘family’ bond with Daniel Alfredsson shaped 
his career 

 

Ian Mendes 

16-20 minutes 26/11/2022 

 

Welcome to NHL99, The Athletic’s countdown of the best 100 players in 
modern NHL history. We’re ranking 100 players but calling it 99 because 
we all know who’s No. 1 — it’s the 99 spots behind No. 99 we have to 
figure out. Every Monday through Saturday until February we’ll unveil 
new members of the list. 

Two weeks before his Hall of Fame induction ceremony, Daniel 
Alfredsson has agreed to sit down for a lengthy interview about his 
career. 

As he is discussing his remarkable return from a knee injury during the 
2008 playoffs, his phone on the table starts buzzing. 

Alfredsson holds it up to reveal that he’s receiving a call from Erik 
Karlsson. 

“He only phones me when he’s playing well,” Alfredsson quips. 

When this anecdote got relayed to Karlsson, the Sharks defenseman 
chuckled. Approximately 12 hours earlier, Karlsson scored a magnificent 
highlight-reel goal to defeat the Toronto Maple Leafs in overtime. 

But he wasn’t phoning to boast to his old teammate and mentor. 

“I think we communicate quite a bit, but it’s tough with the time 
difference,” Karlsson said. “I’d like to say we speak every week. And 
maybe it’s about hockey. Or maybe it’s about general stuff, but we still 
know what’s going on with each other.” 

Almost 15 years after they first met, Alfredsson and Karlsson continue to 
build on a unique friendship that has stood the test of time. 
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It’s a relationship that just might produce two Hall of Fame careers and 
one that helped put Karlsson at No. 60 on The Athletic’s ranking of the 
greatest players in the modern era of the NHL. 

On June 20, 2008, Alfredsson was tasked with revealing the Ottawa 
Senators’ first-round draft pick. 

With Ottawa hosting the event in its arena, the Senators wanted to seize 
the moment by having their captain announce the first-rounder. At the 
team’s draft table, general manager Bryan Murray gave Alfredsson a 
scouting report on the prospect he would be announcing. 

“Bryan told me we were going to draft this Swedish defenseman. I 
remember he told me, ‘I think you’ll really like him, but you probably won’t 
get a chance to play with him,'” Alfredsson said. “He said he’s going to 
need at least three years to get over here.” 

The Senators brass approached the draft podium after trading up two 
spots to secure the No. 15 overall selection. As they climbed the stairs, 
Alfredsson was directly behind team owner Eugene Melnyk and in front 
of Pierre Dorion, who was the chief amateur scout at the time. Assistant 
general manager Tim Murray greeted the home crowd first, before 
handing the stage over to Alfredsson. 

“Thank you very much. And thanks again for a great season last year,” 
Alfredsson said into the microphone. “I’m proud to announce that the 
Ottawa Senators select with their first selection, Erik Karlsson, from 
Frolunda, Sweden.” 

Karlsson — officially listed in the draft guide at 157 pounds — came 
bouncing down the stairs wearing a navy suit with a dress shirt that 
appeared to be an inch or two too large around the collar. 

“I had never met him before I called his name,” Alfredsson said. “I never 
thought anything like, ‘He’s too skinny or too thin’ — which he definitely 
was. But you could tell right away he was a confident kid, in a good way. 
He believed in himself.” 

That confidence allowed Karlsson to accelerate his path to the NHL. 
Instead of a three-year wait, Karlsson was in the Senators’ opening-night 
lineup just 16 months after Alfredsson called his name. 

And the two men — who could very well be mistaken for a father-son duo 
— would form a bond that extended far beyond the ice. 

During his rookie season in 2009-10, Karlsson showed flashes of the 
Norris Trophy defenseman he would become. As a 19-year-old, he had 
some dazzling nights. 

In a Jan. 30 win over Montreal, Karlsson logged a team-high 24:51 of ice 
time and collected two assists to help Ottawa win its ninth consecutive 
game. 

In Game 5 of their playoff series against Pittsburgh that spring, with the 
Senators facing elimination, Karlsson saw an eye-popping 40:38 of ice 
time in the triple-overtime thriller. The teenager played more that night 
than Kris Letang, Sidney Crosby, Evgeni Malkin, Chris Phillips, Jason 
Spezza and Alfredsson. Only Pittsburgh blueliner Sergei Gonchar played 
more (44:08). 

By the end of the series, Karlsson had collected six points in six games 
and served notice to the hockey world that he was on the doorstep of 
greatness. 

“Even that first year, you could see it with the plays he could make and 
the speed he had,” Alfredsson said. “I had seen (Marian) Hossa and 
(Martin) Havlat. I had seen fast guys. But this was a different level in my 
opinion.” 

Alfredsson was awestruck by Karlsson’s effortlessness. 

“The way I skated, my skates were always deep into the ice. But with 
Erik, it was like he was gliding on top of it. Like he’s not even touching it,” 
Alfredsson said. “He would lose the puck and it was almost like he would 
say to himself, ‘OK, When do I need to start skating to catch this guy?’ 
Whereas I had to start skating right away. Just to see the confidence 

matched with that speed. It was evident he was a special player right 
away.” 

The teenage version of Karlsson was smooth, dynamic and confident. 
And in hindsight, the defenseman attributes that early success to the fact 
that Alfredsson and his wife, Bibbi, invited him to live with their family. 

“I didn’t have any life experience,” Karlsson said. “That gave me a sense 
of stability. When you have someone take care of you like that, it allows 
you to be yourself. I was a little bit wild and it gave me a sense of comfort 
to be myself and do what I wanted hockey-wise.” 

The Alfredssons — who had young sons — simply adopted Karlsson as 
another member of their brood. They cooked meals for him, helped with 
laundry and transportation, and handled any logistical issue that came 
up. 

“I didn’t know how things needed to be done,” Karlsson said. “They did a 
lot of things for me that I didn’t even realize they were doing.” 

Alfredsson — who is 17 years older than Karlsson — admits he 
embraced a fatherly role with his teammate. 

“I was closer to his dad in age than him,” Alfredsson said. “He was 
awesome to be around. And I think he meant more to me than anybody 
else in the family.” 

Teammates noticed the unique bond inside their locker room. 

“They were like family. Alfie just really cared about Karl,” Kyle Turris said. 

“I think Karl really benefitted from having Alfie around,” Jason Spezza 
added. “He looked up to him, he respected him.” 

But this wasn’t a one-way relationship. Alfredsson — nearing the end of 
his career — felt a sudden injection of youthful exuberance. During his 
Hall of Fame induction speech this month, Alfredsson jokingly thanked 
Karlsson “for reintroducing video games to my life again.” 

“He brought that energy and enthusiasm at the end of my career,” 
Alfredsson said. “When you have kids and family, going on the road isn’t 
always fun. He made it fun again.” 

“Even though it’s a big age difference between us, I think we timed that 
really well,” Karlsson said. “I think we both benefited from different 
perspectives. I’m just happy that I got as much time to be friends with him 
and be his teammate at that point in his career.” 

The competitive nature of the two would often be at the forefront, which 
slightly changed the dynamic of their relationship. 

“I think it was more of a father-son relationship at first. But then once Erik 
established himself, it became a little more like a big brother/little brother 
thing,” Spezza said. 

Senators players would often warm up for games by playing a version of 
soccer known as “sewer ball.” Essentially, the players would form a large 
circle, with the goal of trying to keep the ball in the air. If a player was 
unable to get to the ball, they would be out. And the last person standing 
would be the winner. 

“With sewer ball, Alfie would always get Karl out,” Turris said with a 
laugh. “And Karl would be all pissed off before our game.” 

The Alfredsson-versus-Karlsson table tennis matches became must-see 
events in the back of the Senators’ locker room. The two players had 
some of the most heated matches, with Alfredsson usually emerging 
victorious. 

“I think I’ve been close. I might have won the odd one here and there,” 
Karlsson said. “Here’s the thing with Alfie: If we’re just playing for fun, I 
had a good chance. But once it’s time to close out a game and it really 
matters? I can’t say I have a very good record against him.” 

Their off-ice chemistry and camaraderie translated into on-ice magic 
during the 2011-12 season. 
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The 39-year-old Alfredsson had a renaissance season, collecting 27 
goals and 59 points. He notched his 400th career goal in December, an 
overtime winner against Calgary with a one-time slap shot courtesy of a 
perfect Karlsson pass. Karlsson was the first player to embrace 
Alfredsson after his milestone marker, joyously jumping up and down to 
celebrate the occasion. 

“I feel like part of the fun for Alfie was being on the ice at the same time 
as Karl,” Spezza said. 

Karlsson went on to capture his first Norris Trophy that season, a 
remarkable accomplishment for a player on his entry-level contract. 

“I wish I was a few years older and came into this league sooner so we 
would have had more time together on the ice and be teammates for 
longer than we were,” Karlsson said. “But we came into each other’s 
careers at the perfect time.” 

Unfortunately for Karlsson and Alfredsson, that season would be the final 
time they played together for a full season as teammates. 

As time was winding down in the second period of a Feb. 13, 2013, game 
in Pittsburgh, Alfredsson was right next to Karlsson in the Ottawa zone. 

Karlsson was hit along the boards by Pittsburgh forward Matt Cooke, the 
type of hit you typically see dozens of times over the course of an NHL 
game. 

The puck squirted free and onto Alfredsson’s stick. The Senators captain 
collected the puck and made a smart outlet pass out of the zone. 
Alfredsson started skating at full speed out of his own zone, but he 
stopped before hitting the red line. The whistle had inexplicably been 
blown and Karlsson was screaming in agony behind him. 

“It wasn’t a hard hit, per se. Nobody realized what happened right away, 
until we saw him jumping up and down on one leg and being injured,” 
Alfredsson said. 

Upon further examination of the hit, Cooke’s skate blade sliced the back 
of Karlsson’s unprotected left leg. The damage was catastrophic — a  70 
percent tear of his Achilles tendon that required surgery. Karlsson — the 
reigning Norris Trophy winner — was off to a blistering start to the 
lockout-shortened 2012-13 season. He scored six goals in Ottawa’s first 
13 games. 

“That was a tough one,” Alfredsson said. “He was in the conversation for 
the best player in the game.” 

It was a devastating injury for a plucky, upstart Senators team that 
suddenly found itself without a generational defenseman on their back 
end. In a passionate press conference that week, Bryan Murray 
announced that Karlsson’s 2012-13 season was over. 

“It was a clean cut and recovery is expected to be 100 percent,” Murray 
said. “But it does mean his year finishes at this time.” 

Quietly, however, Karlsson scoffed at the recovery timeline. He felt like 
he could come back before the end of the regular season — despite the 
shortened 48-game campaign. He trained vigorously, skating on his own 
and attempting to return far ahead of schedule. To the surprise of many, 
the Senators announced Karlsson would return for their April 25 contest 
in Washington, only 71 days after the injury. He missed only 31 regular-
season games. 

“I think everybody was shocked, but I know he put a lot of work into it to 
come back,” Alfredsson said. “His personality, if he sets his mind to 
something, he’s one of the most impressive people I’ve met.” 

In that game, Karlsson logged 27:11 of ice time and notched a pair of 
assists. He and Alfredsson teamed up to provide the assists on Sergei 
Gonchar’s overtime-winner — a goal that sealed an unlikely playoff berth. 

“To play the way he did when he came back was impressive,” Alfredsson 
said. “Was he the same? No. But he was pretty darn good.” 

That summer, Alfredsson left Ottawa to sign with Detroit as a free agent. 

Karlsson’s game was a bit unsteady in his first year without Alfredsson in 
his corner for support. Still dealing with the effects of the injury, he also 
wasn’t as dynamic, finishing with a minus-15 rating and a distant seventh 
in the Norris Trophy voting. 

The next season, Karlsson rebounded to reclaim the Norris Trophy, 
scoring a career-high 21 goals and helping Ottawa with a magical 
Hamburglar playoff run. 

Karlsson’s play would earn him the status of Norris Trophy runner-up in 
each of the next two seasons, but the 2016-17 season was arguably his 
finest. With Alfredsson watching from the front office suite as a senior 
adviser to hockey operations, Karlsson was dominant at both ends of the 
ice. And the two friends reconnected — albeit in a slightly different 
capacity. 

“One of the things that’s great with Alfie is he’s really good at 
distinguishing between professional and personal,” Karlsson said. “When 
he was in the front office, he was working for the organization and the 
team. So he did what he thought was best for everybody, even though 
we spoke a lot. If there was ever something personal that came up, I 
don’t think it would have mattered if he was my coach or he was my GM. 
We easily separated it.” 

Karlsson collected 71 points in 78 games in 2016-17, but he saved his 
best work for the playoffs. Remarkably, he played most of that playoffs 
with a serious ankle injury — one that required major surgery a few 
weeks after the season. 

During a run to Game 7 of the conference finals, Karlsson notched 18 
points in 19 games while averaging more than 28 minutes. He even 
received a vote for the Conn Smythe Trophy as playoff MVP despite the 
fact the Senators didn’t advance to the Stanley Cup Final. He delivered 
multiple signature moments during that run, including a ridiculous 100-
foot saucer pass to Mike Hoffman in the series against Boston. It was the 
perfect demonstration of Karlsson’s effortless creativity in big moments. 

“He believed in himself, and that’s one of his biggest attributes as a 
player,” Alfredsson said. 

Following that magical playoff run, however, Alfredsson left the Senators 
front office and Karlsson played only one more season in Ottawa before 
being traded to San Jose. The peak of his six-year run in Ottawa was 
highlighted by a pair of Norris Trophies — and a pair of devastating 
injuries. 

Karlsson, at 32, is having a renaissance season for the Sharks. He has 
reinserted himself into the Norris Trophy conversation and is once again 
looking like the flashy, dynamic defenseman who burst onto the scene a 
decade ago. 

“I know he worked really hard this summer,” Alfredsson said. “He told me 
it was the first time he really felt the strength in both of his legs.” 

As a veteran player now, Karlsson looks back at those early 
conversations with Alfredsson with a new appreciation. He can see that 
Alfredsson was trying to push and motivate him in unique ways. 

“At the time, I thought, ‘I’m just a little kid, and I’m going to do what I 
want,'” Karlsson said. “But looking back, he obviously helped me more 
than I helped him. I can see what he means now.” 

Alfredsson would love nothing more than to celebrate one more Norris 
Trophy with Karlsson. This past summer, Karlsson was by Alfredsson’s 
side when he got the phone call from Lanny McDonald that he was going 
into the Hockey Hall of Fame. Karlsson has been with Alfredsson each 
summer waiting for that phone call. 

“This year, it felt like he didn’t put any pressure on it,” Karlsson said. “I 
just went over to hang out and have a few beers. And whatever 
happened, happened. We were probably more happy in that moment 
than Alfie was.” 

Karlsson could one day join Alfredsson in the Hockey Hall of Fame, 
especially when you consider every defenseman with two Norris 
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Trophies has eventually received the honor. There is also a debate as to 
whether Karlsson’s No. 65 jersey belongs in the rafters in Ottawa next to 
Alfredsson’s No. 11. Some will argue that his tenure in Ottawa was too 
short or that his departure from the hockey club was too messy. 

Others will point to the two Norris Trophies and magical plays and say 
Karlsson needs to be honored. 

Alfredsson is presented with the question, with a slight tweak. Would he 
agree with the following statement?: Daniel Alfredsson is the greatest 
Ottawa Senator in franchise history, but nobody played the game at a 
higher level in Ottawa than Erik Karlsson. 

After taking a moment to absorb the question, Alfredsson offers his 
response. 

“Best hockey player to play for Ottawa? Yes. He was one of the best on 
the planet. He could do stuff that nobody else could do,” Alfredsson said. 
“I would agree with that statement.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Demko, Canucks ‘found a way to win’ over Sharks to close 
out perfect road trip 

 

Iain MacIntyre@imacSportsnet 

November 28, 2022, 1:32 AM 

 

SAN JOSE – When Andrei Kuzmenko scored in overtime Sunday to end 
a road trip that could re-launch the Vancouver Canucks’ season, two 
swirling vortexes of celebrating players formed on the ice. 

One party formed around Kuzmenko, the effervescent Russian rookie 
who has 11 goals and 21 points in his first 21 National Hockey League 
games. But the bigger swarm surrounded goalie Thatcher Demko, before 
these two vortexes joined to form a perfect storm of happiness. 

Kuzmenko got the glory. Demko got the love. Goodness knows, he has 
needed some during his poor start to the Canucks season. 

After watching backup Spencer Martin win with the Canucks in Denver 
and Las Vegas, Demko got back in net against the San Jose Sharks and 
made 32 saves for just his third win in 14 games this season as 
Vancouver completed a three-game road sweep that, astonishingly, has 
the team one point out of a playoff spot. 

“He has worked so hard,” defenceman Kyle Burroughs said after leading 
the charge off the bench to his starting goalie. “He battles for us every 
game. You look at those first two goals; those are crazy bounces that he 
can't do nothing about. His work and how he prepares himself, he's such 
a pro. For him to get that win, it meant a lot to him and I know it meant a 
lot for me for him to get it as well. I know a lot of guys feel the same way. 
He's an easy guy to battle in front of every night.” 

“It's special for the guy,” defenceman Ethan Bear said. “We all know that 
he's been battling a little bit and he's been working hard to get his groove 
back, get his swagger back. Anytime we can get a win for a guy, that just 
helps build the confidence even more. I thought it was awesome.” 

Playing for the second time in 22 hours after an early-morning arrival 
from Vegas, the Canucks were out of energy in the third period. But 
Demko made enough saves, and the Kuzmenko-Elias Pettersson-Ilya 
Mikheyev line produced enough goals, for Vancouver to get to overtime. 

Kuzmenko won it just 1:12 into three-on-three with a wrist shot past San 
Jose goalie Kaapo Kahkonen after a breakaway stretch pass by J.T. 
Miller. 

Shark Luke Kunin had tied it 3-3 on a backdoor pass from Erik Karlsson 
with 5:15 remaining in regulation time. The other two San Jose goals 
were on absurd double deflections, including one that bounced off 
Kunin’s head or back, arced unseen like a cornhole toss into the night 
sky and dipped behind Demko to make it 1-1 late in the second period. 

“I think kind of at that point, I'm just laughing a little bit,” Demko said after 
the game. “What are you supposed to do? I try to stop as many as I can. 
Sometimes you're just not going to do it. Obviously, it's a tough road trip, 
an emotional road trip. We knew today was going to be tough, especially 
with the travel last night, having to fly to Oakland. And then obviously the 
five o'clock start on a back-to-back is tough. It's a big win. That's one of 
the ones that we probably haven't gotten yet this year where we maybe 
did some things wrong but stuck together as a group and found a way to 
win.” 

The Canucks have won five of their last six games and are now only one 
game below .500 at 9-10-3 after losing their first seven. They’ve lost 
seven games after leading by at least two goals. 

Logan Couture’s power-play goal, which bounced off Bear’s stick, then 
his leg as it changed angles like Lee Harvey Oswald’s magic bullet, put 
San Jose ahead at 7:05 of the third period. But Mikheyev tied it from the 
slot at 8:14, then dived to keep a puck from getting turned over a few 
seconds before Pettersson redirected Oliver Ekman-Larsson’s shot 
through Kahkonen at 10:44. 

So, the Canucks led, then trailed, then led, were tied, then won. 

“It's a great win, it's a great road trip,” Vancouver coach Bruce Boudreau 
said. “That was courage and character. I mean, we were obviously tired, 
we were obviously getting outplayed in third period. But we found ways to 
bounce back twice. It was great.” 

Especially for Demko, whose .885 save percentage is 46th among 51 
goalies who have played at least eight games. He got the win, and the 
love. 

“It's not a secret, you know, I've been fighting it this year,” he said. 
“Marty's been playing awesome and the guys have been rallying around 
him for sure. At the end of the day, I want to help out as much as I can 
and I've got to get my game going, too. The guys in this room know that 
I'm working hard every day; they see it on the ice. We were kind of 
having a chuckle after that first goal, in the intermission in here, shaking 
our heads a little bit. But like I said, we found a way to win, so it's 
exciting.” 

Even before they were piling in around him Sunday night, Demko knew 
teammates had his back. 

“We're all so close in here,” he said. “Especially since just how things 
have been going. . . to get it going, it's a great feeling in here. Everyone's 
happy for each other when we succeed.” 

The Canucks play eight of their next 10 at Rogers Arena, starting 
Tuesday against the Washington Capitals. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Despite early injury woes, Jets maintaining strong play: 
‘Our depth is really key’ 

 

Ken Wiebe@WiebesWorld 

November 28, 2022, 2:15 AM 
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CHICAGO — It’s natural to wonder if some players on the periphery of 
the Winnipeg Jets roster might have been hearing footsteps, either 
consciously or subconsciously. 

Even if they aren’t interested in making any public declarations on the 
matter, with Morgan Barron coming out of the infirmary on Sunday after 
the wrist injury that required surgery was fully healed, it’s safe to say the 
internal competition among the forward group is about to ramp up. 

With Nikolaj Ehlers (sports hernia) and Mason Appleton (wrist) still out 
long-term, the full effect won’t likely be felt for more than a month or so, 
but for the players either vying for a bump in ice time — and/or battling to 
stay in the lineup — it's on. 

And a good chunk of those players made an important contribution as the 
Jets delivered a decisive 7-2 defeat to the Chicago Blackhawks at the 
United Center. 

Never mind the Blackhawks have now dropped seven consecutive 
games and are reeling after an encouraging start, that’s not an issue the 
Jets need to worry about. 

Their focus was solely on finishing off a three-game road trip against 
Central Division opponents on a positive note and that’s precisely what 
they did — thanks in part to an impressive contribution from a bottom-six 
that needed to increase its contributions when it comes to 
complementary scoring. 

Whether it was Saku Maenalanen scoring twice (including a rocket over 
the glove of Petr Mrazek), Jansen Harkins scoring for the second time in 
as many games while showing well in his promotion to the third line with 
Adam Lowry or Morgan Barron and Dominic Toninato chipping in an 
assist on the fourth unit as they returned to the lineup, the examples of 
role players trying to leave an imprint were everywhere you turned. 

Those stretched beyond the scoresheet, as waiver-claim Axel Jonsson-
Fjallby provided some energy on a line with Pierre-Luc Dubois (two 
goals) and Kyle Connor (one goal, three points). Mikey Eyssimont did the 
same, rounding out the Lowry line and earning a promotion to the second 
power play unit, since veteran forward Sam Gagner was a healthy 
scratch for the first time this season as centre David Gustafsson sat out 
with a minor upper-body injury. 

“Every line scored. That’s nice to see,” said Jets head coach Rick 
Bowness. “We need some goals from that bottom six, and we’ve been 
getting them.” 

There have been plenty of times this season when the Jets have been 
too reliant on the top forwards and the high-end contributions from 
defenceman Josh Morrissey, who chipped in another three assists as he 
increased his team-leading point total to 23 in 20 games. 

On this night, the Jets racked up a number of checkmarks on the to-do 
list, getting an even-strength goal from each of the four lines (including 
two from the fourth line) and adding a pair on the power-play (including 
an absolute rocket of a one-timer from Connor, who scored for the sixth 
time in the past six games to reach eight for the season). 

“If you want to be a successful team in this league, the only way to do it 
through the whole 82-game season is like that, when everybody 
contributes,” said Dubois, who is up to 10 goals to sit one behind 
Scheifele or the team lead. “Some nights, some lines might contribute 
more offensively or defensively. For it to be sustainable, that’s how it’s 
going to have to look this year. You’re going to need a lot of pieces to get 
going. You look at teams and they get injuries and that’s the end of their 
season. 

“We’ve had a lot of injuries already this year, important injuries, and we 
keep winning games. That’s important because these are valuable points 
at the end of the year. You look at the best teams every year. Oftentimes, 
the top lines, they want to cancel each other out. Every year in the 
playoffs, you always see the unsung heroes who make the difference in 
the playoffs. It’s not just a switch you turn on come playoff time.” 

Just like lopsided losses have been few and far between, blowout wins 
are fleeting but can certainly provide a boost of confidence, especially 
with the red-hot Colorado Avalanche (7-2 in their past nine games) 
coming to town to open a four-game homestand on Tuesday night. 

The Jets reached the quarter point of the season with a record of 13-6-1, 
which is tied for the best start in 2.0 franchise history. 

Although the Jets are just one point behind the Dallas Stars in the chase 
for top spot in the Central, they’re actually leading the division in points 
percentage because of those two games in hand. 

A quick note of caution for context, the Jets also hit that mark last 
season, backed by a 9-3-3 start. But, this seems more likely to be 
sustainable — thanks in part to a commitment to the defensive structure 
that was lacking a year ago. 

“I think it’s good. Defensively, it’s more about not being so set in a spot,” 
said Connor, asked for his thoughts on the improvements made to the 
defensive structure, which was a top priority going into training camp. “If 
you see a loose puck in the corner, go. Trust your teammates more and 
be more aggressive. And that allows us to play quicker. When you play 
quicker, you get the puck more. 

“But if there’s a loose puck, and I’ve got to go down in that corner to get 
the puck, I know my centreman’s taking my D man. So it’s playing 
quicker. That’s an adjustment that we didn’t really do much last year.” 

Which brings us back to those players trying to cement their spots on 
Bowness’ lineup card. 

For guys to avoid being the next person sent down to the Manitoba 
Moose of the American Hockey League — or being subjected to waivers 
like Harkins, Toninato, Eyssimont and Jonsson-Fjallby all have already 
this season — finding consistency while doing what you do best will be 
paramount. 

“Our depth is really key. You need that if you’re going to have long runs,” 
said Connor, who is up to 20 points in 20 games after what he viewed as 
a slow start by his lofty standards. “You’re going to have injuries. Every 
team goes through it. We obviously lost (Ehlers), who’s a huge part of 
our team. A couple other guys here and there, (like Appleton). 

“It’s just kind of been the mentality all year. You’ve got to be ready. You’ll 
get your chance. Bones talks about everybody looking the same without 
the puck. I think that’s kind of been the focus for guys coming up, too. 
They can look around the room and see everybody playing that way.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Wiebe’s World: Kirill’s thrills balanced by grit, work ethic 
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November 27, 2022, 1:55 PM 

 

ST. PAUL, Minn. — When it comes to Minnesota Wild forward Kirill 
Kaprizov, you need to look beyond the surface-level statistics to gauge 
his full impact. 

Sure, the highlight-reel moments have been plentiful for the fifth round 
pick in the 2015 NHL Draft — including a between-the-legs shot he 
generated during a power play before burying his own rebound on Friday 
— but one of the most important contributions Kaprizov is making relates 
to how he handles himself in this pursuit of excellence. 
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“His team-first mentality,” Wild head coach Dean Evason said earlier this 
week. “Yeah, he scores pretty goals and beautiful goals, but he scores 
more gritty goals than he scores pretty ones and he cares more about 
that end result than that scoresheet result.” 

That may seem like a simple premise, but it’s an integral one when it 
comes to building a successful team. 

Kaprizov extended his point streak to nine games on Sunday afternoon 
by chipping in a goal and two assists in a 4-3 win over the Arizona 
Coyotes. He is once again leading the Wild offensively, with 13 goals and 
27 points in 21 games while averaging just under 21 minutes of ice time. 

“He’s a game-changer offensively,” said Wild defenceman Alex 
Goligoski, who recently eclipsed 1,000 NHL games. “When you can add 
a guy like that to a team, it adds a different dynamic. You can control the 
puck a little bit more, he has the puck on his stick a lot during games and 
you can kind of change the way the rest of the team plays. When he has 
the puck so much, it can kind of filter down.” 

That production is important, but it’s what Kaprizov does behind the 
scenes that his teammates appreciate most. 

Goligoski spent parts of four seasons with the Pittsburgh Penguins early 
in his career and he sees some parallels between Kaprizov and Pens' 
captain Sidney Crosby. 

“He’s just a hard-working guy. He’s very humble. He’ll do anything to 
win,” said Goligoski. “The way that he competes in practices, it’s crazy. 
He drags guys with him and I can’t say enough about what it means to 
have your best player be your hardest worker. 

“Not that they’re comparable players at this point in his career, but when I 
was with Pittsburgh, that’s how Sid was. Just that work ethic every day. 
You’ve got no choice. You’re dragged into it. You’re either doing it too or 
you’re going to look like an idiot. It’s huge to have on your team.” 

Kaprizov burst onto the scene during the 2020-21 season that was 
shortened because of the pandemic, racking up 27 goals and 51 points in 
55 games. He followed that up by recording 47 goals and 108 points in 
81 games last season. 

“I was just very impressed, I didn’t know much about him. I played 
against him a couple of times. He was a good player, but you hadn’t seen 
him too much,” said Goligoski, who was with the Coyotes when he got 
his first look at Kaprizov. “Just getting on his team and seeing him every 
day, you realize how good he is and how special he is. I had no idea. 

“He’s so good on his edges. He’s heavy and he competes and obviously 
his skill takes over after that. He’s a very, very impressive player.” 

Wild winger Jordan Greenway got his first viewing of Kapirzov at the 
2017 World Junior Hockey Championship and he remembers the 
strategy Team USA tried to employ whenever the Russian forward was 
on the ice. 

“In that game, it was basically, 'Don’t let him get the puck,'” said 
Greenway. “I (also) played against him in the (2018) Olympics, so I knew 
what he was about and it was never a question of whether he was going 
to do well or not over here. Now that he’s here, he’s obviously found a 
way to make a name for himself very early and I think it’s just the 
beginning for him.” 

One of the things teammates and opponents alike recognize about 
Kaprizov is his willingness to go to the hard areas. 

“When you thought of the Wild, you thought of tight-checking, defensive, 
gritty, Mikko Koivu-led team,” said Jets defenceman Brenden Dillon. “I 
played with Brent Burns (with the San Jose Sharks) for a bunch of years 
and that’s kind of what he knew about the team as well. That was their 
culture and that was how they were going to win games. Of course, when 
you bring in a dynamic player like him, it does change things. 

“For him, you’ve got to know when he’s on the ice. He’s not just one of 
those skilled guys where you hit him and cross-check him and he’s going 
to go away. He’s got some feistiness to him.” 

THIS LOOKS FAMILIAR 

What an interesting stat provided by Colorado Avalanche media relations 
director Brendan McNicholas. 

Following Saturday’s win over the Dallas Stars, the Avalanche's record 
through 18 games is the exact same as last season — when the 
organization captured the Stanley Cup — and eerily similar over the past 
four seasons: 

2022-23:  11-6-1 

2021-22:  11-6-1 

2020-21:  11-6-1 

2019-20:  11-5-2 

The most impressive thing about this season’s start is that the Avalanche 
have been dealing with injuries to a number of key cogs, including 
captain Gabe Landeskog (out for the entire season with a knee injury), 
power forward Valeri Nichushkin (limited to seven games), centreman 
Darren Helm (zero games), and defencemen Sam Girard (13 games) 
and Bowen Byram (10 games), among others. 

Forward Evan Rodrigues was added to the list of players on the shelf 
earlier this week. 

Combating the dreaded Stanley Cup hangover is a subject we dealt with 
in this space in a previous edition of Wiebe’s World, but since starting 4-
4-1 the Avalanche have found their stride, winning seven of the past nine 
games (7-2) to move into a tie for second in the Central Division in points 
(three points behind the Stars with three games in hand) and a tie with 
the Jets for first place in the division in points percentage (.658). 

The Avalanche are up to third in the NHL in goal differential at plus-21 — 
the league-leading Boston Bruins are first at plus-38. 

The trio of Mikko Rantanen, Nathan MacKinnon and Cale Makar are 
leading the offensive charge for the Avalanche, but 2022 trade-deadline 
acquisition Artturi Lehkonen has continued to be a perfect fit. 

In addition to his defensively-conscious play, Lehkonen is benefitting 
from his enhanced role in the lineup and is riding a career-high nine-
game point streak (four goals, 11 points over that span). 

Lehkonen, who was signed to a five-year extension worth $22.5 million 
($4.5 million AAV) on July 13 after being acquired from the Montreal 
Canadiens, is up to six goals and 17 points this season. 

Lehkonen’s career-high for goals came (18) during his rookie season 
with the Canadiens in 2016-17 while his highest point total (31) came in 
2018-19. Expect both of those marks to be updated by the versatile 
forward from Finland. 

EXTRA ATTACKER WOES 

Over the course of the season, teams are going to score a fair share of 
empty-net goals and give up a few when the opposition pulls its goalie in 
favour of an extra attacker. 

It was a wild week for the Jets on that front as they gave up a grand total 
of five extra-attacker goals in two games over a three-game span - 
including three against the Carolina Hurricanes on Monday and two more 
against the Stars on Friday. 

Oddly enough, the Jets found a way to win both of those games in 
overtime on Josh Morrissey goals. 

But it’s an area that requires some extra attention. 

“That’s a lot. That’s a large number,” said Jets centre Adam Lowry. "The 
Carolina ones, you look and I think a little bit of it is on our composure 
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and our poise with the puck. We give up the one, a lot of them are shots 
from the wall, they do a great job of getting traffic and getting numbers to 
the net and sticks on pucks. There are certain instances there where… 
guys had the puck on their stick, and could’ve made plays to end the 
game, but we didn’t. Ultimately it comes back and kind of bites us. It was 
the same thing (Friday) night. It’s a face-off won here, it’s getting in the 
shot lane. That’s kind of the difference from earlier on. 

“We were pretty successful at icing games, (up) to now it’s such a razor-
thin margin for error. You get in a shot lane, you win a face-off, you get 
the puck down, you get the open net, it changes from giving up five in a 
week to you’ve iced two games. It’s small tweaks. We don’t have to 
reinvent the wheel. It’s just (being) a little sharper at certain times in the 
game and that’ll be the difference.” 

Now, it’s worth noting the fifth extra-attacker goal that was allowed came 
with goalie Connor Hellebuyck laying on the ice without a mask after it 
was knocked off by Stars captain Jamie Benn — so that goal from Jason 
Robertson essentially came with an open Jets net. 

'That play needs to be blown dead': Jets pushing for change following 
controversial goal 

Hellebuyck made it crystal clear that he’d done plenty of research on the 
topic and had come to the conclusion the play should've been stopped 
after Dallas captain Jamie Benn sent his mask flying off. 

Still, there are a few areas that Jets head coach Rick Bowness would like 
to see improvement in, even if it means rolling out different personnel to 
protect those late leads. 

“Where are the goals coming from? They’re all coming from the point. So 
it’s not like we’re getting beat by three or four quick plays, or we’re 
running around and they’re taking advantage of it. That’s not the case,” 
said Bowness. “The four goals are, and I’m not even including that fifth 
goal because that’s not even… that’s another discussion. Don’t worry 
about the fifth goal. The four are all point shots. 

“We know where the problems are. When that happens, the forwards 
have got to do a better job of getting in the lane. And don’t expect to be 
out there at that point if you’re not willing to block a shot, because that’s 
all that is, is a point shot. And they’re seeing-eyes right now and they’re 
going through bodies and they’re going in. OK, sometimes you have to 
live with that and that’s happening. But identify where they are coming 
from, and what’s the solution? The solution is to start blocking some 
shots and if you don’t want to block a shot, don’t expect to be out on the 
ice in those situations. You’re either going to block the shot or you’re not 
going to be out there.” 

RAPID FIRE 

The two longest point streaks in the NHL were extended on Saturday, 
with Mitch Marner of the Toronto Maple Leafs hitting 16 against the 
Penguins and the aforementioned Robertson reaching 15 against the 
Avalanche. Marner has five goals and 22 points during that span, while 
Robertson has 16 goals and 28 points. Robertson moved into the NHL 
goal-scoring lead (18) by denting the twine six times this week and had a 
seventh overturned by a coach’s challenge for a missed 
stoppage…Incredible goalie stat for Ilya Sorokin of the New York 
Islanders. Not only is he having an awesome start to the season, but his 
propensity for shutouts is impressive. In 88 career starts for the 
Islanders, he’s already reached 12 shutouts, which means 13.6 per cent 
of his starts have resulted in a shutout. The Islanders continue to sit in 
second place in the Metropolitan Division, six points behind the New 
Jersey Devils…Speaking of those Devils, if you thought they were going 
to go away after the Maple Leafs snapped their 13-game winning streak 
(on a night they had three goals disallowed), think again. The Devils have 
won two games since that 2-1 loss, the most recent coming in convincing 
fashion, 5-1 over the Washington Capitals in a contest that saw Jack 
Hughes notch his first career hat trick. Hughes is up to 11 goals and 25 
points on the season, tied for the team points lead with Jesper Bratt. With 
12 wins in November, the Devils are tied with the Bruins for first in the 
NHL in points and are second in points percentage. 
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Sportsnet.ca / 'That play needs to be blown dead': Jets pushing for 
change following controversial goal 

 

Ken Wiebe@WiebesWorld 

November 26, 2022, 8:59 PM 

 

CHICAGO — By his own admission, Connor Hellebuyck had time to 
collect his thoughts and get his emotions in check, but that doesn’t mean 
the Winnipeg Jets goalie was about to change his tune or keep his mouth 
shut on an issue he feels strongly about. 

As Hellebuyck spoke with reporters inside the bowels of the United 
Center on Saturday afternoon, he made it crystal clear that he’d done 
plenty of research on the topic and had come to the conclusion the play 
should have been stopped after Dallas Stars captain Jamie Benn sent his 
mask flying off after a strap came unbuckled in the final minute of 
regulation time of Friday’s frenetic finish. 

Hellebuyck then went a step further, saying he hopes the play in question 
leads to a rule change and eliminates some of the grey area that’s 
surrounding the discussion about the sequence of events that allowed 
the Stars to score the equalizer with 20 seconds to go in the third period 
— the Jets goalie down on the ice and covering his unprotected head 
with his glove hand and his blocker as Jason Robertson shot the puck 
into the vacated net. 

“That play needs to be blown dead,” said Hellebuyck, who made 37 
saves as the Jets regrouped to earn a 5-4 overtime victory over the 
Stars. “There was not an immediate scoring chance after there. There 
were two passes made and a shot from the point. Those refs made a 
mistake, but I feel like the rule needs to change so that the war room and 
the refs have the opportunity to realize they made a mistake. They put 
me in danger. A lot of bad things could have came from that. Plain and 
simple, when a goalie’s mask gets knocked off, the play needs to get 
blown dead.” 

That seems like a pretty straightforward and sensible way to solve one of 
the issues at the forefront of the debate raging on around the hockey 
world. 

For the sake of clarity, Hellebuyck fully understood that neither the NHL 
situation room nor the officials on the ice were able to look at the rule that 
pertains to players or goalies losing their mask or helmet as the play 
went to video review. 

“NHL Rule 9 – Uniforms – 9.6 – Helmets – When a goalkeeper has lost 
his helmet and/or face mask and his team has control of the puck, the 
play shall be stopped immediately to allow the goalkeeper the opportunity 
to regain his helmet and/or face mask. 

When the opposing team has control of the puck, play shall only be 
stopped if there is no immediate and impending scoring opportunity. This 
stoppage of play must be made by the Referee. When play is stopped 
because the goalkeeper has lost his helmet and/or face mask, the 
ensuing face-off shall take place at one of the defending team’s end zone 
face-off spots. 

When a goalkeeper deliberately removes his helmet and/or face mask in 
order to secure a stoppage of play, the Referee shall stop play as 
outlined above and in this case assess the goalkeeper a minor penalty 
for delaying the game. If the goalkeeper deliberately removes his helmet 
and/or face mask when the opposing team is on a breakaway, the 
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Referee shall award a penalty shot to the nonoffending team, which shot 
shall be taken by the player last in possession of the puck.” 

Hellebuyck knew the only thing that was fair game was the goalie 
interference element, which was nullified when it was determined that the 
actions of Jets defenceman Josh Morrissey — who conceded that he 
pushed Benn in the direction of Hellebuyck (even if he was already 
heading that general direction). 

Since it was ultimately not ruled goalie interference on Benn, the goal 
was allowed to stand. 

Still, Hellebuyck was at a loss for what he was supposed to do in that 
situation. 

“What I saw was I had made a save, I am in the crease, I leaned maybe 
a hair outside the crease and the crease isn’t very wide. Maybe I leaned 
a hair outside, but my balance and my weight was in the crease, and he 
was coming right by my face,” said Hellebuyck. “Maybe he wasn’t going 
to hit me but he was close enough where any play on him forced him into 
my head. I think Josh did hit him. I don’t know how hard he hit him, that’s 
not for me to judge because I’m not the one who put the hit on him. 

“But he hit him, and the amount of force that went into my head was very 
scary. The feeling in my neck was very scary. I’m glad I’m OK, I’m glad 
I’m having a maintenance day (Saturday). But the force that went into my 
head is a no-brainer for me that it needs to get blown dead and looked 
at.” 

Sure, Hellebuyck was trying to protect his head from the potential of it 
being hit by a shot as the play continued. 

But he was also trying to come to grips with taking a shoulder to the 
mask from one of the strongest players in the NHL. That’s why it took him 
so long to get to his feet, long after the goal had been scored. 

“Definitely, a little bit of that (protecting himself). It was more of the shock 
of what I had just felt and I didn’t know if I could get up,” said Hellebuyck, 
who stayed in the game after he was checked out by Jets head athletic 
therapist Rob Milette. “The way the play goes, they’re expecting me to 
get up, go to the post and square up to a point shot? For me, that’s just 
way too long and no one’s going to do that with no mask on. We don’t 
want any goalie in this league, we don’t want that for us, we don’t want to 
see that anywhere in this league. So, the fact that happened (Friday) 
night is very eye-opening and, hopefully, we can get better and get this 
rule changed.” 

Hellebuyck is part of the competition committee and isn’t afraid to have 
his opinions heard on issues such as this one. 

He isn’t about to go quietly into the night or wait for someone else to 
advocate for him. 

“I’m the goalie on (the committee). I get my voice out. I hate complaining 
without doing something about it,” said Hellebuyck. “We talked about it 
last meeting. We talked about how we need to protect the goalies’ heads. 
How we’re getting hit there and nothing is being done about it. So, the 
refs are supposed to be looking for it. 

“Obviously, I’ve said the refs made a mistake. It’s OK. All we need is for 
them to honour that mistake, or even in games when they all talk 
together instead of just saying, ‘OK, we made a mistake, it’s a goal,’ let 
the war room take care of it because that’s kind of what sometimes they 
do. They need to be able to get together and say, ‘OK, this is the actual 
way we need to call this.’ What I would like to see happen is if that puck’s 
not on its way into the net or in the crease with a guy finishing in the net, 
the play gets called. That’s immediate. I think the rule needs to be 
changed where the war room can say, ‘OK, that needed to get blown 
dead.’” 

Things happen fast in real time and you fully comprehend why the 
officials want to be 100 per cent sure about blowing a play down in a 
one-goal game in the waning seconds of regulation time. 

Points are of the utmost importance in a league where the margins are 
incredibly slim, but player safety needs to be the top priority here. 

Under no circumstances should Hellebuyck or any other goalie in the 
NHL (or any level for that matter) be asked to get up quickly just to 
ensure that the whistle is blown, provided there is no immediate scoring 
chance for the attacking team. 

Roughly four seconds elapsed from the time Benn had made contact with 
Hellebuyck to when Robertson scored the goal. 

For the sake of comparison, that’s roughly the amount of time it took 
Morrissey to race up the ice, take a pass from Blake Wheeler, pull away 
from Robertson and beat Stars goalie Jake Oettinger through the five-
hole for the OT winner. 

That scoring chance was only imminent once Morrissey had taken a 
stride or two beyond the offensive goal line and broken in alone, not 
while accelerating through the neutral zone. 

Which brings us back to Hellebuyck’s argument. 

“When a goalie’s mask is knocked off or comes off, if it’s not an 
immediate – and I mean like the puck’s going in, getting tapped in – the 
whistle needs to be blown,” said Hellebuyck. “Just like a player who loses 
his helmet has to go to the bench. He’s allowed to finish the motion of the 
play but he has to go to the bench. The same thing should apply for a 
goalie. I think there (were) two passes and I don’t even know if Jamie 
Benn got a point on that play (he didn’t). And that was the initial guy who 
hit me and got the puck. 

“So four seconds. I’m pretty sure we could have got a shot on the other 
net in four or five seconds. That tells you how much ice you can cover. 
Immediate is, like I’ve been saying, the puck needs to be going in the net 
or on its way into the net or a guy is in the act of finishing a puck and 
there was none of that.” 

Seeing Hellebuyck sprawled out face down late in Friday’s game was a 
far greater concern than giving up the goal that allowed the Stars to 
erase a two-goal deficit and earn a point by getting the game to overtime. 

“It’s a scary situation when your team’s MVP goes down and is laying 
motionless on the ice with no helmet and pucks are coming to the net,” 
said Jets centre Adam Lowry, who had a goal and three points on Friday, 
including an assist on the overtime clincher. “As players, for the longest 
time, any time it goes to the situation room we don’t really have a whole 
lot of clarity on instances where the goalie is impacted. You’d like it to be 
cut and dry. 

“I just think in these situations, there’s always going to be one side that’s 
upset. At the same time, we remember just how dangerous it is if 
someone gets a puck in the head, just how fast that things can change. 
Whether you’re the team that kind of feels like you get screwed out, you 
want player safety to be at the forefront. That’s going to be something 
that is going to get brought up and hopefully dealt with.” 

Jets head coach Rick Bowness, who expressed his frustration and 
confusion with the call on Friday, was taking the turning the page 
approach when he was asked to revisit the topic on Saturday afternoon. 

“It’s the same. We disagree with the call, it’s as simple as that,” said 
Bowness, who wasn’t ready to reveal whether it would be Hellebuyck or 
backup David Rittich starting in goal against the Chicago Blackhawks on 
Sunday as his team closes out a three-game road trip against Central 
Division opponents. “You can’t ask a goalie to get in there and make a 
save without his mask on. Anyways, that happens. We’ve moved on. I 
don’t talk to the league about those things. (Jets general manager Kevin 
Cheveldayoff) does. Chevy has been in constant contact with the league. 
That’s all we can do is voice our opinion and go from there.” 
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Mark Madden: Penguins have shown they can be good but also 
inconsistent and stubborn 

 

Mark Madden 

 

The Penguins had won five straight going into Saturday’s home game vs. 
Toronto. They reminded us that they could still be a good team. 

Then, in that game, they reminded us that they could be a bad team. 
They lost handily, 4-1. 

A mangled line change gifted Toronto’s Mitch Marner a breakaway goal 
just 40 seconds into the game, igniting a rare tantrum by Sidney Crosby 
on the bench. The Penguins allowed a two-on-one off a neutral-zone 
draw with 17 seconds left in the first period. No harm done, but for heck’s 
sake. Jeff Petry got a penalty 54 seconds into the second period. Jake 
Guentzel took one six seconds into the third. 

The Penguins are the NHL’s oldest team, with an average age near 30. 
There’s a bunch of Stanley Cup rings in that dressing room. 

But, given their experience and guile, which they so rarely utilize, the 
Penguins’ stupidity can be absolutely appalling. 

It mostly stems from a familiar source: The Penguins refuse to see 
themselves as they are. It’s not 2017, or ’16, or ’09. They show glimpses 
of that, but not enough. 

The Penguins got outshot 17-5 in the first period. They had played the 
day before, but so had the Maple Leafs. 

But the Maple Leafs are younger. 

When the Penguins play back-to-back nights, they are 1-4-1 in the 
second game. They’ve been outscored 25-15 in those games and 
outshot (yikes) 244-161. 

There’s no fixing that. There’s no fixing old. The Penguins don’t want to 
be smarter. 

The Penguins also don’t have a third line. 

The top six is producing and looks good, Bryan Rust’s one goal in 12 
games duly noted. The fourth line has performed beyond expectations. 
Josh Archibald and Ryan Poehling have four goals each. Teddy Blueger 
has been energetic since returning from injury. 

But, on the third line, Danton Heinen has no goals in 17 games. Brock 
McGinn had five goals in seven games recently, but he’s really a fourth-
liner. 

Whatever energy the third line’s wings provide is negated by what 
appears to be the death rattle of center Jeff Carter’s career. Carter, 37, 
has one goal in 15 games, and that was into an empty net. Carter is 
slow, much too slow for a team that fancies itself based on speed. His 
slide is compounded by still attempting to play like he’s a top-six. 

It’s time to consider resting Carter for one leg of back-to-back games. 
Dress usual scratch Kasperi Kapanen and slide Poehling to center. 
(Using Kapanen oozes desperation.) 

The Penguins need to fix their power play, too. 

The power play is converting 16.7% of the time. That’s fifth-worst in the 
NHL. That’s utterly unacceptable given the array of talent. 

The power play doesn’t score enough, nor does it seize momentum 
enough. It passes too much, doesn’t shoot enough and is too often all 
over the place. 

As this space has noted, the power play doesn’t have a true point man or 
re-set point. That duty doesn’t have to be performed up top. Mario 
Lemieux and Phil Kessel both did it at the left half-wall. They settled 
down and reorganized. 

It’s time to give Crosby that job at the right half-wall. 

That would take the right half-wall away from Evgeni Malkin. Malkin has a 
fierce one-timer but doesn’t shoot it nearly enough, perhaps because no 
one tees him up properly. Malkin has two power-play goals in 22 games. 
That’s chump change. 

Put Malkin on the left half-wall. He can just as easily not shoot the one-
timer from there, and would be far from totally lost. Talent adjusts. 

Crosby doesn’t get enough touches down low. He’s the team’s best 
playmaker and passer. Use Crosby where those skills can be put to 
maximum use. He could better control the pace of the power play, and 
provide some calm. 

Not that stats are a concern, but Crosby costs himself 8-10 assists per 
year by not playing the right half-wall. You get helpers from insignificant 
touches there because the puck constantly rotates through. (Crosby 
would very probably like to play that spot, but acquiesces to Malkin’s 
preference while utilizing his own excellence in traffic.) 

The Penguins can be good. They just have to more consistently figure 
out how. 

It requires swallowing some pride. They should slow the game down in 
the second leg of back-to-backs. Better to do it voluntarily and under 
control than to have it happen organically and shoved down your throat. 

They should also start Casey DeSmith against the weaker foe in those 
back-to-backs. Stop pretending him and Tristan Jarry are equals. 
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3 takeaways: Despite loss to Toronto, Penguins' penalty-kill is perfect for 
7th straight game 

 

Justin Guerriero 

 

Three takeaways from the Pittsburgh Penguins’ 4-1 loss to Toronto 
Saturday at PPG Paints Arena. 

Strong PK 

Entering Saturday evening’s game against the Maple Leafs, the 
Penguins’ penalty-kill unit was tied for 10th-best in the NHL with at 
80.6%, not a bad spot to be in considering the team’s struggles in that 
area to begin the season. 

A month or so ago, the Penguins were near the bottom of the league in 
penalty-kill percentage. 

But a strong November and the presence of Teddy Blueger, who only 
made his season debut back on the 15th against the Maple Leafs after 
missing the first month of the season, has elevated the Penguins’ 
penalty-kill to its current increased level of effectiveness. 

While Saturday’s result was a loss at the hands of the Maple Leafs, the 
Penguins were 3 of 3 on the penalty-kill, stretching their streak to seven 
games in which they have blanked the opposition’s power-play. 

During that span, the team has killed 17 straight penalties. For the month 
of November, the Penguins have allowed four goals on 39 opposing 
power-plays, good for a penalty-kill rate of 89.7%. 

Familiar antagonists 

When Toronto’s Jason Spezza retired this past spring, putting a bow on a 
playing career of nearly two decades, it marked the departure from the 
ice of an all-time great “Penguins killer.” 

In 51 career games against Pittsburgh, Spezza recorded 53 points. 
Unfortunately for the Penguins, one of Toronto’s young stars is picking 
up right where Spezza left off. 

With a goal and an assist in Saturday’s win in Pittsburgh, Mitchell Marner 
has points in each of his team’s three games against the Penguins, as he 
scored a goal in the Maple Leafs’ 5-2 win back on Nov. 15 and notched 
an assist in a 4-2 Penguins winNov. 11. 

The 25-year-old Marner, playing in his seventh professional season after 
being selected fourth overall by the Maple Leafs in the 2015 NHL Draft, 
has played 17 career games against the Penguins. He has posted 17 
points (three goals, 14 assists). 

Marner’s play against the Penguins of late has been a microcosm of the 
red-hot tear he’s been on: Saturday continued his point streak to 16 
straight games. 

Maple Leafs winger William Nylander has also been a pest through the 
teams’ three meetings this season, of which Saturday was the last. 

Nylander scored in the second period of Saturday’s game, putting 
Toronto up 3-0 over the Penguins. He also scored goals in the games 
between the Penguins and Maple Leafs earlier this month. 

Capitalizing at home 

When the calendar flips from November to December in a few days, the 
Penguins will have played just eight games at home. 

In other words, 14 of the team’s 22 games thus far have been played on 
the road. However, that trend soon will shift as Saturday begins a five-

game homestand for the Penguins, who will go on to play seven of their 
next eight games in Pittsburgh. 

Though Toronto managed to snap the Penguins’ five-game win streak, 
coach Mike Sullivan is hopeful the extended time playing on home ice will 
present his team with a chance to snatch up as many points as possible, 
helping recoup from the ugly seven-game losing streak that stretched 
into early November. 

“I think it’s important for us to establish ourselves as a stingy team at 
home,” Sullivan said. “We want to be a team that utilizes home-ice 
advantage to the best of our ability. We’ve got a great fan base here, 
we’ve got great support — we always have — and I know our guys really 
enjoy playing in front of the home crowd. 

“We’ve got a stretch here where we’ve got a bunch of them coming up … 
certainly, it’s an opportunity for us that we’re going to try to maximize.” 
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Penguins Wrap: Lots of Positives, One Clunker 

 

By Dave Molinari  

 

The Pittsburgh Penguins elevated themselves back into playoff 
contention by winning their first three games last week. 

Although those seven days ended on a down note, with a 4-1 loss at 
home to Toronto Saturday, it was, in general, a positive week for them. 

Here’s a look back at the week that was: 

Sunday 

The Penguins were playing for the third time in four nights when they 
visited Chicago, and it showed in their performance, but that didn’t 
prevent them from completing a perfect 3-0 road trip. 

The game against the Blackhawks was the 1,000th of Evgeni Malkin’s 
NHL career, and that milestone did not go unnoticed. Or fail to generate 
reactions inside the Penguins’ locker room. 

Monday 

The Penguins had a scheduled day off after returning home with victories 
in Minnesota, Winnipeg and Chicago, but there still were plenty of issues 
to ponder. High on that list is whether they should re-sign Jason Zucker, 
who finally was healthy and starting to play the way the Penguins hoped 
he would when they acquired him from the Wild. 

It shouldn’t have surprised anyone after he put up 11 points in four 
games, but Sidney Crosby was honored as the NHL’s No. 1 star of the 
week. 

Tuesday 

The Penguins’ power play has underachieved for most of the season, 
and part of the problem has been members of the No. 1 unit’s penchant 
for passing up shots to give the puck to a teammate. Mike Sullivan 
decided to address that by moving Jeff Petry to the right point on his top 
group during a rare practice at PPG Paints Arena. 

Ryan Poehling seemed like he might just be a throw-in when the 
Penguins acquired Petry from Montreal this summer, but he’s making the 
most of his new opportunity and developing into a valuable role player. 

Petry wasn’t the only one to get a promotion on this day. Ty Hennes, the 
Penguins’ longtime skills coach, was named a full-fledged assistant on 
Sullivan’s staff. 

Wednesday 

The Penguins — and the Thanksgiving Eve crowd at PPG Paints Arena 
— celebrated Malkin’s 1000th game, and Malkin put an exclamation point 
on an emotional evening by scoring the shootout-deciding goal in a 2-1 
victory against Calgary. 

Flames coach Darryl Sutter made what seemed like a peculiar decision 
when he started Dan Vladar in goal instead of Jacob Markstrom, 
considering that Markstrom had stopped 98 of 100 shots in his previous 
three games against the Penguins. However, Vladar validated Sutter’s 
move with a strong showing that was dampened only a little by Malkin’s 
shootout heroics. 

Mike Sullivan can’t bring himself to watch how his players fare in 
shootouts. Too bad, because he probably would have enjoyed what 
Malkin did. 

The Penguins got some good news at the game-day skate, when goalie 
Casey DeSmith, who had been injured in Chicago and was held out of 
practice Tuesday, was able to participate. 

Thursday 

It was a fairly unconventional Thanksgiving for the Pittsburgh Penguins 
— they had a practice, then traveled to Philadelphia — but they still were 
thankful to be on a positive streak after going through one of the other 
kind just a short time earlier. 

The first quarter of the season was winding down, and the Penguins 
clearly had plenty of room for improvement. We took a look at several of 
the things that could make that happen. 

Friday 

Marcus Pettersson lost a fight — but won a ton of respect — when he 
traded punches with Philadelphia tough guy Nic Deslauriers after 
Deslauriers delivered a hard hit on Pettersson’s defense partner, Kris 
Letang. 

The Deslauriers-Pettersson fight might be the only thing the hapless 
Flyers win for a while. The Penguins once went 42 games without a 
victory in Philadelphia, but now win there in a regular basis, including the 
4-1 decision that stretched their winning streak to five games. 

If the game against the Flyers at the Wells Fargo Center was supposed 
to be a test for the Penguins, most of them passed it in impressive 
fashion. 

Saturday 

The game started badly for the Penguins when Toronto scored off a 
putrid line change 40 seconds into the first period, and didn’t get much 
better for most of the evening in their 4-1 loss to the Maple Leafs. 

The Pittsburgh Penguins had plenty to be unhappy and frustrated about 
in the aftermath of the beatdown by Toronto, and they definitely were. 

If you found the aforementioned line change difficult to understand, let 
alone explain, you were not alone. The Penguins know the feeling. 
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Who Cares About Line Changes? Until One is Botched, Anyway 

 

By Dave Molinari  

 

Line changes are choreographed chaos for the Pittsburgh Penguins. 

Every other team at just about every level of the sport, too. 

Hockey is the only major sport — and perhaps the only sport, period — in 
which players enter and leave play while it is in progress, rather than 
during a stoppage. 

The idea of it happening in other sports actually is rather comical. 

Imagine one wide receiver going to the bench in the middle of running a 
route, with another coming on to complete it. Or a basketball player 
peeling to the sideline during a fast break so he can be replaced by a 
rested teammate. Or a baseball team switching catchers while the ball is 
in the outfield and a play at home plate is looming. 

The idea is utterly preposterous. Wince-worthy. Something that would be 
seen only in a comedy attempting to parody a sport. 

Or, of course, in a hockey game, where it happens dozens of times, as 
the natural course of events. 

Generally, those personnel changes go almost unnoticed, because 
they’re executed seamlessly. 

Guys have a pretty good idea of how long they are expected to be on the 
ice under normal circumstances — average shift times on the Penguins 
range from 37 seconds (Ryan Poehling) to 56 seconds (Kris Letang) — 
and the teammates who will be replacing them when on-ice 
circumstances make it practical know to be ready to go over the boards. 

Mind you, the exchange doesn’t always go as smoothly as planned, and 
that generally results in the team being penalized for having too many 
men on the ice. 

Sometimes, the price for getting it wrong is even higher, and the mistake 
is immediately reflected on the scoreboard. 

That can happen when just one player picks an inopportune moment to 
leave the ice — like, say, when he should be defending against an 
oncoming rush — and the other team gets a brief manpower advantage 
that makes a quality scoring chance possible. 

And when virtually everyone on one club tries to go to the bench at a bad 
time — which the Penguins did during the first minute of their 4-1 loss to 
Toronto Saturday night at PPG Paints Arena — the result is predictably 
disastrous. 

The Penguins, as usual, started the Sidney Crosby’s line, which has Jake 
Guentzel and Rickard Rakell on the wings, and the defense pairing of 
Marcus Pettersson and Letang. 

A little more than a half-minute into the game, all of the Penguins except 
Rakell, who was along the right-wing boards near center ice, skated 
toward their bench. None showed so much as a wisp of urgency, 
apparently believing that the puck was heading into the Toronto end of 
the ice. 

They were wrong. 

Auston Matthews got possession just outside the Pittsburgh Penguins’ 
blue line, then pivoted on the far side of the red line and slid a pass to 
Mitch Marner, who was able to drive to the net unchallenged and slide a 
shot past Casey DeSmith. 

Jeff Petry, P.O Joseph, Ryan Poehling and Teddy Blueger all made it 
onto the ice before Marner scored, although none got out there in time to 
have an impact on the play. 

The guys who made it to the bench were spared the minus-1 that Rakell 
and their replacements received. 

Crosby vented his frustration at that sequence by angrily kicking the 
inside of the boards at the Penguins’ bench, and one has to imagine that 
Mike Sullivan was tempted to do likewise. 

Or worse. 

After all, he’s a details guy, and executing efficient line changes is an 
important one. 

But it also is one that’s easy to take for granted … at least until 
something like the Pittsburgh Penguins’ wretched transition from the first 
shift to the second Saturday happens. 
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Dan’s Daily: Penguins Frustrations, Oilers Looking for Trade Partner 

 

By Dan Kingerski  

 

The Pittsburgh Penguins wrong-footed it on Saturday night. They were 
off from the first shift, as Sidney Crosby changed up despite the Toronto 
Maple Leafs having the puck at center ice. The Edmonton Oilers are on 
the NHL trade hunt, but don’t have cap space to absorb anything beyond 
the dollars they send out. The Montreal Canadiens are dangling a couple 
of defensemen on the NHL trade block, but are in no hurry to make a 
move, and the Philadelphia Flyers fans let GM Chuck Fletcher know how 
they felt about the team toward the end of their loss to the Penguins on 
Friday. 

Oh, the Flyers were docile Friday. Aside from the two fights, I don’t recall 
a Flyers-Penguins game with less action. Between the end of the Ron 
Hextall era, which produced more prospect busts than hits, and the 
Fletcher era, which has produced bad contracts and more bad picks, 
Philly fans ain’t happy… 

Pittsburgh Hockey Now: The Penguins gave up a goal on the first shift 
(kind of, because it came on a line change), and Toronto never looked 
back. The Penguins lost, 4-1. Get the always-entertaining Dave Molinari 
Penguins recap. 

PHN+: It was an evening of blunders, breakdowns, and gaffes. After 
locker-room chats and insights, Dave also has the Pittsburgh Penguins 
analysis. 

Crosby was frustrated with his skates. Kris Letang was frustrated by 
having his skates taken from underneath him on a Toronto goal, and 
overall, the Penguins were … frustrated. Shelly Anderson has the 
Penguins’ locker room reaction. 

It was the first home game I’ve not covered since … ? Woke up Saturday 
morning in a cold sweat, violent chills, and the feeling that a dump truck 
had run me over. I am confined to the couch for several days or more. 
Yay. But I’m still working, because what else am I going to do? 

NHL Trade Talk, News & National Hockey Now: 

Sportsnet: The Edmonton Oilers want some grit or jam in their lineup, but 
at a pauper’s price. Still, they are looking under every rock on the NHL 
trade market. And yes, Jesse Puljujarvi’s name is out there. 

Montreal Hockey Now: GM Kent Hughes has infused the organization 
with a wave of energy. The young defensemen are coming along. The 
forward prospects are chipping in, and now Hughes gets to drive up the 
NHL trade price for veteran defensemen like Joel Edmundson or Mike 
Matheson for the Montreal Canadiens. 

Philly: So, you want to be an NHL GM? It’s easy. There’s always 
someone who wants your bad players. Never give veterans contracts, 
always be getting younger. It’s not so easy, but Philly isn’t yet on the 
upswing, and fans are tired of the stink. They want Chuck Fletcher’s job. 
Will the Philadelphia Flyers respond? 

Start the rebuild, you say? Many Penguins fans insisted — don’t re-sign 
Letang or Malkin. Get young, so you’ll win sooner. Kids, Philadelphia is 
the cautionary tale when you go chasing white rabbits. 

NYI: The Islanders cast off former first-round pick Keiffer Bellows. The 
Flyers picked him up. The two finally met again, and here’s what Bellow 
had to say about playing the New York Islanders. 

Washinton: The New Jersey Devils are a buzzsaw. The Capitals played 
well, but New Jersey still won, 5-1. Oh, and former Capitals goalie Vitek 

Vanecek had a little something to prove as well. The Washington 
Capitals story. 

Vegas: The glow-in-the-dark reverse retro Golden Knights jerseys made 
their debut, and in Vegas fashion, it was a pregame spectacle. They just 
do everything right. Check out the pregame build-up and explosion when 
they hit the ice. The Vegas Golden Knights pregame. 

Calgary: The Flames are flat. Help, Jonathan Huberdeau? 

Hopped up on cold & flu medicine, and that song popped into my head. 
In every form of music, there is one idyllic moment, perfect without 
interpretation or explanation, that compares to nothing else. Grace Slick 
nailing the vocals of White Rabbit is Rock’s greatest vocal. Ever. It was 
before my time, too, but if you don’t know it, here you go: 
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